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December 31, 1980

Mr. Harry L. Freeman
Senior Vice President
Office of the Chairman
American Express Company
American Express Plaza
Hew York, New York 10004

Dear Harry:

Thank you for your letter and enclosure.

You could not be more correct about the need to enhance our loans 
and guarantees. Unfortunately, we have encountered several problems 
with the Eximbank, not the least of which is a slow-moving bureaucracy 
that has not been completely candid about its willingness (or unwilling
ness) to assist the service industries.

You can be assured that developing a full and comprehensive services 
program will be one of my major priorities 1n the 97th Congress.

My best wishes to you for a prosperous New Year. I look forward to 
seeing you at the earliest opportunity.

Aloha

DANIEL K. INOUYE, Chairman 
Subcommittee on Merchant Marine

and Tourism

DKI:ell 

cc: Eric Lee



December 16, 1980

Mr. 8. Bruce Llewellyn
President
Overseas Private Investment

Corporation
1129 20th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20527

Dear President Llewellyn:

In September, I chaired hearings on the subject of "The International 
Competitiveness of United States Service Industries," the first 
general Congressional hearings on the services sector as opposed to 
specific service industry issues.

During the hearings, I asked several witnesses what actions can be 
taken administratively by the agencies themselves to support U.S. 
service industries competing overseas without the necessity for 
Congressional action. One of the agencies mentioned was the Eximbank, 
and another was the Overseas Private Investment Corporation.

According to information I have received and under the statutory 
authority of OPIC, the organization has authority to issue political 
risk insurance for U.S. banks and other financial institutions' loans 
to less developed countries (LCDs). Several years ago, OPIC did in 
fact issue such insurance, but within recent years it has altered its 
policy and refused to do so. Yet Sections 234 and 238 of the authorizing 
statute give OPIC the right to issue such insurance. The policy which 
OPIC has apparently adopted differs from that followed by European and 
Japanese institutions, which assist in the recycling process by providing 
such insurance to their private entities.

I would appreciate knowing whether OPIC believes that it has such loan 
authority under Sections 234(a)(1) and Section 238(a) and (e)(1) and if 
so, what factors constrain OPIC from extending such insurance. I know 
that OPIC must be reauthorized this year, and it is my hope that OPIC
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views its current and future role expansively relative to assisting 
American firms to compete successfully against their foreign competitors.

Your attention to this matter is greatly appreciated.

Aloha,

DANIEL K. INOUYE, Chairman
Subcommittee on Merchant Marine 

and Tourism

DKI:ell



December 5, 1980

Mr. John L. Moore, Jr.
President and Chairman
Export-Import Bank of the

United States
811 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 00571

Dear Mr. Chairman:

Thank you for your recent letter replying to my letter relative to the 
procurement of marine and property insurance on Eximbank-financed or 
guaranteed exports.

In my original letter to you, I was careful to stress that the issue is 
not mandatory procurement of American insurance. Rather, it is the need 
for adoption by the Eximbank of a policy which would provide American 
insurers an opportunity to obtain export insurance business generated by 
American tax dollars. I share the concern expressed in your letter that 
mandatory procurement of American insurance could have a detrimental effect 
on our exports, but, as I have pointed out, this was not our objective.

You have also noted that the Eximbank is making an inquiry through the 
Berne Union to determine whether there are countries which require the 
placing of marine and property insurance with companies domiciled in the 
purchasing country. Such information is most important, and as you are 
aware, some of this data is already available through agencies like the 
Office of the United States Trade Representative, which is processing several 
complaints filed by insurance companies under Section 301 of the 1974 Trade 
Act. I would hope that inquiries through the Berne Union will not delay an 
internal review of the Eximbank's policy, which has been criticized by 
American insurers even prior to your tenure. It would be eminently reasonable, 
I believe, to initiate a review of Eximbank policy concurrently with the Berne 
Union inquiry.

Nor should the Eximbank limit is inquiry to the Berne Union. I would hope 
it could make inquiries of individual countries and traders which utilize 
Bank credits.
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Finally, on a personal note, I would like to extend to you my deep appre
ciation for your past cooperation. You have performed well under most 
difficult fiscal restraints imposed by other agencies, and significant 
progress in expanding our national commitment to exports has been made 
under your stewardship. I wish you the best in your future endeavors.

Aloha,

DANIEL K. INOUYE, Chairman
Subcommittee on Merchant Marine 

and Tourism

DKI:ell



November 26, 1980

Mr. John D. Platt
President and Chief Executive

Officer
Geosource Incorporated
2700 South Post Oak Road
Suite 2000
Houston, Texas 77056

Dear Mr. Platt:

I am in receipt of your recent letter to me concerning problems your firm 
has encountered as a result of export disincentives and inadequate export 
credit incentives.

I agree with you that we need to provide equivalent support from the Federal 
government in the form of political and financial backing. As Chairman of 
the Subcommittee on Foreign Operations, I have supported efforts to expand 
the amount of funds available for direct loans and guarantees by the 
Eximbank. I have also initiated inquiries with the Eximbank to determine 
what steps it can take to assist U.S. companies.

Although the Eximbank has enlarged its programs, there can be little doubt 
that they are not as extensive as French programs. However, as you know the 
next Congress must reauthorize OPIC and the Eximbank, and at that time I shall 
endeavor to have the appropriate House and Senate Committees consider these 
issues in detail. There is widespread agreement in Washington that the 
restraints on Eximbank must be removed, and I am hopeful that significant 
progress in supplementing the competitiveness of American firms will be made.

Thank you for writing to me about these competitive issues. Please be 
assured that I intend to pursue the information you have provided me and 
shall work in the next Congress to provide adequate support for your important 
overseas activities.

Aloha,

DANIEL K. INOUYE, Chairman
Subcommittee on Merchant Marine 

and Tourism

DKI:ell



November 12, 1980

Harry L. Freeman
Senior Vice President 
Office of the Chairman 
American Express Company 
American Express Plaza 
New York, New York 10004

Dear Harry:

Thank you for your letter of November 4, 1980, responding to my question 
about actions that government agencies can take on their own initiative to 
promote U.S. service exports.

Although the time is late and changes are imminent in the Congress and OPIC, 
I shall take this opportunity to draw this matter to the attention of 
Bruce Llewellyn and his successor. Certainly the bureaucracy of the agency 
ought to be alerted to the fact that members of Congress are keenly interested 
1n the agency’s insurance policies. This issue should, moreover, be raised 
when OPIC is reauthorized in the next Session.

With respect to the Eximbank, you might be interested to know that I and 
Senators Stevenson and Roth have written to the President John Moore to ask 
the Bank to re-examine its policies on the procurement of insurance. From 
discussions with members of the insurance industry, it was brought to my 
attention that the Bank does not require open procurement policies for the 
insurance of exports to recipients, notwithstanding the fact that loans and 
guarantees are generated by U.S. taxpayers’ dollars. The enclosed letter was 
sent to Mr. Moore to request changes in the Bank’s policies although it appears 
that this, too, will be delayed by the political transition.

This case supports the justifiably widespread impression that much can be done 
to support the service sector without enacting new laws. One of the most 
important tasks ahead of us is to sensitize members of the Executive to this 
fact and to encourage them to identify programs and policies which inhibit 
service exports or increased use of American services.

Again, your suggestion is most helpful, and I can assure you that I intend to 
pursue this matter.

Aloha,

DANIEL K. INOUYE, Chairman
Subcommittee on Merchant Marine 

and Tourism

DKI:ell
Enclosure



October 21, 1980

The Honorable John L. Moore
President and Chairman
Export-Import Bank
811 Vermont Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20571

Dear Mr. Chairman:

During the recent oversight hearings on the programs of Eximbank and 
hearings on the "Competitiveness of U.S. Service Industries in the 
Global Economy/' we received detailed information on problems U.S. 
businesses have in dealing with the Bank. Of particular interest 
to us at this time is the procurement problem confronted by U.S. 
insurers.

We are concerned that guidelines presently used to arrange the pro
curement of insurance to cover Eximbank transactions allow many 
client countries to invoke restrictive business practices to force 
the placement of this insurance business in their local markets with 
national insurers. As a result, U.S. insurers often never even have 
the opportunity to compete for this business even though it is 
generated by U.S. tax dollars.

There appears to be no logical strategic or business reason for this 
policy. In fact, it works exactly counter to U.S. interest since 
Eximbank counterpart facilities in other countries require by either 
legislation or market practice that their national insurers receive 
a certain percentage of the business or at a minimum they ensure a 
competitive bidding process.

It is well known that service industries play an increasingly important 
role in the national economy. While producing approximately 65% of 
GNP and employing 70% of the U.S. labor force, data Indicates these 
industries make one of the few large and positive contributions to our 
balance of payments at a time of a large trade deficit. Preventing 
one of the largest and most competitive U.S. service industries from
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taking full advantage of export opportunities created by U.S. 
Government programs is unacceptable and is contrary to the intention 
of the President to promote U.S. exports.

We urge strongly that new guidelines be issued immediately to ensure 
that U.S. insurers have the opportunity to at least compete for 
Eximbank procurement business, regardless of the laws or market 
practices in client countries. We believe that existing Eximbank 
policies with respect to the placement of insurance could be improved 
without any adverse effects on our exporters or the importing countries.

Your prompt attention to this issue will be appreciated.

Sincerely

ADLAI E. STEVENSON, ChairmanDANIEL K. INOUYE. Chairman 
Subcommittee on Foreign Operations 
Senate Committee on Appropriations

Subcommittee on International 
Finance

Senate Committee on Banking, 
Housing and Urban Affairs

William V. Roth, Jr. 
United States Senator



ELk TRADE
Import/Export Matters

July 2, 1980

Honorable George R. Ariyoshi
Governor of Hawaii
Executive Chambers
State Capital
Honolulu, Hawaii 96813

Dear George:

Thank you for sharing with me a copy of your letter of 
June 18, 1980, to Chairman Cohen of the CAB regarding 
the freight rate increase for papaya.

The effective date of the increase was for June 22 and 
25 and have already gone into effect. Regretably 1t 
appears that it 1s too late to request the CAB to deny 
the filing.

Aloha,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator

DKI:elk
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GEORGE R. ARIYOSHI 

GOVERNOR

EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS

HONOLULU

June 18, 1980

Mr. Marvin Cohen, Chairman
Civil Aeronautics Board
1825 Connecticut Avenue, N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20428

Dear Mr. Cohen:

It is our understanding that effective on or about June 22, 1980, the air 
freight rates for papaya and/or pineapple (SCR No. 0486N) between Hawaii and 
Japan will be increased as follows:

Honolulu - Tokyo Honolulu - Osaka

Present Rate $ .94/Kg ($.43/Lb.) $1.01/Kg ($.46/Lb.)

New Rate (6/22/80) $1.10/Kg ($.51/Lb.) $1.21/Kg ($.55/Lb.)

Percent Increase 18.6% 19.6%

It is respectfully requested that the scheduled freight rate increase not be 
implemented for the following reasons:

1. Hawaii’s International Air Transportation Requirements Are Unique

A large part of Hawaii’s foreign-bound air cargo consists of perishable 
agricultural products being sent to Japan. For example, in 1979, six million 
pounds of papaya, representing 17 percent of total papaya production in 
Hawaii, was sent to Japan by air; in 1980, eight million pounds of papaya is 
expected to be shipped to Japan. Moreover, the time-sensitive delivery 
requirement of these agricultural products render alternative ocean-freighter 
shipment infeasible. Thus, Hawaii's international air transportation require
ments are unique because of the time-sensitive nature of the cargo and the 
importance of one foreign destination.

2. The Present Honolulu-Japan Market Does Not Reflect Competitive 
Characteristics

The present policy for international air cargo rates is based on the 
assumption that "There is already a fair degree of competition in most 
international cargo markets . . ." (emphasis added). Unfortunately, the
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Honolulu-Japan market is not one of these markets. First, there is no all-
cargo (freighter) air service between Honolulu and Japan. Flying Tiger serves 
Japan from Honolulu through Los Angeles. Second, while the volume of air 
cargo, particularly agricultural products, shipped from Hawaii to Japan is 
significant in volume and dollar amount to the economy of Hawaii, it is not 
large enough to make charter air cargo transportation economically feasible. 
Moreover, the time-sensitive nature of agricultural products prohibits 
accumulating sufficient amounts of cargo which could justify charter 
freighters.

Third, air cargo traffic between Honolulu and Japan is by combination 
aircraft (Japan Airlines, China Airlines, Korean Airlines, Northwest Airlines 
and Pan American); thus, air cargo capacity is determined by the passenger 
market rather than the demand for air cargo service. Fourth, competition in 
the passenger segment of the Honolulu-Japan market is significantly 
restricted by the Japanese Government. The result is that the supply of air 
cargo capacity between Honolulu and Japan is not responsive to demand for 
that capacity because of the secondary role of air cargo to passenger service 
and the restrictive policy of Japan.

Where supply is limited by non-market forces, as is the case in the 
Honolulu-Japan market, the economic principles of supply and demand result 
in a price which exceeds the otherwise competitively determined price. In 
the Honolulu-Japan market, this is reflected by the present higher price to 
ship papaya from Honolulu to Japan (43e per pound) as compared to a nearly 
equivalent distance domestically from Honolulu to Cleveland (30e per pound). 
For the foregoing reasons, Hawaii believes that the present Honolulu-Japan 
market does not reflect competitive characteristics.

In view of all of the above reasons, it is imperative that the freight rates for 
papayas and/or pineapples not be increased at this time.

The potential market for Hawaii grown papayas is recognized by the papaya 
industry, and, a planned promotion program (see enclosed Japan Marketing Plan), 
which is partly financed by the United State Government, reflects this optimism.

Your immediate attention to this important matter will be deeply appre
ciated.

With warm personal regards, I remain,

Yours very truly,

Enclosure



EXECUTIVE CHAMBERS

HONOLULU

June 18, 1980

Mr. Misao Matsumoto, Director General
Civil Aviation Bureau
Ministry of Transport
2-1-3 Kasumigaseki
Chiyoda-Ku
Tokyo, Japan 100

Dear Mr. Matsumotos

It is our understanding that effective on or about June 22, 1980, the air 
freight rates for papaya and/or pineapple (SCR No. 0486N) between Hawaii and 
Japan will be increased as follows:

Honolulu - Tokyo Honolulu - Osaka

Present Rate $ .94/Kg ($.43/Lb.) $1.01/Kg ($.46/Lb.)

New Rate (6/22/80) $1.10/Kg ($.51/Lb.) $1.21/Kg ($.55/Lb.)

Percent Increase 18.6% 19.6%

It is respectfully requested that the scheduled freight rate increase not be 
implemented for the following reasons:

1. Hawaii's International Air Transportation Requirements Are Unique

A large part of Hawaii's foreign-bound air cargo consists of perishable 
agricultural products being sent to Japan. For example, in 1979, six million 
pounds of papaya, representing 17 percent of total papaya production in 
Hawaii, was sent to Japan by air; in 1980, eight million pounds of papaya is 
expected to be shipped to Japan. Moreover, the time-sensitive delivery 
requirement of these agricultural products render alternative ocean-freighter 
shipment infeasible. Thus, Hawaii's international air transportation require
ments are unique because of the time-sensitive nature of the cargo and the 
importance of one foreign destination.

2. The Present Honolulu-Japan Market Does Not Reflect Competitive 
Characteristics

The present policy for international air cargo rates is based on the 
assumption that "There is already a fair degree of competition in most
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international cargo markets . . ." (emphasis added). Unfortunately, the 
Honolulu-Japan market is not one of these markets. First, there is no all-
cargo (freighter) air service between Honolulu and Japan. Flying Tiger serves 
Japan from Honolulu through Los Angeles. Second, while the volume of air 
cargo, particularly agricultural products, shipped from Hawaii to Japan is 
significant in volume and dollar amount to the economy of Hawaii, it is not 
large enough to make charter air cargo transportation economically feasible. 
Moreover, the time-sensitive nature of agricultural products prohibits 
accumulating sufficient amounts of cargo which could justify charter 
freighters.

Third, air cargo traffic between Honolulu and Japan is by combination 
aircraft (Japan Airlines, China Airlines, Korean Airlines, Northwest Airlines 
and Pan American); thus, air cargo capacity is determined by the passenger 
market rather than the demand for air cargo service. Fourth, competition in 
the passenger segment of the Honolulu-Japan market is significantly 
restricted by the Japanese Government. The result is that the supply of air 
cargo capacity between Honolulu and Japan is not responsive to demand for 
that capacity because of the secondary role of air cargo to passenger service 
and the restrictive policy of Japan.

Where supply is limited by non-market forces, as is the case in the 
Honolulu-Japan market, the economic principles of supply and demand result 
in a price which exceeds the otherwise competitively determined price. In 
the Honolulu-Japan market, this is reflected by the present higher price to 
ship papaya from Honolulu to Japan (43$ per pound) as compared to a nearly 
equivalent distance domestically from Honolulu to Cleveland (30e per pound). 
For the foregoing reasons, Hawaii believes that the present Honolulu-Japan 
market does not reflect competitive characteristics.

In view of all of the above reasons, it is imperative that the freight rates for 
papayas and/or pineapples not be increased at this time.

The potential market for Hawaii grown papayas is recognized by the papaya 
industry, and, a planned promotion program (see enclosed Japan Marketing Plan), 
which is partly financed by the United State Government, reflects this optimism.

Your immediate attention to this important matter will be deeply appre
ciated.

With warm personal regards, I remain,

Enclosure
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Mr. Andy Hayashi 
Mr. Loyd Blomquist 
Mr. Roy Tokuyama 
Mr. Richard Sakanashi 
Mr. Joshua Hew 
Mr. Howard Wagoner
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A PLAN FOR MARKETING HAWAII GROWN PAPAYAS IN JAPAN

1980 - 1985

201.7 Annual Summary of Long-Range Strategy and Goals

a. Market Situation: Japan represents a growing and important market for 
fresh papayas grown in Hawaii.

Since inception of a four-month trial shipment in 1969, papaya shipments increased 
from 301,000 pounds during 1970, the first full year of sales, to 7.0 million pounds 
during 1978. Shipments during 1979 declined to 6.0 million pounds due to a short-
crop caused by heavy spring rains and subsequent post-harvest diseases. Japan shipments is 
expected to total 8.0 million pounds in 1980, as production returns to more normal levels.

There is no domestic production of this product and Hawaii is the only supplier.

The inception of the FAS-PAC Cooperator Program in 1978 was the first planned and 
organized effort to promote sales in Japan. The first year results were phenomenal - 
shipments increased to 7.0 million pounds, 23% greater than the 5.7 million pounds 
expected level as per our marketing plan; and, represented a 52.5% increase over 1977.

The Cooperator Program activities spurred private industry companies to increase 
their own promotion activities in Japan, and in 1980, we expect these private efforts 
to equal the total amount to be expended in our Marketing Plan.

Japan is an active market for fresh fruit attested by the large volumes of imported 
bananas, citrus fruit and more recently kiwi fruit, cherries and avocados. The initial 
and continued acceptance of papayas offers substantial growth opportunities provided 
a planned and well organized advertising and promotion program is adopted.

b,c, & d. Bench Mark and Export Projections:

EXPORT PROJECTIONS - FRESH PAPAYAS

Bench
Mark Optimal Promotion___________ _________ No Promotion

strategy is to continue to build consumer awareness of the product through news

Year

Volume

(Millions of 
Pounds)

Share of 
Total Fresh 
Production

(Percent)

Volume

(Millions of
Pounds)

Share of
Total Fresh 
Production

(Percent)

Total Fresh 
Production 

(Millions of
Pounds)

1979 6.0 17.1 % 3.5 10.0 % 35.0
1980 8.0 15.0 5.3 10.0 53.0
1981 11.0 17.0 6.5 10.0 65.0
1982 14.0 20.0 7.0 10.0 70.0
1983 17.0 23.0 7.5 10.0 75.0
1984 20.0 25.0 8.0 10.0 80.0
1985 23.0 27.0 8.5 10.0 85.0

e. Strategy: Being that papaya is only beginning to be widely promoted, the initial

papers and other media, develop consumer acceptance through in-store product sampling, 
supported by attractive and informative point-of-sale material and to participate in a 
trade show in the Osaka area.
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These activities are expected to increase the distribution base, primarily in the 
Tokyo area, with added distribution in Osaka and surrounding communities.

201.7c Analysis of Market Situation

a. Commodity information for target country: Papayas are not produced 
domestically and Hawaii is the only foreign supplier of this product.

Papayas are sold under two (2) separate market conditions: 1) Commercial shipments 
to wholesalers, retailers and institutions, and 2) fruit sold in 10 pound boxes at 
the Honolulu International Airport as hand-carry baggage to returning Japanese resi
dents and other travellers to Japan. Accordingly, the official import records show 
only the volume of commercial shipments. However, for purposes of obtaining a fuller 
understanding of the market, both data are needed.

Imports of Fresh Papaya (Thousands of Pounds)

1980 1979 1978 1977 1976

Commercial 7,000 5,150 6,250 3,842 3,126
Hand-Carry 1,000 850 737 711 738

Total 8,000 6,000 6,987 4,553 3,864

Source: Papaya Administrative Committee

As noted in the above table, the volume of hand-carry fruit sold in Hawaii has 
remained relatively stable up to 1978. However, in 1979, hand-carry volume actually 
increased over 1978 while commercial shipments registered a decrease. It should be 
noted however, that commercial shipments account for nearly 90% of all fruit sold 
to Japan.

b. Market problems and opportunities: The major marketing problems of this 
product is associated with its high retail price, selling for up to $4.00 

each as compared to 75c a pound in Honolulu. In Japan, however, nearly all fruit 
prices are high and accordingly the price for papayas is well within accepted levels.

The high retail price is the result of the costly food distribution system in Japan 
as well as the high air freight costs from Hawaii.

Papayas are available year-round with monthly shipment patterns being roughly similar 
as those to the U.S. Mainland.

201.7d Goals

a. Annual program goal: To increase U.S. shipments to 8.0 million pounds.

b. Assumptions: It is assumed that there will be no major changes in the 
current quarantine requirements, import tariffs and freight rates.

c. Critical factors: A favorable response to consumer awareness and acceptance 
activities.

201.7e Strategy

Our long-term program strategy will have five key elements: (1) To convince consumers 
to try our product, (2) To enable consumers to actually try our product, (3) To convince 
tradesmen that consumers will accept the product, (4) To increase product distribution, 
and (5) To develop markets in other segments such as the Food Service trade.
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Our target groups will be the key wholesalers in each major market; major supermarkets 
and fruit store operators; urban consumers; and opinon makers (such as newspaper and 
magazine food editors).

201.7f Planned Activities

a. Activity No. 1 — Consumer Press Servicing

(1) Description: This activity will provide the consumer print media with 
promotional material. We will service newspapers, community newsletters,

consumer magazines and circulars distributed by retail food stores. We will provide 
information on product quality, nutrition and pricing. Recipes, photographs of prepared 
dishes, and stories of interest, for use in newsletters, newspaper or circular articles 
and columns will also be supplied.

(2) Justification: A necessary first-step to increasing sales is product 
awareness. After initial awareness is created, further activity is

needed to stimulate interest and move customers to make actual purchases. Print media, 
providing greater opportunity for comparisons of the offerings of various products, and 
examination in a way not possible in the case of other channels, must be used to reinforce 
activities such as point-of-sale promotion.

This year a special effort will be made to expand our public relations activities to 
include (1) commercial TV station programs, (2) local newspapers, (3) magazines for men 
and women, and (4) cooking magazines. The prime purpose of these added activities will 
be to develop more "local" recipes for using papayas, introducing "links" with Japanese 
foods, to emphasize the nutritional benefits of the product, and this year, to attempt 
to reach potential new customers in the rural areas throughout Japan.

(3) Objective: The objective of this activity is to create and sustain
• awareness of our product through means other than direct promotional
activities. In quantified terms, we expect to obtain at least 10 exposures per month 
in all forms of media.

* $ 1.00 U.S. = 220 Japanese Yen.

(4) Target Audience: 
consumer print and

Our primary target will 
electronic media. Our

be writers and editors of 
ultimate target is the consumer.

(5) Budget:

Category and 
Sub-Category USE FAS PAC TOTAL

40100 Service Press-
Other Media $ 11,363

2,499,860 yen*

$ 11,364 $ 22,727

b. Activity No. 2 — Point-of-Sale Promotion (Retail)

(1) Description: This activity will involve two point-of-sale product 
sampling promotions held in the spring (April, May and June) and in 

the fall (October and November). The activities will be carried out in 255 super
market and fruit store outlets in the Tokyo area. Japan Agents are expected to pro
vide their own extra personnel in addition to the PAC demonstrators in order to 
maximize the effectiveness of this activity.
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The product sampling will be supported by attractive displays of posters depicting the 
product, attractive papaya aprons for store personnel and demonstrators, recipe hand
outs to consumers, and Hawaiian dancers and entertainment made available through the 
courtesies of local and international airlines.

(2) Justification: Product acceptance is a necessary first step in 
fostering consumer interest in purchasing the product. These pro

motional activities will offer wide exposure and will increase consumer familiarity 
with preparing and using the product. Also, showing consumers that the product is 
conveniently available year-round will encourage sales.

(3) Objectives: Our objectives are to generate product awareness and 
acceptance and to stimulate purchasing. In quantified terms our 

objectives are: (1) To conduct in-store product sampling in 255 stores, two days 
at each store; (2) To increase sales by 100 percent more than in outlets in which 
point-of-sale activities are not carried out; and (3) To design, print and distribute 
point-of-sale material designed primarily to support the in-store sampling program.

(4) Target group: Consumers at selected retail outlets.

(5) Budget:

Category and
Sub-Category ____________ USES__________________

i
60100 Preparation and distribution

of posters, recipes, etc.

60200 In-store demonstrations inclu-
ding miscellaneous expenses

TOTAL

FAS PAC TOTAL

$ 23,633
5,199,260 yen*

$ 1,730 $ 25,363

$ 5,004
1,100,880 yen*

$ 26,906 $ 31,910

$ 28,637
6,300,140 yen*

$ 28,636 $ 57,273

* $ 1.00 U.S. = 220 Japanese Yen.

c. Activity No. 3 — Trade Fair

(1) Description: This activity will involve participation in the April 18-29, 
1980 International Trade Fair held in Osaka. Participation will include 

the maintenance of a booth in which we will (1) display our product and offer samples 
for tasting, (2) provide information on product quality, labeling, packaging, shipping 
costs, nutrition and availability.

(2) Justification: Our product is now being sold mainly in the Tokyo area. 
Attendance at this Fair will provide an opportunity to increase distribu

tion in the area by broadening our product exposure and to increase the level of aware
ness among key industry representatives, especially since the recent inception of 
direct Honolulu-Osaka air service by the major airlines. 

Our exhibit will be part of an all-Hawaii section co-sponsored by the State of Hawaii.

(3) Objectives:

(a) Create an awareness of the product and stimulate interest among 
distributors and consumers in the Osaka area.
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(b) Provide information to consumers and distributors on such 
information as product uses, nutritional value and availability.

(4) Target Group: The major target group is consumers in the Osaka area. 
We expect to also reach the major wholesalers and retailers in the area 

who attend the Fair.

(5) Budget:

Category and
Sub-Category USES FAS PAC

THIRD
PARTY TOTAL

30200 Demonstrators, supplies and 
storage, products for sampling, 
exhibit rental $ -0- $ 8,000 $5,000 $ 13,000



201.7h CALENDAR OF EVENTS

Activity
Identification  Activity_________________________________________________________________________________________
Number Title Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun Jul Aug. Sept. Oct. Nov. Dec.

1980

1 Consumer Press
Servicing X XX X XX X X X X X X

2 Point-of-Sale 
Promotion 
(Retail) X X X X X

3 Trade Fair X



201.71 LOGIC SEQUENCE CHART

ACTIVITY TARGET GROUP OBJECTIVE BENCH MARK
PROVISIONS FOR 

MEASUREMENT BUDGET

activity.

1. Consumer Press Writers and edit To run monthly The number of The number of FAS - $11,363
Servicing ors of newspapers, stories for 10 • stories and arti- stories or articles 2,499,860 yen*

magazines, news months in 10 cles appearing in run based on tear-
letters and circu- publications the media during sheet counts. PAC - $11,364
lars. or electronic 1979 will be the

media. Bench Mark for this

2. Point-of-Sale Consumers in To conduct in- There are data Number of outlets FAS - $28,637
Promotion selected retail store product available to in handling products 6,300,140 yen*

(Retail) outlets. sampling in dicate distribution and a compilation
255 stores. and sales levels of sales results PAC - $28,636

for selected stores before, during and
during 1979. after promotions 

will be conducted as 
was done in 1979.

* $ 1.00 U.S. = 220 Japanese Yen.

3. Trade Fair Consumers in the To sample pro- There are data A determination FAS - $ -0-
Osaka area. ducts and pro- presently avail- will be made to

vide product able for general determine the extent PAC - $ 8,000
information to product distribu- of added product
consumers and tion in the Osaka distribution in the THIRD
distributors. area. Osaka area as a result PARTY-$ 5,000

of the promotions.
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201.7j Administration and Supervision

Program Supervision: Mr. Robert A. Souza, Manager 
Papaya Administrative Committee

Program Direction: Mr. Andy Hayashi, Chairman
Marketing Subcommittee
Papaya Administrative Committee

Advertising Agency: Mr. Akira Shigesono, Advertising Manager 
Koyo Advertising, Ltd.
11-8 Sekiya-Cho, Adachi-Ku
Tokyo, Japan
TEL. (888) 4224

Supervision and administration of the program will be conducted by Mr. Souza and 
Mr. Hayashi. Mr. Shigesono will be responsible for the planning and implementation 
of all program activities.

Two (2) field supervisory trips, one in the spring and one in the fall, will be made 
by the Manager to review and evaluate program activities.



201.7k JAPAN BUDGET SUMMARY FOR FY 1980

Cost Category and Subcategory 
by Activity and Campaign

Foreign
Agricultural Service

Papaya
Administrative Committee

Third
Party TOTAL

30—Technical Services

U.S. Foreign
Currency Currency.

30200—Demonstrators, supplies 
and storage, products for 
sampling, exhibit rental

40—General Information & Education

$ -0- -0- $ 8,000 $5,000 $ 13,100

40100—Service Press - Other Media

60-7-Market and Sales Promotion

$11,363 2,499,860 yen* $ 11,364 -0- $ 22,727

60100—Preparation and distribu
tion of posters, recipes, 
etc.

$23,633 5,199,260 yen* $ 1,730 -0- $ 25,363

60200—In-store demonstrations 
including miscellaneous 
expenses

$ 5,004 1,100,880 yen* $ 26,906 -0- $ 31,910

SUBTOTAL

•

$28,637 6,300,140 yen* $ 28,636 $ -0- $ 57,273

TOTAL $40,000 8,800,000 yen* $ 48,000 $5,000 $ 93,000

* $1.00 U.S. = 220 Japanese Yen.



201.7k (cont) JAPAN BUDGET SUMMARY FOR FY 1980

Cost Category and Subcategory Foreign Papaya Third
by Activity and Campaign Agricultural Service Administrative Committee Party TOTAL

U.S. Foreign
Currency Currency

90—Administrative Expenses

90100:—Salaries:

R.A. Souza, PAC Manager $ -0- -0- $ 6,000 $ -0- $ 6,000
G.P. Byrne, Secretary -0- -0- .1,600 -0- ’ 1,600
W.N. Miyamoto, Field Man -0- -0- 1,600 -0- 1,600
D.S. Ogan, Clerical -0- -0- 800 -0- 800

SUBTOTAL $ -0- -0- $10,000 $ -0- $10,000

90300—Local Travel $ -0- -0- $ ’ 200 $ -0- $ 200

90400—International Travel $ -0- -0- $ 4,800 $ -0- $ 4,800

90500—Rent ' $ -0- -0- $ 1,300 $ -0- $ 1,300

90600—Office Supplies/Materials $ -0- -0- $ 1,100 $ -0- $ 1,100
u

90800—Communications $ -0- -0- $ 500 $ -0- $ 500

’ 90190—Other $ -0- -0- $ 800 $ -0- $ 800

SUBTOTAL $ -0- -0- $ 8,700 $ -0- $ 8,700

GRAND TOTAL $ 40,000 8,800,000 yen* $66,700 $5,000 $.111,700

* $1.00 U.S. = 220 Japanese Yen. o



June 12, 1980

Honorable Reubin O‘D. Askew
The United States Trade Representative
Washington, D.C. 20506

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

This is to acknowledge receipt of your recent letter to me responding to 
my letter of February 25, 1980, opposing the granting of GSP treatment to 
papaya and cut flower imports.

I appreciate your explaining the basis for the TPSC's decision to make 
certain cut flowers and papaya products eligible for duty-free treatment. 
The arguments presented in your letter do not alter my views that GSP 
should not have been granted.

With respect to cut flowers, I would like to make three points. First, 
Hawaii growers have expressed concern about trans-shipments through 
eligible countries. Second, although only two percent of the domestic 
market would purportedly be affected, this segment might be concentrated 
in the specialty flower segment and, given the small volume of this par
ticular market, may be enough to injure domestic growers. Finally, 
your letter and, apparently, the TPSC did not address the fact that the 
Hawaii flower industry in unique because its products are semi-tropical 
or tropical and would thus be the most vulnerable to competition from 
the less developed countries, which also lie in roughly the same latitude. 
Gross market figures alone do not and can not answer the questions of 
competitiseness since there may be market segmentation that would make 
certain products more vulnerable than others.

I would like to express my concern about the logic that underlies 
the decision on prepared and preserved papaya. First and foremost is 
the fact that even if the bulk of Hawaiian papaya is processed for paste 
and pulp, foreign prepared and preserved papaya could effectively fore
close the expansion of the domestic industry into these product lines 
and limit further growth of the industry. Moreover, even though foreign 
papayas have different flavor and size characteristics from Hawaiian 
papayas, there is not yet a firm Mainland market for Hawaiian papayas 
that could not be adversely affected by cheap foreign imports.

El: pt TRADE import/export matters



Honorable Reubin O'D. Askew
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In summary, I believe that the TPSC and your office did not give adequate 
attention to the uniqueness of Hawaii's position as an agricultural pro
ducer and made inadequate economic analyses of the competition presented 
by LDS imports. Again, I wish to express my strong opposition to the 
extension of GSP eligibility to fresh papaya (TSUS 148.60) and request 
that my letter be included in the materials to be reviewed by the TPSC 
and GSP Subcommittee.

Furthermore, I would like to ask that in the future the Office of the 
United States Trade Representative notify me and my staff in a timely 
fashion whenever tropical or semi-tropical agricultural products are 
being considered for GSP eligibility. Your assistance and attention 
would be greatly appreciated.

Sincerely,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator



ELp TRADE import/export matters

May 23, 1980

Honorable Reubin Askew
United States Trade Representative
1800 G Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20506

Dear Mr. Ambassador:

On February 25, 1980, I wrote to you to urge that GSP pot be extended to 
papaya and cut flowers on the grounds that imports of these products would 
constitute a competitive threat to the industries in my State.

On March 27, 1980, an Executive Order was issued making several products - 
among them papaya and cut flowers - eligible for GSP treatment. Notwith
standing this fact, I still have not received an answer from the Office 
of the United States Trade Representative acknowledging or replying to my 
correspondence. One of my assistants has confirmed through Cal Cohen of 
the Office that my letter was in fact received.

I find this breakdown in communications most distressing and regrettable. 
It appears that I was not even afforded the basic courtesy of having this 
public information and had to receive it through the media.

The failure of the USTS's Office to keep me fully informed could have 
resulted in personal discomfort. In order to be able to respond properly 
to the concerns of my constituents, I am requesting the USTR to provide me 
with the background information on which this decision was based and the 
rationale for this decision. I would hope that on this data can be pro
vided to me on a timely basis.

Your assistance and attention are deeply appreciated.

Sincerely,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator

DKI: elp
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Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

JUN 9 1980

Dear Senator Inouye:

Thank you for your letter of February 25 outlining Hawaii's 
concerns about the eligibility of cut flowers and fresh and 
prepared papaya for duty-free treatment under the U.S. 
Generalized System of Preferences (GSP). I apologize for 
the delay in responding to your letter.

After careful analysis of the facts contained in your letter 
and in other submissions, the interagency Trade Policy Staff 
Committee (TPSC) recommended the addition of two fresh cut 
flower items (TSUS 192.21 - cut flowers other than roses and 
miniature carnations, and TSUS 192.17 - miniature carnations) 
to the list of products eligible to receive GSP duty-free 
treatment. Prepared and preserved papaya (TSUS 148.65) also 
was designated for GSP treatment. The products became eli
gible for duty-free treatment on March 30, 1980.

Your comments concerning the fresh cut flower industry in 
Hawaii may have been conclusive if cut flowers from all 
developing countries had been eligible for GSP treatment. 
However, Columbia, which in 1979 accounted for approximately 
90 percent of the value of total U.S. imports of fresh cut 
flowers, is excluded from GSP treatment for TSUS 192.21, the 
major cut flower trade item, under the competitive need 
limitations. Under competitive need, any developing country 
which supplied over $41.9 million or 50 percent or more of 
the value of total U.S. imports of a particular product during 
the previous calendar year cannot receive GSP duty-free treat
ment for the article in the following year. In addition, U.S. 
import data for 1979 indicate that developed countries accounted 
for an additional 7 percent of cut flower imports, leaving 
3 percent of total imports of fresh cut flowers eligible to 
receive GSP treatment. Based on 1978 trade figures, imports 
potentially eligible for GSP benefits represented less than 
2 percent of estimated domestic consumption of fresh cut 
flowers in 1978. It is not expected that this small amount 
will cause problems for the domestic cut flower industry. This 
is particularly true when one considers that many types of 
imported flowers are produced in only small quantities or not 
at all in the United States.
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In recommending GSP eligibility for prepared and preserved 
papaya, the TPSC considered that U.S. imports of papaya 
classified under TSUS 148.65 are relatively small and are 
supplied almost entirely by Caribbean and Latin American 
countries, which produce a variety of papaya with flavor and 
size characteristics different from the papayas grown in 
Hawaii. In addition, most papaya processed in Hawaii is 
produced as papaya paste and pulp, which is classified under 
a tariff provision (TSUS 152.65) that is not eligible for 
GSP.

A third category of fresh cut flowers, roses (TSUS 192.18), 
and fresh papaya (TSUS 148.60) are currently pending further 
review by the TPSC. The TPSC was awaiting receipt of advice 
from the U.S. International Trade Commission (USITC) on both 
products at the time the Executive Order amending the GSP 
product list was being prepared. The USITC advice did not 
arrive at this Office in time for the TPSC to formulate 
its recommendations on roses and fresh papaya prior to the 
March 30 deadline for implementing changes in the list of 
items eligible for GSP treatment. These two products remain 
under interagency consideration at this time and are not now 
eligible for GSP treatment.

I appreciate your notifying me of your interest in the cut 
flower and papaya products. The contents of your letter 
were shared with the GSP Subcommittee and TPSC members
during the review of cut flowers and prepared papaya and are 
also included in the folder of material to be reviewed before
making a recommendation on the pending cases. If you would 
like to discuss this matter in greater detail, please feel 
free to contact me or have a member your staff contact the 

y OfficeBilateral Affairs Section (395-697



MEMORANDUM
June 5, 1980

TRADE
Import/Export Matters

6 million, the lowest since 1962. Industry unemployment is 310,000, of which 

two-thirds is long-term. Imports captured 26 percent of the new car market, 

and although sales of imports are declining, the percentage will increase 

because of the sales slowdown in all sectors.

INDUSTRY POSITION

Both Chrysler and Ford propose import restrictions but GM continues 

to favor free trade in autos in expectation that its small models will be 

available in the relatively near future. American Motors and Volkswagen 

also oppose import testrictions.

UAW POSITION

The UAM favors short-term restrictions coupled with a requirement 

that foreign producers invest in the U.S. or that the U.S. impose a minimum 

local content requirement. In January Fraser went to Japan to try to win 

agreement on this policy but failed to obtain any commitment for Japanese 

manufacturing in the United States.

TO :SENATOR  DANNON
FROM 

RE : CURRENT STATUS OF THE AUTO IMPORT ISSUE

The most recent annual rate of domestic new car sales is approximately
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This policy remains highly questionable since there is convincing 

evidence that Japanese manufacturers would be able to outproduce and out-

 domestic companies even if they were required to manufacture in 

the U.S. Moreover, since Japanese facilities are highly automated, there 

would be relative few jobs added by new auto investment.

The UAW is preparing a petition to the ITC to request the imposition 

of controls on imports based on the "safeguard" clause, i.e., to prevent 

irreparable harm to the U.S. industry. Under the 1974 Act, the ITC will 

investigate to determine whether there has been significant injury and 

make recommendations totthe President, who may reject, modify or accept 

the recommendations. If he rejects them, he may be overriden by the Congress.

JAPANESE POSITION

The Japanese government, prior to the Ohira Cabinet's fall two 

weeks ago, had agreed to encourage the Japanese manufacturers voluntarily 

to limit their exports to the U.S. to reasonable levels and to invest in 

the U.S. if economically viable.

However, the industry has flatly refused to do so. Only Honda has 

plans to build in the U.S. Toyota and Datsun have commissioned studies 

but have apparently decided against investing here on the grounds that the 

U.S. would be fully competitive by 1982, which is the earliest date that 

such facilities could be ready. Volkswagen will add another manufacturing 

plant to its American investment.
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ADMINISTRATION POSITION

The Administration has testified against import restrictions 

although it has indicated that it would not oppose voluntary restrictions 

by the Japanese. The main arguments made by the Administration have been 

that restrictions would deprive U.S. purchasers ofllower-priced autos, 

thereby increasing inflation; result in energy waste; and cause trade 

retaliation.

There is at this moment a comprehensive DoT study of the automobile 

industry ordered by the Chrysler Loan Guarantee Act which is due at the 

end of the month.

The President has met with industry representatives and promised 

to develop recommendations for assistance. DoT will coordinate this 

effort, with a due date of late June. The proposals will probably center 

on R&D Beiltax relief. Without saying so, the result of these two 

Executive efforts could result in industrial policy for the automobile 

sector.

The Administration sett a USTR trade mission to Japan three weeks 

ago. It won unilateral concessions on Japanese simplification of standards 

and licensing procedures; elimination of tariffs on most auto parts; and 

a government-business mission to the U.S. in early summer to promote 

Japanese imports of U.S. auto parts. The Japanese Government also agreed 

to continue encouraging voluntary investment in the U.S.

CONGRESSIONAL ACTIVITIES

There have been two sets of hearings on auto imports in the House
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International TradeSSubcommittee of Ways and Means and the Joint Economic 

Committee. Although there have been bills introduced in the House and 

Senate to restrict imports, the reaction has been overwhelmingly negative 

even from Vanik, who represents an auto producing district. There will 

surely be hearings on the DoT study in Senate Banking when it is published.

The most currentllegislation being drafted is a bill by Senator 

Levin to impose an "equalization tax" on imports if the imports from such 

country exceed 10 percent of domestic sales, in effect, this would apply 

only to Japan. Theebbil will be introduced on Tuesday or Wednesday.

REVIEW OF IMPORTERS' ARGUMENTS

In general, most of their arguments against import restrictions 

and quotas are convincing. The advantages of imports are due to lower 

production costs and superior manufacturing, quality control, marketing, 

and design. Imports are only partially a cause of the problem.

However, there are some deficiencies in the importers' arguments.

First, there is in fact a heavy element of state support and/or ownership 

for foreign manufacturers; for example, Renault is government-owned as 

is Alfa Romeo, and VW's largest shareholder is the West German Government. 

In some cases (but not VW's), it has been this government support which 

has enabled foreign producers to have a low return on capital and access 

to capital investment.

Second, in the caseoof Japan, the local content requirement that 

some Americansshave suggested is practiced by Japan in the aircraft sector,
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in which American manufacturers usually subcontract about 25% of their 

work to the Japanese since MITI "encourages" this practice - although it 

is not legally required.

Third, representatives of foreign manufacturers in the U.S. can 

hardly complain about U.S. law since the U.S. in contrast to Italy and 

France has neither formal oor informal quotas on Japanese imports. The 

closing of these markets has intensified Japanese exports to the U.S.

Finally, the Japanese still maintain some practices which appear 

to discriminate against the U.S., e.g., the tariff on larger automobiles 

is higher than that on smaller ones. The effect of this is to increase 

the duty on U.S. products.

PREVI800 COMMITTEE ACTIVITY

Although the Committee has jurisdiction over transportation, the 

focus in the past has been on regulation, safety, and consumer-related 

issues and not on manufacturing or trade. The Committee may therefore 

wish to exercise its jurisdiction when the assistance recommendations 

and sectoral report are released by holding hearings or developing 

Committee legislation.
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1 Import/Export Matters

June 4, 1980

Mr. David J. Fitzmaurice, President
International Union of Electrical, Radio

& Machine Workers, AFL0CIO
1126 16th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036

Dear Mr. Fitzmaurice:

I wish to acknowledge receipt of your recent communication concerning the 
ITC's recommendation on Japanese color television sets.

I shall look into this matter immediately. Thank you for writing and 
bringing this matter to my attention.

Sincerely,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator

DKI:elp
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THE HON DANIEL K INOUYE (D-HI)
U.S. Senate
WASH DC 20510

I ASk YOUR PROMPT, URGENT HELP IN TRYING TO SAVE THE JOBS OF 10,000 
IUE MEMBERS EMPLOYED in THE MUCH-REDUCED u.s. MANUFACTURE Of Color 
tELEVISION RECEIVING Sets and IN SUPPLYING Industries.

As result of A MERCILESS FLOOD of IMPORTS Of tv sets from abroad— 
CHIEFLY FROM THE LOW-WAGE ORIENT--THE U.S. BLACK-AND-WHITE TV 
INDUSTRY Has disappeared and color TV MANUFACTURE Is in dire JEO
PARDY. THERE WERE 105,000 COLOR TV MANUFACTURING AND SUPPORT JOBS 
 IN 1972; ONLY 65,000 AT YEAR-END 1979.

JULY 1, 1977, WAS EFFECTIVE DATE OF U.S. ORDERLY MARKETING AGREEMENT 
(OMA) WITH JAPAN, LIMITING ANNUAL COLOP TV SET IMPORTS FROM JAPAN TO 
1,750,000 SETS FOR THREE YEARS. RUT KOREAN AND TAIWANESE IMPORTS 
(THEN not yet restricted) promptly surged into the u.s. market, 
DEFEATING U.S--JAPAN OMA'S Intent until SEPARATE OMAS with those 
two NATIONS BECAME Effective LAST YEAR. so THE Intended 3-YEAR 
RESPITE BECAME only a ONE-YEAR RESPITE.

NOW INT'L TRADE COMMISSION Has RECOMMENDED To PRESIDENT CARTER THAT 
he extend the taiwan and korean omas, but end restrictions on 
JAPANESE COLOR TV IMPORTS. WE DO NOT AGREE. I ASK YOU TO URGE THE 

 PRESIDENT TO EXTEND "ALL THREE" OMA's FOR THREE YEARS. JAPAN NOW
HAS ABOUT Five TIMES THE COMBINED PRODUCTTON CAPACITY OF KOREA AND 
TAIWAN IN COLOR TVS —AT LEAST 10 MILLION SETS PER YEAR VERSUS 1.2 
million for Taiwan and about that much for korea—and because Euro
pean COMMON MARKET Is in PROCESS OF RESTRICTING IMPORTATION OF 
JAPANESE COLOR TV SETS, THE JAPANESE PROBABLY WILL LOOK TO U.S. AS 
THEIR OUTLET. THIS WOULD DOOM NOT ONLY THE REMAINING 65,000 COLOR 
TV-ReLATED JOBS BUT ALSO THE REMAINING U.S. COMPANIES DOMESTIC
 MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS AND OUR NATIONAL CAPACITY TO DO FOR OUR-

SELVES In This INDUSTRY.

52
41

 (R
1/

78
)

WE’RE now ENGAGED TN NATIONAL EFFORT TO REWIN oil INDEPENDENCE,
LET'S NOT MEANWHILE THROW AWAY SIGNIFICANT PART OF ELECTRONIC 
INDEPENDENCE.  AND OUR OWN PEOPLE WITH YEARS OF SERVICE DON’T 
DESERVE BEING THROWN ON SCRAPHEAP.

PLEASE CONTACT PRESIDENT CARTER AS SOON AS POSSIBLE AS THIS MATTER 
Is EXTREMELY urgent.

RESPECTFULLY,
TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM, SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREE PHONE NUMBERS



DAVID J, FITZMAURICE, President 
INTERNATIONAL UNION OF ELECTRICAL, Radio & MACHINE Workers 
afl-cio

02:56 EST
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TO REPLY BY MAILGRAM, SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR WESTERN UNION'S TOLL - FREE PHONE NUMBERS
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May 19, 1980

Mr. 0. W. Jacobson, General President
Brotherhood Railway Carmen of the United States

and Canada
Carmen's Building
4929 Main Street
Kansas City, Missouri 64112

Dear Mr. Jacobson:

I am acknowledging receipt of your recent letter expressing your concern 
about Executive Order 12204, which restored GSP treatment to freight car 
imports from Mexico.

I agree with you that it is imperative that the United States maintain a 
manufacturing capability in the transportation sector. As you point out, 
the appropriate committees for Congressional action are the Senate Finance 
and House Ways and Means Committees.

Please be assured that I shall follow developments there most carefully. 
Thank you for bringing this matter to my attention.

Sincerely,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator

DKI:elp



Office Of

o.w. Jacobson
General President

BROTHERHOOD RAILWAY CARMEN of the UNITED STATES and CANADA
Affiliated with A.F.L.-C.I.O. and C.L.C.

May 9, 1980

The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Inouye:

I am writing to advise you of my extreme concern with 
respect to Executive Order 12204 signed by President Jimmy 
Carter on March 27, 1980. This Order has effectively accom
plished what the Senate and House have refused to do: that 
is, it has eliminated the 18% duty on freight cars imported 
from Mexico to the United States and it has encouraged the 
transfer of the freight car manufacturing industry out of 
the United States and into Mexico.

The U. S. freight car producing industry is a stable, 
efficient industry that provides 100,000 jobs to steelworkers, 
machinists, electrical workers, carmen, boilermakers and 
others. The industry has met all previous shortages and is 
now expanding to meet U. S. needs. The Brotherhood Railway 
Carmen represents approximately 65,000 members on the rail
roads and in contract shops who will be directly affected by 
the Executive Order.

You should be well aware that when a duty suspension oc
curs, it has been historically a clear signal to multinational 
corporations and foreign producers to expand their capacity in 
that industry. It has also been a signal to domestic firms to 
abandon any expansion plans and to consider relocation abroad.

The railroads and related industries in the United States 
were buying every freight car that Mexico had for export prior 
to the Executive Order -- at an 18% duty. Mexico's freight 
car building industry is booked to capacity. In fact, Mexico 
is now receiving critically scarce freight car parts from the 
United States, reducing our industry's ability to manufacture 
additional freight cars.

Carmen’s Building • 4929 Main Street • Kansas City, Missouri 64112 • Telephone 816-561-1112



The domestic car building industry has an estimated pro
duction capacity of 85,000 to 90,000 cars a year; more than 
ample to satisfy the sustained demand for freight cars in 
this country which has averaged 67,000 cars per year since 
1966. Recent statistics published by the Association of 
American Railroads reveal that railroads have cancelled orders 
for at least 10,000 new boxcars and have extended delivery 
dates on those previously ordered as a result of the economic 
crunch. It is clear that our existing domestic industry is 
more than capable of handling current and future demands.

The removal of the 18% tariff on imports of freight cars 
amounts to a tax give-away (in addition to export subsidies 
and investment incentives abroad, plus elimination of foreign 
tariff protection and other trade barriers).

What Executive Order 12204 accomplishes, in our opinion, 
is the beginning of the destruction of a U. S. industry, 
courtesy of President Carter, and expansion abroad of produc
tion vitally needed in the United States. As I have pointed 
out, the House (H. R. 3046) and Senate (S. 1004) have recently 
refused to pass those measures. How can our President in good 
conscience undertake this reckless action?

With the unemployment rate in the United States now over 
77%, I am shocked and appalled by the President's actions in 
signing Executive Order 12204.

In order to preserve the domestic freight car industry, 
it is imperative that a Congressional investigation, undertaken 
by the appropriate committees, of the impact of the duty sus
pension on employment and production be immediately undertaken. 
I invite your attention to the Trade Act of 1974 (19 U.S.C. 2101 
et seq.). Section 2251 of the Trade Act provides that upon res
olution of either the Committee on Ways and Means of the House 
of Representatives or the Committee on Finance of the Senate, 
the International Trade Commission shall promptly make an in
vestigation to determine whether an article is being imported in 
such a degree as to be a threat to the domestic industry produc
ing a like article or directly competitive with the imported 
article. An additional alternative would include the amendment 
by Congress of 19 U.S.C. 2483 (c) to include freight cars as im
port-sensitive articles.

2



I strongly urge that an investigation be undertaken and 
that the Congress and the appropriate Congressional Committees 
and that the investigating committees make findings and recom
mendations for such Congressional action, including corrective 
legislation, as may be necessary to prevent the destruction of 
such an important, sensitive domestic industry.

It is our 
responsibly to

sincere hope that Congress will act quickly and 
insure the welfare and security of all concerned.

Respectfully yours,

General President
OWJ/mm

cc; All Grand Lodge Officers
All General Chairmen
All Local Chairmen
Railway Labor Executives' Association Members
Mr. Ray Denison, Legislative Representative,

A. F. L. - C. I. 0.



May 14, 1980

A. D. Cao, Ph.Dr
Associate Professor of

International Business and Marketing
The American University
Massachusetts & Nebraska Avenues, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20016

Dear Professor Cao:

I wish to acknowledge receipt of your recent letter and enclosure on U.S. 
export trading companies.

Your work is most timely as the Senate considers S. 2379, the Export 
Trading Company Act, which was just reported out of the Banking Committee. 
The entire U.S. policy towards exports needs to be re-evaluated and to be 
accorded a much higher priority than has bitherto been given to this sector.
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ABSTRACT

In order to promote US exports in the 1980’s, it appears 

that complete reliance on the existing channel of international’ 

distribution which consists primarily of the Webb Pomerene Asso

ciations (WPA's) and the Export Management Companies (EMC's) 

would be disastrous due to many problems which stem from the 

organization of those export firms, the "Why bother?" and "Do- 

it-yourself" attitude of the US manufacturers and the lack of 

an adequate legal framework which is needed to promote the ex

pansion of a viable US export organization. Lessons of experience 

gathered from the Japanese Sogo Shosha and the European export 

trading companies (ETC's) indicate that it is conceivable to 

formulate an American model of ETC. To be successful, such 

American model of ETC requires a strong back-up from the US 

Government in order to provide incentives to US manufacturers to 

export and to do so through the ETC’s. The government should 

also provide an adequate legal framework in order to promulgate 

the development and growth of US Export Trading Companies. The 

Webb Pomerene Act of 1918 could be amended and improved in order 

to allow the US ETC's to integrate vertically or horizontally 

and to include exports as well as imports for better economies 

of scale. Finally, it is even conceivable to make the American 

ETC a quasi-public institution in order to avoid anti-trust com

plications.
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INTRODUCTION

The US merchandise trade deficit declined from $28.4 bil

lion in 1978 to $24.7 billion in 1979 .The decline came about 

’as a result of an increase in foreign demand for US goods and a 

somewhat slower growth in US imports of nonpetroleum products. 

Note, however, that the US merchandise trade balance for 1980 

and later is likely to worsen if oil price keeps at this pace 

and especially if the US keeps losing sizable export markets of 

grain and manufactured goods. US import needs will continue 

to grow and US exports must catch up and at least keep pace 

with imports. This is especially true when exports account 

for one out of every four dollars of farm sales and manufactured 

good exports account for one out of every nine jobs in the man

ufacturing sector.

The realities of today have become such that the US can 

no longer consider its economic future without trying to pro

mote her exports. It is, therefore, significant to find out 

an alternative way to facilitate exports of US products over

seas. The purpose of this paper is to focus on one particular 

aspect of export promotion which is the channel of international 

distribution for US goods via export trading companies (ETC’s). 

An attempt to develop a US model of ETC will be made based on 

the analysis of existing major US channels of international

1 Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, International Letter, Feb
ruary 15, 1980, p. 1.
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distribution which consist primarily of the US Webb-Pomerene 

Association (WPA's) and the US export management companies 

(EMC's). Also, the experiences from the Japanese and European 

ETC’s will be drawn upon in the development of a US model of 

ETC .

WHAT'S WRONG WITH US WPA's?

The Webb-Pomerene Act

The US Webb-Pomerene Associations (WPA's) were formed 

based on the Webb-Pomerene Export Trade Act of 1918 which al

lows groups of business firms to export through a common sale 

association by declaring that the Sherman Act does not apply to 

any association which has the sole purpose of engaging in ex

port trade and actually engaged solely in such export.

The Webb-Pomerene Act is, hence, an exception to the US 

antitrust laws which ordinarily prohibit competitors from act

ing together. The law was passed following studies made by 

the Federal Trade Commission which reported that "if Americans 

are to enter the markets of the world on more nearly equal terms 

with their organized competitors and their organized customers 

and if small American producers and manufacturers are to engage 

in trade on' profitable terms, they must be free to unite their 

efforts."1 The intent of the Commission was to help smaller

1 Federal Trade Commission, Reports on Cooperation in American 
Export Trade , Part I, 1918, p. 8.
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firms to gain the economies of scale via combined efforts in 

order to compete more efficiently against foreign cartels. 

Together smaller firms can conduct marketing research on for

eign markets, reduce the unit costs of international distribu

tion with high volume or standardize grading of products.

The Webb-Pomerene Act specifies also that the WPA's

should not artificially or intentionally restrain US domestic 

trade, affect US domestic prices or restrain the export trade 

of any US competitor of the association. Under a consistent 

interpretation by the Federal Trade Commission and the US Court 

of Justice, WPA's can fix prices and set up quotas for overseas 

markets. Note, however, that the Act applies solely to the ex

port of goods, ware or merchandise but not to services or li

censing transactions.

WPA's Performance: A 60-Year Review

The performance of WPA's since 1918 has not been a success 

as indicated by their growth pattern measured by the number of 

associations registered with the Federal Trade Commission. Be

tween 1918-65, a total of 176 associations were registered; of 

these, only 130 ever functioned. In 1965, there were 32 regis

tered association; of these, only 29 were active. By mid-1978, 

there were:30 WPA's as shown on Table I and only 27 of these 

associations were active.1 Hence, the number of active

1 The data of this section is found in two studies made by
The Federal Trade Commission: Webb-Pomerene Associations: A
50-Year Review, June 1967 and Webb-Pomerene Associations: 
Ten Years Later, November 1978.
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Table I

Registered Webb Pomerene Associations
1978 Number

of
Name State Members Product Line

1. Afram Films, Inc. NY 7 Films
2 . Amatex Export Trade Association, Inc. SC 23 Textiles
3. American Barter Trade Association WA 4 Agriculture
4. American Cotton Exporters Association, Inc. TN 31 Cotton
5 . American Machine Tool Corporation, Inc. MA 11 Machine Tool
6 . American Motion Picture Export Company, Inc. NY 9 Motion Picture
7 . American Wood Chip Export Association OR 6 Wood Chips
8 . California Avocado Export Association, Inc. CA 5 Avocados
9 . California Dried Fruit Export Association CA 27 Dried Fruit

10. California Rice Export Corporation CA 4 Rice
11. Citrus Shippers United CA 29 Citrus Fruit
12 . Institute of Pacific Trade Relations CA 2 Commodities
13. International Homes Group MA 4 House Products
14 . Kaolin Clay Export, Inc. NJ 3 Clay
15 . Motion Picture Export Assn. of America, Inc. NY 9 Motion Picture
16 . North Coast Export Company CA 7 Lumber
17 . North Coast Export Cooperative, Inc. CA 7 Lumber
18 . Northwest Dried Fruit Association OR 6 Dried Fruit
19 . Overseas Trading Company Development Association CA 2 Commodities
20 . Pacific Agricultural Cooperative for Export, Inc. CA 14 Agriculture
21 . Pacific Coast Bituminous Coal Exporters Association CA 2 Coal
22 . Pacific Coast Merchant's Exchange CA 2 Commodities
23 . Phosphate Chemicals Export Association NY 4 Phosphate Chemicals
24 . Phosphate Rock Export Association FL 6 Phosphate Rock
25 . Pulp, Paper and Paperboard Export Assn. of the U.S. PA 16 Paper Products
26 . Sulphur Export Corporation NY 2 Sulphur
27 . Talmex Export Corproation CA 6 Tallow
28 . Tire Equipment Manufacturers Consortium of Ohio OH 3 Tire Equipment
29 ' ' U.S. Ordnance Producers Association, Inc. DC 4 Ordnances
30 . West Coast Perishable Export Association, Inc. CA 13 Perishables
31 . Wood Fiber Marketing Corporation GA 67 Wood Fiber
32 . Worthington Compressor Packagers International, Inc. TX 4 Compressors

Source: Federal Trade Commission, 1978.
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registered WPA’s has dwindled during the last 60 years and the 

expectation of promoting US exports via the WPA's channel of 

international distribution has failed to materialize.

The low performance of the WPA's in promoting US exports 

could be shown also by their shrinking share of exports 

as a percentage of total US exports. WPA's assisted exports 

up to 1930 averaged around 12 percent of total national ex

ports annually. The share dropped to an annual average of 2 

percent in the 1940's. By 1976, only 1.5 percent of total US 

exports went through the WPA's.

By function, it is shown on Table II that, overall, fewer 

services are provided by the WPA's since 1962 despite the fact 

that the total number of operative WPA's remained fairly con

stant ever since. The major function of price settings and 

market allocation originally conceived by the Webb-Pomerene 

Act of 1918 have actually dropped. As shown on Table II, only 

8 WPA's performed the price setting function in 1978 as com

pared to 13 in 1962. During the same period, the number of 

WPA’s which performed the market allocation has dwindled from 

6 to 3. Note also that the number of WPA's performing sale 

via overseas offices dipped from 13 to 6 between 1962-78. Only 

three functions appear to have increased; notably, freight 

and insurance services, market research- and information services 

and negotiations during the same'period. Finally, export
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Table II

Webb-Pomerene Association Functions
1962 - 1978

Number of Associations 
Performing Functions

1962  19 7 8

I. Product Functions
(Processing and Labeling) 0

II. Pricing Functions (Price
Setting) 13

III. Promotion Functions 12

IV. Distribution Functions:
• Freight and Insurance 8
. Warehousing 2
. Market Allocation 6
 Selling Agent from US offices 8
. Selling Agent from overseas

offices 13
. Export Merchant NA

0

8 
NA

V. Other Functions:
. Market Research and Informa

tion and statistics 13
Engineering and Licensing
Services 8

Negotiation and Contracts 8
Export Financing 2

19

3
11
NA

Source:  Federal Trade Commission, 1962-, 1978
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financing has never been an important function performed by 

the WPA's and processing or labeling of products were nonexist

ent .

Causes of WPA's Failure

The causes of failure come from: 1) the WPA's; 2) their 

clients; and 3) the legal basis provided by the Webb-Pomerene 

Act itself discussed as follows:

1. The WPA's failed mainly because of: a) their marketing 

"mix"; b) their marketing policy concerning their target markets; 

and c) their export organization. In terms of marketing "mix", 

the WPA's failed to provide a "total product" package needed by 

their customers at a comparatively low cost. As indicated on 

Table II, the WPA's failed to satisfy their customers as far 

as the product processing and labeling functions are concerned. 

Without the WPA's help, it is hard for US exporters to figure 

out, for instance, the types of labeling requirements to be 

met in an African country such as Zaire as compared to differ

ent requirements found in Singapore for the very same product 

such as canned pineapple. The WPA's also failed to have a 

"total product" because they did not provide financing facili

ties much needed by smaller US exporters. Furthermore, as an 

agent in the entire channel of international distribution, the 

WPA's failed to have sufficient foreign offices in order to 

establish themselves overseas and promote efficiently US pro

ducts in highly competitive foreign markets. Last but not least, 
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the WPA’s failed to accomplish economies of scale via high 

numbers of members and for high volume of business. As indi

cated on Table I, only five associations had more than 20 mem

bers, four with 10 to 20 members and the rest had less than 10 

members.

In terms of target markets, the WPA's failed because they 

attracted large and medium size firms instead of smaller firms 

which tend to need more help in various export services due to 

their limited resources. The WPA's often lost their members 

because the larger firms have the resources but not the experi

ence to export and their reliance on the WPA's is just temporary 

until sale volume reaches a level which eliminates the relative 

economies of scale advantage provided by the WPA's.

In terms of export organization, many WPA’s failed because 

of disagreement among competing members about price setting and 

market allocation and because of poor management. By product, 

the WPA's failed because many export products tend to be differ

entiated in nature, rendering joint distribution unattractive 

to the exporters whose competitive edge may be built on differ

entiation. By net worth, the WPA's had a thin equity due to the 

low number of members; hence, it is practically impossible for 

them to have sufficient credit facilities to finance exports of 

their customers.

2. The WPA's failed also because of the traditional at

titude of the US manufacturers. They use the WPA's just as a 
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starter to test foreign markets and to build up sales. Once 

they have gained the experience and the sales volume needed 

to eliminate the economies of scale provided originally by 

the WPA’s, the US exporters would rather "go it alone" and 

leave the WPA's for more control. Also, the WPA’s had a hard 

time finding new members because US manufacturers and especially 

the smaller ones are reluctant to go international when they 

already have enough with the huge domestic market. Such "do-it 

yourself" and "why bother?" attitudes had hindered the growth 

and expansion of the WPA’s tremendously.

3. Finally, the WPA's failed because of the vagueness 

and the restrictions found in the Webb-Pomerene Act itself. 

The Act failed to provide a legal basis for requiring the 

WPA’s members to export through the association for a clearly 

prescribed period. While the Act states a "reasonable" period 

of time, it is not clearly stipulated what period of time is 

reasonable. The Act also failed to prevent the WPA's members 

from selling their products to a competing domestic exporter. 

Furthermore, it is impossible for a WPA to create territorial 

rights to markets it has developed by requiring that any mem

ber’s exports, after withdrawal from the WPA, be handled by 

or through the association. Lastly, the lack of clear cut 

definition of what export action by a WPA constitutes 
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a violation of the antitrust laws prevents the WPA’s from 

adopting a vertical integration of manufacturers, insurers, 

shippers and others in order to further take advantage of econ

omies of scale instead of the traditional horizontal form of 

integration found among the WPA’s.

WHAT’S WRONG WITH THE EMC's?

Currently, there are about 1,000 Export Management Com

panies (EMC's) in the US.1 They act as the export department 

of US manufacturers, marketing their products overseas along 

with other allied but noncompetitive product lines.

Most EMC's provide a wide range of services including 

market research, shipping, advertising, documentation, 

channel of distribution selection, exhibition at interna

tional trade shows, insurance, packaging and labeling advice 

and sometimes financing. In short, the EMC takes full res

ponsibility for the export end of the business, relieving 

the manufacturer of all the headaches in doing it himself 

especially if it is the first time he wants to export his 

products.

The EMC's can either act as a commission agent for the 

manufacturers or as an independent distributor. The EMC

1 US Department of Commerce, The EMC -'Your Export Depart
ment , December 1979. Note that there are many terms used 
for independent exporters such as "export merchant", 
"combination export manager", or "export distributor", 
etc....These different terms refer more to the nature of 
the services performed or the contractual arrangements 
between the manufacturers and the export firms rather 
than to the character of the export firms themselves. 
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which acts as a commission agent works under the name of the 

manufacturer. All correspondence, invoicing and literature are 

done with the logo and stationery of the US manufacturer which 

is represented. Most sales initiated by the EMC need the approval 

of its client company. Hence, the US manufactures can control 

better the marketing of their products overseas especially when 

they maintain their own brand names. In return for the export 

services, the agent EMC receives a commission which is generally 

based on the invoice cost of the products being represented.

The commission varies between 7.5% to 20% of the wholesale dis

tributor price, depending on the product, the volume of business 

and the length of working relationship between the EMC and the 

manufacturer. In short, the EMC acting as a commission agent is 

just like an internal export department of its client manufact

urer. The manufacturer invoices the foreign customer directly and 

carries any financing required.

The EMC acting as an independent distributor works on a buy-

 arrangement. It places the order with the manufacturer 

when an overseas order is received, pays cash to the manufacturer, 

resells the goods to the foreign buyers and invoices them directly. 

Normally, the EMC buys at the domestic net wholesale prices less 

a percentage which approximately equals the manufacturer's 

domestic sale overhead. The EMC pays its overseas distributor 

or representative a commission and carries its cost of credit 

sales required by its foreign buyers.
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Weaknesses of EMC's

Weaknesses of EMC's are found in the export ‘firms them

selves and also in their clients. The international marketing 

services provided by the EMC's, in general, lack depth because 

most EMC's tend to perceive themselves as merely the "export 

department" of their client manufacturers; hence, concentrating 

on services which do not represent a total international marketing 

product package needed by US manufacturers at all time. Beside 

shipping and sales functions, the EMC's could also provide com

prehensive market research, planning and strategy development 

functions. The US manufacturers who plan to export need to know 

the changes that take place in various world markets, competi

tive moves, tariffs as well as nontariff barriers, new markets 

for existing and new products, licensing and joint-venture 

possibilities and many other integrated functions not available 

from most EMC's. Such lack of dynamism from the EMC's could be 

explained by the fact that most EMC's are very small with only 

one or two individuals owning and operating the firm.1 It is 

no wonder they fail to satisfy the needs of their clients in 

the long run due to lack of resources, limited knowledge of an 

extensive range of products and of world markets. As a matter 

of fact, most EMC's know very few countries first hand because 

very few have traveled overseas for direct personal contact 

and most sales and most sales are handled by correspondence 

with their foreign distributor.

1 John T. Brasch, "Export Management Companies" , Journal of
International Business Studies , Spring-Summer 1978
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LESSONS TO BE LEARNED

The Japanese ETC's

The Japanese ETC's are also known as "Sogo Shosha". There 

are currently around 6,000 ETC's in Japan with ten top ones and 

about a dozen medium sized ones.1 Sogo Shosha date back to the 

time of the Meiji Restoration in the mid-19th Century when Japan 

set out to become an industrialized country in order to modernize 

its armed forces. The importance of exports quickly became mani

fest as Japan needed foreign exchange to pay for modern weapons 

and machines. With the active encouragement from the Meiji

1 Data of this section is from the United States-Japan Trade 
Council, Japan's Sogo Shosha, Council Report No. 31, 
September 28, 1979.

- 11 -

EMC ' s fail to grow also because of their clients. The

EMC ’ s are most often seen only as an initial stepping stone by 

US manufacturers when they decide to penetrate the world mar

kets and need to test them with a minimum level of risk at a 

reasonable cost. For this reason the EMC's are having the 

critical problem of losing their clients once sales success 

was achieved overseas. The EMC ’s face the same problem as the 

WPA's of the "go it alone" attitude found among the US manu

facturers who desire to have more control of their brand name,

market allocation, market penetration and who think that their 

unit cost of international marketing could be lower than the 

EMC's cost once overseas sale volume starts to reach certain
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leadership, Mitsui became the first Japanese ETC. The history 

of Sogo Shosha is filled with numerous mergers, take-overs and 

assimilations.

The top ten Sogo Shosha accounted for 56.4% of total Japan

ese exports between April 1975 to March 1976 and 55.6% of total 

Japanese imports during the same period. Hence, unlike the US 

Webb-Pomerene Association or Export Management Companies, the 

Japanese Sogo Shosha are far more diversified in their activi

ties. They export as well as import an almost infinite variety 

of products and they do not deal only in the products of manu

facturers they represent; frequently they establish their own 

subsidiaries or joint ventures into which they pour funds to 

come up with products to be marketed overseas as well as domes

tically .

Despite their multiple activities, the Japanese ETC's or 

"Sogo Shosha" act essentially as an intermediary to facilitate 

the flow of goods from the manufacturers to the buyers.  As a 

facilitating intermediary, often the Sogo Shosha provide finan

cial assistance to small and medium size manufacturers who have 

less access to commercial bank loans than larger ones. As 

shown on Table III, Sogo Shosha furnish financing to their 

customers on the order of billions of yen. Sogo Shosha provide 

also information and more importantly ideas to manufacturers to 

help explore unknown markets and they even develop existing 

markets for new products. Sogo Shosha's global' information
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network is enormous. There are Sogo Shosha representatives 

in countries with which even the Japanese government does not. 

have diplomatic relationship. As shown on Table III, each 

of the top ten Sogo Shosha has close to a hundred or more over

seas offices with sometimes 1,000 staff members.

The total package of services provided by Sogo Shosha 

to the manufacturers are, therefore, more integrated and com

prehensive and their economies of scale are incomparable. For 

this reason Japanese Sogo Shosha do not lose their customers 

as is the case with US Webb Pomerene Association and Export 

Management Companies.

The profit margin of Sogo Shosha are generally below one- 

percent even for the top ten. Because of such low profit mar

gin they tend to concentrate mostly in products like raw ma

terials, textile, basic food commodities or steel that can be 

sold in bulk with high volume and they shy away from highly 

technological products which require parts sale service’s such 

as automobile and electronic products. For example, one of 

the top ten Sogo Shosha called Marubeni imports iron ore to 

Japan from mines (which it helped finance) in Western Australia 

and export steel to Brazil.

Finally, each Sogo Shosha has an extended and tight rela

tionship with other institutions such as banks. For example, 

Mitsui and Company, the general . trading company, is a member 

of the Mitsui Group which is headed by Mitsui Bank. In fact 

there are today six such conglomerate groups which consist of
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Table III

Top Ten's Financial Situation and Overseas Offices

(September 1976, millions of yen)

Company
Loans From

Banks
Loans to

Companies
Net

Profit

Japanese
Overseas

Staff
Overseas

Offices

Mitsubishi ¥16,183 ¥24,574 311 816 117
Mitsui 21,083 25,472 157 934 130
Marubeni 12,595 15,374 ’ 225 877 129
C . Itoh 11,157 13,025 178 631 119
Sumitomo 7,412 10,194 187 680 123
Nissho-Iwai 7 ,305 11,051 148 646 117
T o m e n 6,063 7 ,519 91 373 78
Kanematsu-Gosho 4,360 5,878 52 312 74
Ataka* 5,380 5,914 -61 210 53
Nichimen 3,849 4,634 64 415 86

Source: September 1976 Semiannual Statements of Accounts by the Companies and 
US-Japanese Trade Council, 1979

^Because of losses, Ataka is being merged by Itoh
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a consolidation of banks and Zaibatsu affiliated companies 

including the Sogo Shosha shown as follows:

1. The Mitsuibishi Trading Company of the Mitsubishi Group.

2. The Mitsui Trading Company of the Mitsui Group.

3. The Marubeni Trading Company of the Fuyo Group.

4. The Itoh Trading Company of the Daiichi Kangyo Bank Group.

5. The Sumitamo Trading Company of the Suumitama Group.

6. The Nissho-Iwai Trading Company of the Sanwa Bank Group.
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The European ETC's

The European ETC's date back to the 16th Century when mer-

cantilism led Europeans powers to establish colonies in order 

to bring about favorable trade balance by exporting more than 

import. A good example of how a European ETC grew is the Inchcape 

and Company Limited with headquarters in London and subsidiaries 

scattered throughout Asia, Africa and the Carribeans. Inchcape 

handles a variety of activities today ranging from shipping, in

surance brokerage, banking, assembly and distribution of motor 

vehicles, tea production and others.1

Unlike the Japanese Sogo Shosha, the British ETC's grew by 

controlling end markets rather than manufacturers via forward 

integration of lighterage, insurance brokerage, warehousing and 

forwarding. For this reason they are organized by geographical 

area rather than by product and their overseas subsidiaries 

are highly autonomous, having their own entities. As a result, 

the British ETC headquarters are mainly a management concern with 

few employees.

US MODEL OF ETC: A PROPOSAL

Based on the above analysis of the existing US international 

channel of distribution via the WPA's and the EMC's and the re

view of the Japanese and British models of ETC's, it is conceivable 

that a US model of ETC can be developed. Although there has been 

no independent ETC found in the US yet, some US manufacturers have 

already tried the concept within their companies Such as the 

Kaiser Trading Company which is part of the Kaiser Aluminum and 

1 Collier, Shannon, Rill, Edward & Scott, Export Trading Company,
Washington,D.C.1977.
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Chemical Company or the Woodward and Dickerson Company which 

exports fertilizers, animal food ingredients, cocoa and tobacco 

products, cements, vegetable oils and many other products. A 

proposal to the development of an US model of ETC in this paper 

would focus on the characteristics required for a successful 

ETC, the attitude of its manufacturer clients and the environ

mental conditions needed to be provided by the US Government 

in order to promote US exports in the 1980's.

Characteristics of an "American ETC"

Basically, a successful "American ETC" must have three in

gredients: 1) a total product catered to the right target mar

kets at the right price; 2) an efficient organization for inter

national distribution;and 3) the right attitude toward interna

tional marketing to be discussed in detail as follows:

1. A total product concept - Experience has shown that a 

successful ETC needs to provide a whole package of services 

which includes basic sales functions such as packaging, Labeling, 

shipping, insurance, warehousing, pricing, market research and 

allocation, negotiation, financing and promotion to integrated 

international marketing planning and development programs which 

would help the US manufacturers to take advantage of new devel

opments in various world markets, to introduce new products, to 

counteract competitive moves, to overcome tariff as well as non

tariff barriers and so on.
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A total product concept includes also imports besides 

exports. With two-way trade the American ETC can establish 

a better network of contacts in the foreign markets. Further

more, coupled with an integrated set of functions, the two-way 

trade concept would help the economies of scale of the ETC; 

hence helping to reduce the cost of the US manufacturers when 

they rely on the ETC to export their products. Hopefully, the 

integrated and complete international marketing package provided 

by the ETC at a low cost would help to discourage the US manu

facturer from "going it alone" once their overseas sales reach 

a certain level. Finally, by not losing its members but in

stead, by gaining additional members over time, the economies 

of scale can increase even further as is the case with the 

Japanese Sogo Shosha.

A given product package sold at a given price is "right" 

only for some given target markets. Based on the experience 

of the WPA's and EMC's, small and medium size firms would need 

more the services provided by the ETC in the short run as well 

as in the long run because of their more limited experience and 

especially because of their limited resources as compared to 

larger firms. They would require an extremely high volume of 

sales overseas in order to reach an economies of scale which 

would outrun the ones provided by the ETC.
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2. An efficient organization - Experience has shown that 

a successful ETC needs to know better its overseas markets and 

have more direct contacts by having more personal and direct 

relationship via the establishment of overseas offices. By 

having offices and personnel in each foreign market it deals 

with, the ETC can have an efficient network of information and 

communication as is the case of the Japanese ETC’s. With over

seas offices, the ETC can also match the changes and develop

ment of foreign markets in order to adequately advise its US 

manufacturers in their marketing mix design and planning.

The ETC needs also to be able to integrate its activities 

vertically as well as horizontally. Experience has shown that 

products with little or no brand identification and with compe

tition based largely on price such as raw materials and commo

dities work better with horizontally integrated organization. 

With products that require brand name identification, a verti

cally integrated ETC appears to be more appropriate.

Finally, because of the need for control and autonomy tradi

tionally found among US manufacturers, the British forward "market 

control" organization based on geographical division seems to be 

more appropriate for an "American ETC" than the Japanese backward 

"manufacturer control" organization based on product line division. 

In;fact, the market control approach to an American ETC organization 

not only helps to prevent the member manufacturers from leaving 
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an ETC because they no longer fear to lose control but it also 

helps to build up their confidence because the ETC has better 

knowledge of the foreign geographical areas in which they are 

interested.

3. The "right" attitude - Owners and managers of an

American ETC should not just consider their ETC as merely an 

"export department" of their manufacturer customers but should 

rather think of their ETC as an integrated international market

ing arm of their customers providing basic sale services as well 

as a comprehensive total product package as discussed earlier 

in this paper. A successful American ETC needs to adopt a dyn

amic attitude in order to cope adequately with changes which 

constantly take place in various foreign markets affecting the 

overseas sales of US exporters.

A successful American ETC needs also to allow a broad owner

ship or participation in order to build up equity needed to form 

the basis for credit financing made available to their customers. 

A "Why bother?" attitude about expanding would hamper the growth 

of the ETC as learned from experience.

Attitude of the US Manufactures

A successful American ETC needs a large volume of business in 

order to take advantage of the economies of scale and to grow. 

In order to do so, it needs many participants and it especially 

needs to retain them over the long run.
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The number of participants can be increased if more US 

manufacturers want to export. Many smaller firms cannot even 

meet the demands of the huge trillion dollar US market and as 

a consequence, they need special incentives to change their 

"why bother" attitude. Incentives are also needed to prevent 

the participant from leaving the ETC once their overseas sales 

have reached a certain level because they then decide to "do- 

it-ourselves . "

Implications for US Trade Promotion Policy

As the US Government realizes that exports promotion be

comes a "must", it needs to provide a proper legal framework 

and ambiance to promulgate the establishment of American ETC's 

and to promote their expansion. The Webb-Pomerene Act could 

be used as the legal framework by improving its clauses to in

clude exports as well as imports by the ETC's and to allow the 

to integrate their activities as well as requiring their members 

to maintain their membership during a specific period of time 

such as five years or more. Any members which withdraw from the 

ETC's need to handle their exports by and through their respective 

ETC's anyway until the mandatory membership duration expires.

The US Government can provide some incentives to the US 

manufacturers which export through the ETC's such as tax reduc

tion on income generated by such exports and easy access to credit 

financing facilities available at the Import-Export Bank.
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With the above law and incentives, the US Government and

more specifically the US Department of Commerce must educate

the small and medium US manufacturers in order to inspire them

to explore the possibility of exports as a profitable alternative.



CONCLUSION

In order to promote US exports in the 1980's, it appears 

that complete reliance on the existing channel of international 

distribution which consists primarily of the Webb Pomerene Assc- 

ciations (WPA’s) and the Export Management Companies (EMC's) 

would be disastrous due to many problems which stem from the 

organization of those export firms, the "Why bother?" and "Do- 

it-yourself" attitude of the US manufacturers and the lack of 

an adequate legal framework which is needed to promote the ex

pansion of a viable US export organization. Lessons of experience 

gathered from the Japanese Sogo Shosha and the European export 

trading companies (ETC's) indicate that it is conceivable to 

formulate an American model of ETC. To be successful, such 

American model of ETC requires a strong back-up from the US 

Government in order to provide incentives to US manufacturers to 

export and to do so through the ETC's. The government should 

also provide an adequate legal framework in order to promulgate 

the development and growth of US Export Trading Companies. The 

Webb Pomerene Act of 1918 could’ be amended and improved in order 

to allow the US ETC's to integrate vertically or horizontally 

and to include exports as well as imports for better economies 

of scale. Finally, it is even conceivable to make the American 

ETC a quasi-public institution in order to avoid anti-trust com

plications.
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May 14, 1980

Mr. Tony Rapoza, Executive Sales
Pflueger Lincoln Mercury, Inc.
2901 N. Nimitz Highway
Honolulu, Hawaii 96819

Dear Mr. Rapoza:

I am acknowledging receipt of a copy of your letters to Mr. Dean of Ford 
and Mr. Murphy of General Motors.

Your observations were well-put and articulately expressed. The domestic 
automobile industry is having problems not only because of the better fuel 
economy of foreign cars but also becauseoof styling and good quality con
trol. The Federal government is willing to assist American automobile 
companies but not at the cost of additional inflation or depriving con
sumers of a choice of cars.

Thank you for giving me the benefit of your views on this important 
national issue.

Aloha,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator

DKI:elp



TONY RAPOZA
EXECUTIVE SALES

Dflueger Lincoln  Mercury, Inc.
2901 N. NIMITZ HIGHWAY

HONOLULU. HAWAII 96819

PM 5:00
Lincoln • Mercury • Honda

May 8, 1980

Mr. John C. Dean 
Chairman of the Board
Ford Motor Company
American Road
Dearborn, Michigan 481.21

This is in response to the enclosed article. I have been selling 
automobiles for the past 31 years and has been the top salesperson in 
Hawaii during this period.

I began with selling General Motors products (Buicks and Cadillacs) 
for 26 years and am now representing Ford Motor Company selling Lincolns 
and Mercurys. The organization that I am now with also represents the 
Honda automobile. With my combined experience in the automobile business, 
I feel qualified to make the following statements.

Although it is often stressed that workmanship will be improved with 
each new model year, I have found that the workmanship of American auto
mobiles has been declining steadily. It is very frustrating to receive 
a brand new automobile on the pier and find that (1) nuts and bolts are 
falling out when the door is opened; (2) that the engine is not properly 
tuned and that the automobile is towed into the shop because of a mal
function of one thing or another; (3) that trim and mouldings are not 
properly secured or even missing. All of these incidences has happened 
to me on more than a few occasions with American-made automobiles. With 
the Japanese automobiles, and especially the Honda, the incidences are 
very rare. In addition to an almost perfect automobile, these cars have 
a waiting period of 6-12 months for delivery and are being sold at full 
retail list.

I would suggest that the American automobile manufacturers investigate 
the reasons as to why Americans prefer foreign, especially Japanese auto
mobiles. Many of my customers prefer the Honda because it has excellent 
performance, it is economical to operate, is stylish, and last but not least, 
is comfortable. If the American automobile manufacturers could build an 
automobile like the Honda, I am sure that the American public would prefer 
to buy American automobiles instead.



Mr. John C. Dean
May 8, 1980
Page 2

The purpose of this letter is to express my disappointment that you 
had to appeal to Congress without making an attempt to evaluate the real 
reasons for the public's desire to purchase Japanese automobiles—quality 
workmanship and excellent performance.

Sincerely,

Tony
Exe

Senator D. Inouye, Hawaii
Senator S. Matsunaga, Hawaii 
Representative D. Akaka, Hawaii 
Representative C. Heftel, Hawaii 
Customer Service, Ford Motor Company 
Automotive News
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May 8, 1980

Mr. Thomas A. Murphy 
Chairman of the Board 
General Motors Corporation 
3044 West Grand Boulevard 
Detroit, Michigan 48202

Dear Mr. Murphy:

This is in response to the enclosed article. I have been selling 
automobiles for the past 31 years and has been the top salesperson in 
Hawaii during this period.

I began with selling General Motors products (Buicks and Cadillacs) 
for 26 years and am now representing Ford Motor Company selling Lincolns 
and Mercurys. The organization that I am now with also represents the 
Honda automobile. With my conjoined experience in the automobile business, 
I feel qualified to make the following statements.

Although it is often stressed that workmanship will be inproved with 
each new model year, I have found that the workmanship of American auto
mobiles has been declining steadily. It is very frustrating to receive 
a brand new automobile on the pier and find that (1) nuts and bolts are 
falling out when the door is opened; (2) that the engine is not properly 
tuned and that the automobile is towed into the shop because of a mal
function of one thing or another; (3) that trim and mouldings are not 
properly secured or even missing. All of these incidences has happened 
to me on more than a few occasions with American-made automobiles. With 
the Japanese automobiles, and especially the Honda, the incidences are 
very rare. In addition to an almost perfect automobile, these cars have 
a waiting period of 6-12 months for delivery and are being sold at full 
retail list.

I would suggest that the American automobile manufacturers investigate 
the reasons as to why Americans prefer foreign, especially Japanese auto
mobiles. Many of my customers prefer the Honda because it has excellen 
performance, is economical to operate, is stylish, and last but not least, 
is comfortable. If the American automobile manufacturers could build an 
automobile like the Honda, I am sure that the American public would prefer 
to buy American automobiles instead.



The purpose of this letter is to express my disappointment that you 
had to appeal to Congress without making an attempt to evaluate the real 
reasons for the public's desire to purchase Japanese automobiles—quality 
workmanship and excellent performance.

Representative D. Akaka, Hawaii
Representative C. Heftel, Hawaii
Customer Service, General Motors Corporation 
Automotive News

rt

Mr. Thomas A. Murphy 
May 8, 1980
Page 2

Sincerely, 

cc: Senator D. Inouye, Hawaii 
Senator Matsunaga, Hawaii
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May 7, 1980

Mr. Jon Rotenberg
Vice President - Public & Congressional Affairs
Overseas Private Investment Corporation
1129 20th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20527

Dear Mr. Rogenberg:

Thank you for sharing with me a copy of Mr. Llewellyn's speech before the 
White House Small Business Conference in Honolulu and the attached articles 
which appeared in the daily press.

OPIC has the potential for playing a very active role in stimulating invest
ment and American exports. There is a need for developing a government-wide 
commitment to promoting the national interest through the maximum use of 
all of its trade and investment programs.

I appreciate your keeping me current with developmentss in the agency.

Sincerely,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
U United States Senator

DKI:elp



OVERSEAS 
PRIVATE 
INVESTMENT 
CORPORATION

1129 20th Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20527
Telex-OPIC Wsh 89-2310

May 2, 1980

Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Inouye:

It was a pleasure to talk with you about the Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) and its programs, 
particularly as they pertain to private sector 
development in the Pacific Basin countries. As you 
know, many of these nations are among the fastest- 
developing in the world and represent a great investment 
potential for the U.S, business community.

For your further information, I enclose herewith a 
copy of the speech delivered last year by OPIC 
President J, Bruce Llewellyn at the White House Small 
Business Conference in Honolulu plus some samples of 
news coverage of the meeting. Also included is a list 
of Hawaiian business executives who attended a 
special seminar on international investment which I 
chaired. As you can see, they represent a broad 
spectrum of interest and I believe our services can be 
an important factor in helping them to enter these new 
markets.

Thank you for your time and interest, If we can 
provide further information, please call me.

Jon Rotenberg 
Vice President
Public & Congressional Affairs
202-632-1854

Enclosures
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Washington, D.C. 20527
Telex-OPIC Wsh 89-2310 Honorable Daniel K. Inouye

United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510
Dear Senator Inouye:
It was a pleasure to talk with you about the Overseas 
Private Investment Corporation (OPIC) and its programs, 
particularly as they pertain to private sector 
development in the Pacific Basin countries. As you 
know, many of these nations are among the fastest- 
developing in the world and represent a great investment 
potential for the U.S. business community.
For your further information, I enclose herewith a 
copy of the speech delivered last year by OPIC 
President J. Bruce Llewellyn at the White House Small 
Business Conference in Honolulu plus some samples of 
news coverage of the meeting. Also included is a list 
of Hawaiian business executives who attended a 
special seminar on international investment which I 
chaired. As you can see, they represent a broad 
spectrum of interest and I believe our services can be 
an important factor in helping them to enter these new 
markets.
Thank you for your time and interest. If we can 
provide further information, please call me.
Sincerely,

Jon Rotenberg
Vice President
Public & Congressional Affairs
202-632-1854
Enclosures









Jon Rotenberg Tape—for the White—House—G-cr-fer-ences__ Change—city
to Honolulu.

Waren Ho Ernest Kanekoa
Lani Properties Corp. Hawaii Protective Assc.
50 S. Beretania Street 1920 Maunakea St.
Honolulu, HI 96813 Honolulu, HI 96817

Pat Kuniyoshi Alvin Shim
PG Kuniyoshi Landscaping 3HIM SILAL, TAM & NAITO
2536 Warcissos Place 333 Queen St., #800
Honolulu, HI Honolulu, HI 96813

John Aaron Jones Paige Barber
Tax Lawyer Alu Like, Inc.
716 Aolokele Ave. Suite 3035
Honolulu, HI 96816 2828 Pala Street

Honolulu, HI 96819 
Margaret A. Gayles
Consulting Associaites International 
P.O. Box 25635
Honolulu, HI 96825 Claire P. Johnson

Flower Farm, Inc.
John M. Farnell P.O. Box 381
Hawaii Transportation Assn. Kaneohi, HI 96744
P.O. Box 30166
Honolulu, HI 96820 William P. Wright

Wright Carpet Co,
James Wade 1409 S. Beretania St,
The Aloha Group, Inc, Honolulu, HI 96814
1314 S. King St., Suite 856
Honolulu, HI 96814 Samuel S.O. Lee

New Oceanic Corp. (UHM) 
Kim F. Remular 1943 Vancou Ver Dr. 
L.V. Remular Enterprises, Inc. Honolulu, HI 96822 
Foreign-Trade
Zone No. 9, Pier 39 W, J. Curley
Honolulu, HI 96817 U.S. Army Westcom

Ft, Shafter
William Toyama Honolulu, HI 96858
William M. Toyama & Assoc.
P.O. Box 8879 Fred K. Cordes
Honolulu, HI 96815 Foster Equip Coltp

P.O. Box 30188
Dan Canedo Honolulu, HI 96820
Hawaiian Flour Mills
P.O. Box 855 Ronald R. Rewald
Honolulu, HI 96808 E.M.I. Investment Corp.

Suite 1508
John M. Rife 700 Bishop St.
Maui Confections Inc. Honolulu, HI 96813
The Hula Taffy Company
P.O. Box 2684 Donald Young
Honolulu, HI 96803 Liberty Bank

P.O. Box 1450
Honolulu, HI 96806



M. Hidulgo 
Hidalgo Corp. 
1109 Bethel St., Suite 416
Honolulu, HI 96813

Sam O. Hirota
Sam 0. Hirota, Inc.
345 Queen St.
Honolulu, HI 96813

Howard Fujinaka 
Hunters Inc.
P.O. Box 17508
Honolulu, HI 96817

David T. Richard
Mega Corp.
Suite 302
677 Ala Moana
Honolulu, HI 96813

Harold K. Yamanaka
Central Pacific Bank
P.O. Box 3590
Honolulu, HI 96811

Diane Kurtz
Arvak Inc.
1615 Silva St.
Honolulu, HI 96817

Frederick K.S. Yee 
Yick Lung Co., Inc.
580 Dillingham Blvd, 
Honolulu, HI 96817

Lung P. Fa
Sea Drugon Trading Co,
P.O. Box 941
Honolulu, HI 96808

Jiro Matsui
Pets Pacifica Inc, 
3209 Ualena St,
Honolulu, HI 96819

Geraldine H, Tsuzuki
GRT Enterprises
P.O. Box 1575
Honolulu, HI 96806

Albert M. Newman
Retail Merchants of Hawaii
735 Bishop St, 
Honolulu, HI 96813

Tom Kilmer
TW Systems Inc.
955 Waimann St.
Honolulu, HI 96814

Richard C. Ching
Retried General Manager
Foremost
415 Nahua St.
Honolulu, HI 96815

Robert C. Wong
Central Pacific Bank
50 N. King St.
Honolulu, HI 96817

Gregory Tong
Wimberly, Whisenand, Allison, 

Tong & Goo
2222 Kalakaua Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96815

Jim Watts
Alexander Grant & Co.
2900 Pacific Trade Center
Honolulu, HI 96813 ?

Franklin Sales
Pacific Chemical Co.
333 Mamaki St.
Honolulu, HI 96821

Terrill Chock
Hawaii National Bank
120 S. King Street
Honolulu, HI 96813

Joan E. Person
Pajo Pacific & Steinberg Bros.
400 Hobron Lane
Honolulu, HI 96815

H. Ron Huson
Huson's Tropical Seeds
P.O. Box 10387
Honolulu, HI 96816

Bob Toothman
Small Business Administration 
Federal Building
Honolulu, HI 96813



Barbara L. Schwartz
Connection
P.O. Box 22848
Honolulu, HI 96822

Mary Dohrman
Summer's Place, The Jade Tree 
1206 Ala Moana Center
Honolulu, HI 96814

Stanley J. Yamane, O.D.
Drs. Kuwabara & Yamane 
94-748 Hikimde St.
Waipahu, HI 96797

Eiko Williams
Hana Hana Gift Shop
49-132 Kam Highway
Kan., HI 96744

Phil Emley, Jr.
Emley Wallcovering
875 Waimann St.
Honolulu, HI 96813

David McKehar
JLG Company
677 Ala Moana Blvd.
Honolulu, HI 96813

James A. Johnson
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co.
Box 4150
Honolulu, HI 96815

David Eagle
Hawaii Leasing
P.O. Box 2448
Honolulu, HI 96804

Wayne Richardson III
Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. 
Box 1269
Honolulu, HI 96807

Richard P. Wyrgatsch
WINPAC, Inc.
P.O. Box 1269
Honolulu, HI 96807

J.J. McClelland
Matson Navigation Co.
P.O: Box 899
Honolulu, HI 96802

L. M. Moore
Intelect, Inc.
1001 Dillingham Blvd., #313 
Honolulu, HI 96817

Barry B. Kommer 
Comter Hawaii Inc.
847 Bishop St. 
Honolulu, HI 96813

M. E. Delaforce
Gracious Living in Hawaii Inc. 
125 Merchant, Suite 204 
Honolulu, HI 96813

Therese Godfrey
Pacific Pest Control
309 Hahani St.
Honolulu, HI 96734

Hal Rothenborg
AMPACO
443 Cooke St.
Honolulu, HI 96814

Bill Kaina
Reed Kaina Schaller, Inc. 
1110 University Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96826

A. E. Saunders
Score/Ace Hawaii, Inc. (SBA) 
2801 Coconut Ave.
Honolulu, HI 96815

Mrs. Eleanor C. Kan
Kamsco Inc., DBA Kamsco
Diner & Drive In

91-855 Ft. Weaver Rd.
Ewa Beach, HI 96792

Alanieta Velulu Sigavata
Fiji Imports
55007 Kam Highway
Laie, FI 96762

Wallace Ching
Loyalty Enterprises, Ltd.
233 Merchant St. 
Honolulu, HI 96813

Jim Bruce
Holo Holo-Main Tours
P.O. Box 1591 
Lahaina, HI 96761



George A. Austin 
559 Iana St.
Kailua, HI 96734

Orlando EPP
19 Kainaru Place
Kailua HI 96734

Tucker Gratz
Industry & Trade
U.S. Government
1 White Saode
Kailua, HI 96734

Lee Gray
Gray District Co.
Box 2597
Honolulu, HI 96803

William Jung
Pineapple Pete's
1617 Keeoumoko St., #1404 
Honolulu, HI 96822

Jean Ikeda
Yamano Beauty Mate 
2365 Kalakaua Ave.
Honolulu, HI 9815

Kikuo Yamazaki
McInerny Ltd.
606 Coral Street
Honolulu, HI 96813

Donald Leony
City Bank
1600 Kapiolani Blvd, 
Honolulu, HI 96814

Roland D. Sagum
United Hani International
219 Merchant
Honolulu, HI 96813

Francesco S. Ugale
American Deear Co.
5255 Sikini St.
Honolulu, HI 96818

Donald R. Dawson
U.S.•Department of Commerce 
Room 4106
Federal Building
Honolulu, HI 96813

Sanford W. Friedman
Wheels Hawaii 
2716 S. King Street 
Honolulu, HI 96826

Gerald Hennings
NF IB
250 Ohua Ave. 12G 
Honolulu, GI 96815

Keakealani L. Char
George Y. Char, Inc. 
3775 Poka Place
Honolulu, HI 96816

Bruce Gookin
Hawaiian Island Products 
1818 Republican
Honolulu, HI 96819

Jim Brock ,
Brock and Associates
48 Market St.
Wailuku, Maui 96793

Betty Morin
Nancy of Honolulu
Suite 4 G 
2003 Kalia Rd. 
Honolulu, HI 96815

John Mendonca, Jr.
Mendonca's Candies Ltd. 
2829 Kilihau St. 
Honolulu, HI  

John Mendonca, III 
Mendonca's Candies 
2829 Kililihau St.
Honolulu, HI

/

Alice Choy

364 Seaside Ave., #512 
Honolulu, HI 96815

Frances Suda
Canada Life
1441 Kapiolani Blvd, #1105 
Honolulu, HI 96814



• . Max N. Ginsberg
Score In House
Counseller at SBA
5849 Mahimahi St.
Honolulu, HI 96821

H. Ron Huror
Huror's Tropical Seeds
Bon 10387
Honolulu, HI 96816

Steven Chang
Atlas Building Materials
2841 Pukoloa St.
Honolulu, HI 96819

Bruce McCall
C. Brewer & Co.
P.O. Box 1801
Hilo, HI 96720

George S. Kanahele
George S. Kanahele & Assoc, 
Suite 924
Davis Pacific Center 
Honolulu, HI

Manuel C. Guillermo
Hawaii Integrated, Inc.
1129 Bethel St.

 Honolulu, HI 96813

 Shell Hansson
Shell's Bag's Hats
Box 1701
Lahaina, HI 96761 



J*  BRUCE LLEWELLYN

PRESIDENT
OVERSEAS PRIVATE INVESTMENT CORPORATION

WHITE HOUSE SMALL BUSINESS SEMINAR

HONOLULU, HAWAII

JUNE 1, 1979

A CHALLENGE

We are faced with a challenge you and I. It Is one of
IDEAS, ACTION AND A BETTER UNDERSTANDING OF AN INCREASINGLY 

INTERDEPENDENT WORLD, For EXAMPLE, RECENT U.S. GOVERNMENT 

SURVEY REVEALS THAT TWENTY-SEVEN PERCENT OF U.S. HIGH SCHOOL 

SENIORS BELIEVE THAT GOLDA MEIR WAS PRESIDENT OF EGYPT; 40 PERCENT 

THINK THAT ISRAEL IS AN ARAB NATION; AND 17 PERCENT ESTIMATE THAT 

THE U.S. POPULATION IS LARGER THAN THAT OF THE SOVIET UNION OR 

China. We need to change these statistics of ignorance.
This lack of knowledge is even greater in the economiC'sphere
WHERE CRUCIAL INTERESTS ARE BEING CHALLENGED DAILY BY OUR GLOBAL 

COMPETITORS. A GALLUP POLL IN 1977 REVEALED THAT HALF THE U.S. 
POPULATION DID NOT EVEN KNOW THAT THE UNITED STATES HAD TO IMPORT 

ANY OIL TO MEET ITS ENERGY NEEDS. THESE FACTS REVEAL THE EXIST

ENCE OF A CONTINENTAL MENTALITY. POGO SAID IT BEAT: "We HAVE MET 

THE ENEMY AND HE IS US."
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The fact is that our role in the world today has fundamentally 
CHANGED SINCE THE END OF WORLD WAR II, OUR SHARE OF WORLD GNP 

HAS DECLINED FROM ONE-THIRD TO ONE-FOURTH. IN THE 1950's WE HAD 

OVER A 20 PERCENT SHARE OF FOREIGN MARKETS; NOW WE HAVE ONLY 

ABOUT PERCENT. OUR SHARE OF WORLD RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT HAS 

DECLINED FROM 60 TO 45 PERCENT. ALTHOUGH WE WERE ONCE ABLE TO 

REFINANCE, REBUILD AND HELP THE ENTIRE WORLD — THIS IS NO LONGER 

the case. That was inevitable. And we shouldn't see those 
FACTS AS AN INDICATION OF LOSS OF STRENGTH. WE ARE STILL BY A 

WIDE MARGIN THE RICHEST, STRONGEST, AND POTENTIALLY MOST COMPETI

TIVE NATION ON EARTH. WE HAVE THE HIGHEST PER CAPITA INCOME IN 

THE INDUSTRIALIZED WORLD. WHILE WE IMPORT ONE HALF OUR OIL, 

Germany and Japan import virtually all theirs. Yankee ingenuity 
hasn't Disappeared Though it may appear to be taking a snooze.

Because roughly 85 percent of our total economic process is 
AT HOME, WE AS A PEOPLE HAVE LITTLE REASON TO GAZE OUTWARD. THAT 

CONFLICTS WITH THE TRUE REALITIES OF GLOBAL INTERDEPENDENCE. IN

CONTRAST, ONLY 60 PERCENT OF JAPAN'S AND 40 PERCENT OF GERMANY'S 

TOTAL ECONOMIC PROCESS IS AT HOME BECAUSE OF THEIR HISTORICAL 

DEPENDENCE ON FOREIGN RAW MATERIALS. ALL THEIR PEOPLE KNOW 

THEY HAVE TO BE ON THE BALL ABROAD TO SUCCEED IN THE WORLD 

ECONOMY. SO THEY ARE PREPARED. As A GREAT ISLAND ENDOWED WITH 

NATURAL RESOURCES AND A HEALTHY DOMESTIC MARKET, THE U.S. HAS 

HAD IT TOO EASY FOR TOO LONG. IN SHORT, THINGS ARE NO LONGER 

EASY TODAY. THE COMPETITION IS TOUGH; OUR RELATIVE STRENGTH IS 

LESS. But If We Take STOCK Of Our CAPABILITIES, We Can adjust
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TO THE NEW GLOBAL REALITIES. ALL IT TAKES IS A NATIONAL SENSE

AND WILL.

AN OPPORTUNITY

What then, are the answers to the problem? Obviously, we
MUST INCREASE OUR PRODUCTIVITY, OUR RESPONSE TO THE COMPETITION 

OF OTHER NATIONS.

AND WE ARE DOING THIS.

Last fall, the Administration announced a new trade policy
WHICH OPENS THE WAY FOR MORE SMALLER COMPANIES TO PARTICIPATE IN

THESE GROWING MARKETS. THERE ARE SEVERAL AGENCIES IN WASHINGTON

WHOSE PROGRAM ARE DESIGNED TO HELP STIMULATE THIS PARTICIPATION.

But we cannot think only in terms of export and trade. We
MUST CONSIDER THE LONGER-RANGE ASPECTS OF FOREIGN ECONOMIC POLICY 

AND ITS IMPLICATIONS -- WE MUST THINK OF WHAT PRODUCES THE

COMMUNITY, THE SENSE OF BEING A PART OF THE MARKET COMMUNITY, THE 

FEELING THAT WE ARE OPENING A TWO-WAY STREET THAT WILL MEAN A 

BETTER LIFE FOR NOT ONLY OTHERS BUT OURSELVES AS WELL. I REFER 

HERE TO THE LONG-RANGE POSSIBILITIES OF INVESTMENT.

THE BASE

Our INDUSTRIAL SECTOR IS THE BASE UPON WHICH OUR TRADE AND 

DOLLAR STRUCTURE RESTS. IF THE BASE IS WEEK, THE FIRST VISIBLE 

SIGNS ARE IN TRADE AND THE DOLLAR. WE ARE BEGINNING TO 

ADDRESS THE TRADE PROBLEMS, BUT THE FOUNDATION — OUR INDUSTRIAL

BASE IS IN NEED OF REPAIRS TOO.
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If we are to retain our comparative advantage, we must
NURTURE THE FACTORS UNDERLYING OUR COMPETITIVENESS — THE HEALTH 

AND STRENGTH OF OUR INDUSTRIAL BASE. TO DO THIS WE MUST DEVELOP
»

A GLOBALLY ORIENTED INDUSTRIAL POLICY APPROPRIATE TO OUR

RAPIDLY CHANGING POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC ENVIRONMENT. OUR 

COMPETITORS ABROAD RECOGNIZED THIS NEED A LONG TIME AGO AND ARE 

DECADES AHEAD OF US IN ADDRESSING THESE QUESTIONS. NOW IT'S

TIME THAT WE DO THE SAME.

The policy must help forge a more effective partnership between 
BUSINESS AND GOVERNMENT WITHOUT SACRIFICING OUR CHERISHED PLURALIS

TIC AND ECONOMIC SOCIAL SYSTEM. THIS WILL ENABLE US TO PLAN 

AHEAD FOR THE LONG-TERM — ENSURING THAT REGULATIONS, GOAL SETTING

AND TAXATION ARE DONE IN THE CONSISTENT, STRAIGHTFORWARD MANNER.

We must restore capital formation as an an important national
PRIORITY. We HAVE MILKED THE U.S. CAPITAL COW FOR SO LONG THAT

WE HAVE TAKEN HER FOR GRANTED. TRUE, WE HAVE THE LARGEST CAPITAL

STOCK BASE IN THE WORLD, AND WE HAVE MAINTAINED A STEADY GROWTH 

IN THAT BASE. HOWEVER, FOREIGN INVESTMENT RATES ARE

PROPORTIONATELY HIGHER. THE U.S. INVESTS ONLY 18 PERCENT OF ITS 

GNP; Japan invests 30 percent and more. Canada, Germany, France 
and Italy all put more than 20 percent of their GNP into fixed 
capital. The U.S. lags behind.

The developing nations of Asia, Africa, Latin America and 
the Caribbean long have been regarded as a great "potential"
MARKET, AND IN FACT, THIS POTENTIAL IS ALREADY A GREATER REALITY
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THAN MOST AMERICANS REALIZE. OUR EXPORTS TO THE LESS DEVELOPED 

NATIONS HAVE LEAPED FROM ABOUT $10 BILLION IN 1968 TO ABOUT 

$43 billion in 1977. These countries now are our fastest growing 
MARKETS, AND THEY WILL BE A GROWING SOURCE OF VITAL INDUSTRIAL 

MATERIALS IN THE YEARS AHEAD. ACCELERATION OF THEIR ECONOMIC 

DEVELOPMENT IS, THEREFORE, VERY MUCH IN THE U.S. NATIONAL INTEREST 

AND PARTICULARLY IN THE INTEREST OF THE U.S. BUSINESS. THEIR 

ECONOMIC GROWTH WILL CREATE NEW AND MORE DIVERSIFIED MARKETS FOR 

U.S. GOODS AND SERVICES, PROVIDED WE RISE TO THE CHALLENGE OF 

INCREASING COMPETITION FROM JAPAN, GERMANY, FRANCE, GREAT BRITAIN

AND OTHER INDUSTRIALIZED NATIONS.

U.S. PRIVATE INVESTORS HAVE MADE MAJOR CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE

EXPANSION OF THE ONCE INSIGNIFICANT ECONOMIES OF THE EMERGING 

nations of Asia, Africa, and Latin America, and several nations in 
Europe. These markets can continue their rapid growth only if 
THEY ATTRACT AND MOBILIZE MORE PRODUCTIVE INVESTMENT TO STRENGTHEN 

THE ROLE OF THE PRIVATE SECTOR. AFFILIATES AND BRANCHES OF 

American private companies in both developed and less developed 
COUNTRIES TEND TO GIVE PREFERENCE TO U.S. CAPITAL GOODS AND 

PRODUCTION INPUTS. IN MANY CASES, INVESTMENT IN THE LOCAL 

ECONOMY IS A PRECONDITION FOR CONTINUED EXPORTS TO THAT MARKET 

BY A U.S. COMPANY. As A RESULT OF U.S. PRIVATE INVESTMENTS IN 

FLOUR MILLS, FEED PROCESSING PLANTS, GRAIN STORAGE, AND OTHER 

AGRIBUSINESS PROJECTS IN GRAIN - IMPORTING COUNTRIES, OUR GRAIN 

EXPORTS HAVE EXPANDED. INVESTMENTS BY U.S. BANKS IN FOREIGN

BRANCHES HAVE ESTABLISHED ESSENTIAL FACILITIES FOR MAINTAINING



THE LEVEL OF AND EXPANDING U.S. EXPORTS TO FOREIGN MARKETS. PRIVATE 

INVESTMENTS IN DISTRIBUTORSHIPS AND SERVICE FACILITIES OFTEN MAKE 

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FAILURE AND SUCCESS IN PENETRATING, AND 

EXPANDING SALES IN, A FOREIGN MARKET.

Another important benefit of U.S, investment abroad has been
THE GROWING RETURN FLOW OF DIVIDENDS, INTEREST, AND FEES 

FROM THESE INVESTMENTS. THESE PAYMENTS CONSTITUTE ONE OF THE MAJOR 

SOURCES OF STRENGTH FOR OUR INTERNATIONAL BALANCE OF PAYMENTS.

THE PACIFIC BASIN
Perhaps these realities are more familiar to you here in Hawaii,

FOR YOU STAND AT THE EDGE OF THE WORLD'S FASTEST-GROWING MARKET --

the Pacific Basin. Only a few years ago, the American business 
COMMUNITY POURED ITS INVESTMENT INTO THE NATIONS OF LATIN AMERICA 

and Europe which, by comparison with the Far East, seemed both 
CONVENIENT AND FAMILIAR.

But even while these immediate targets of opportunity occupied 
OUR ATTENTION, THE FOCUS OF THE FUTURE WAS SHIFTING TO THE FAR 

Pacific -- to Korea, Taiwan, Singapore, Malaysia, Thailand, the 
Philippines — whose large, industrious and productive populations 
COUPLED WITH TREMENDOUS NATURAL WEALTH REPRESENTED A VIRTUALLY 

LIMITLESS POTENTIAL. THIS SCOPE OF THIS POTENTIAL DID NOT GO 

UNORGANIZED BY THE JAPANESE WHO PULLED OUT ALL THE STOPS AND WENT TO 

WORK. YOU KNOW THE RESULTS. TODAY, THEY ARE FAR AWAY AND THE MOST 

DOMINANT ECONOMIC FORCE IN THE AREA, AND WITH THEIR FIERCE COMPETITIVE 

INSTINCT, THEY HAVE NO INDUCTION OF RELINQUISHING THEIR ADVANTAGE JUST

FOR THE ASKING.
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During the seventies, Korea, Taiwan and Singapore led a 
STEADILY ACCELERATING DEVELOPMENT WITH ANNUAL GNP GROWTH RATES OF 

BETTER THAN TEN PERCENT A YEAR, AND THE OTHER NATIONS RECOGNIZED 

THAT A MAJOR FACTOR IN THIS GROWTH WAS THE ATTRACTION OF FOREIGN 

INVESTMENT, THEY ALSO RECOGNIZED THAT THEIR MARKETS WERE DOMINATED 

LARGELY BY THE JAPANESE, AND TO ACHIEVE A BETTER BALANCE THEY 

ADOPTED NEW INVESTMENT CODES, OFFERING MORE LIBERAL INCENTIVES 

AND THE PROMISE OF BETTER PROFITS,

At the start of the period, the U.S, presence in the area was 
LARGELY MILITARY, AND AS THAT DECLINED, THE EMPHASIS SHIFTED 

MORE AND MORE TO ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT. THUS, THE ROLE OF U.S. 

LEADERSHIP IN THE FUTURE MUST BE PLAYED BY THE U.S. BUSINESS 

COMMUNITY, AND IT WILL TAKE ALL OF OUR TRADITIONAL "YANKEE INGENUITY" 

TO REGAIN OUR SHARE OF THESE MARKETS IN THE FACE OF STIFF 

COMPETITION, NOT JUST FROM JAPAN, BUT FROM GERMANY, FRANCE, GREAT 

Britain and the other industralized nations,
And the stakes are getting higher. In addition to the nations

I HAVE MENTIONED, MANY OF THE ISLAND NATIONS SUCH AS PAPUA/NEW 

Guinea, Western Samoa, Fiji and others represent growing opportun
ities WHICH CANNOT BE IGNORED. BIGGEST OF ALL, OF COURSE, IS THE 

POTENTIAL OF THE PEOPLES' REPUBLIC OF CHINA WHICH HAS INDICATED AN 

INTEREST IN JOINT VENTURES WITH AS MUCH AS 49 PERCENT FOREIGN 

EQUITY WITH AMPLE PROVISION FOR REPUTATION OF PROJECTS. WE HAVE 

SEEN THIS WORK SUCCESSFULLY IN YUGOSLAVIA, AND THERE IS EVERY 

REASON TO BELIEVE THAT IT CAN DO SO IN THE PRC.
OPIC HAS PLAYED AN ACTIVE ROLE IN ENCOURAGING U.S. INVESTMENT

in the Pacific Basin and has written more than one billion in
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INSURANCE FOR PROJECTS IN THE AREA. IT ALSO HAS PLAYED AN 

ACTIVE PART IN FINANCING SUCH KEY PROJECTS AS THE FREEPORT 

Minerials copper mining operation in Indonesia, and over the years 
WE HAVE WORKED WITH A NUMBER OF HAWAIIAN~BASED COMPANIES IN 

agribusiness and other projects. Just last fall we sponsored an 
INVESTMENT MISSION TO THE ASEAN NATIONS FOR U.S. BUSINESS 

EXECUTIVES, AND WE PLAN TO STEP UP OUR ACTIVITIES ALL ALONG THE 

LINE.

SMALL BUSINESS
With rare exceptions, our small and medium-sized companies

HAVE PLAYED A NEGLIGIBLE ROLE IN THE EXPANSION OF U.S. EXPORTS. 

In The aggregate, about 100 Large companies account for half of 
U.S. EXPORTS AND A TOTAL OF 250 COMPANIES ACCOUNT FOR 75 PERCENT, 

About a third of our exports go from U.S. corporations to their own 
FOREIGN AFFILIATES AND BRANCHES, AND I WOULD POINT OUT THAT THIS 

REPRESENTS A MAJOR STIMULUS TO U.S. PRODUCTION AND DOMESTIC 

EMPLOYMENT.

Yet, it is the export potential of literally thousands of 
SMALLER U.S. COMPANIES WITH THE CAPABILITY TO ENTER INTERNATIONAL 

MARKETS THAT CONSTITUTES AMERICA'S ACE-IN-THE-HOLD. WE BELIEVE 

THAT FOREIGN MARKETS ARE THE NEW FRONTIER OF GROWTH FOR MANY OF 

THESE SMALL AND MEDIUM-SIZED BUSINESSES, AND THAT THE TIME TO

EXPLORE THESE OPPORTUNITIES IS NOW.
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Many significant overseas market and investment opportunities 
ARE SIMPLY NOT PRACTICAL FOR BIG CORPORATIONS WHICH ARE NOT 

GEARED TO UNDERTAKE PROJECTS WITH RELATIVELY SMALL SALES

POTENTIAL, BUT SOMEONE WILL RECOGNIZE THIS POTENTIAL, AND WE WOULD - 

LIKE TO SEE THE U.S. TAKE THE LEAD.

TO HELP THE SMALLER BUSINESSMAN ENTER THESE MARKETS, SEVERAL 

Government agencies have developed special assistance programs 
DESIGNED TO MINIMIZE THE PROBLEMS AND RISKS INVOLVED. THE 

Export-Import Bank offers a number of programs to encourage the 
GROWTH OF EXPORTS. THE SMALL BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION, WHILE 

CONCERNED MAINLY WITH THE DEVELOPMENT OF DOMESTIC ENTERPRISES, 

CAN PLAY A ROLE IN ENCOURAGING ENTRY INTO THE INTERNATIONAL 

arena. The Department of Commerce offers a wide variety of
SERVICES BOTH AT HOME AND ABROAD.

OPIC, OF COURSE, IS CONCERNED WITH STIMULATING INVESTMENT IN 

THE DEVELOPING WORLD, WITH PARTICULAR EMPHASIS ON SMALL BUSINESS, 

DEFINED AS THOSE COMPANIES NOT RANKED IN THE "FORTUNE 1000". 
In fact, our legislation CARRIES THREE SPECIFIC Directives to 
FAVOR SMALL BUSINESS.

First, it directs OPIC to lend its own capital only to 
INVESTMENT PROJECTS SPONSORED BY SMALLER BUSINESSES OR COOPERATIVES. 

OPIC WILL MAKE A LOAN AS SMALL AS $50,000 — OR ONE AS LARGE AS 

$4 TO $5 MILLION.

Second, it charges OPIC to try to raise to 30 percent of the 
TOTAL NUMBER OF PROJECTS IT ASSISTS, THOSE PROJECTS IN WHICH SMALL 

BUSINESS PARTICIPATE. WE HAVE MADE GOOD PROGRESS IN THIS 

DIRECTION, AND DURING FISCAL 1978, 32 PERCENT OF OUR INSURANCE



CONTRACTS AND 80 PERCENT OF OUR FINANCE PROJECTS WERE DONE WITH

SMALL BUSINESS,

Third, it authorizes and encourages OPIC to subsidize pre
investment AND FINANCE SERVICES TO SMALL BUSINESS, AND TO OTHER 

SPONSORS OF SMALL PRIVATE PROJECTS, USING SOME OF THE PROFITS 

GENERATED BY INSURANCE AND GUARANTIES FROM BIG BUSINESS PROJECTS 

FOR THIS PURPOSE.

Let me give you a few additional facts about investment abroad 
AND THE RESULTS IT CAN PRODUCE, NOT ONLY FOR THE DEVELOPING COUNTRIES’ 

BUT THE U.S. AS WELL. DURING FISCAL 1978, OPIC INSURED OR 

FINANCED 84 PROJECTS WHICH WILL CREATE MORE THAN 18,000 JOBS IN

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES DURING STARTUP AND THE FIRST FIVE YEARS OF 

OPERATION. The PROJECTS ARE EXPECTED TO REDUCE DEPENDENCE ON 

IMPORTS AND TO CREATE SOME $200 MILLION IN ANNUAL EXPORT EARNINGS. 

In addition, they will effect savings of more than $150 million 
A YEAR ON HOST COUNTRY BALANCE OF PAYMENTS AND GENERATE SOME $33 

MILLION IN LOCAL TAXES.

Even more important is their effect on the U.S. economy. More 
THAN 60 PERCENT OF THE INITIAL PROCUREMENT OF MACHINERY AND 

MATERIALS WILL COME FROM U.S. SERVICES, AND THE COST OF 

ADDITIONAL ITEMS NEEDED OVER THE FIRST FIVE YEARS IS ESTIMATED 

AT MORE THAN $670 MILLION. NEW DOMESTIC EMPLOYMENT RESULTING 

FROM THESE ENTERPRISES IS FORECAST AT MORE THAN 13,000 MAN YEARS.

We believe that the U.S. business community must consider
THESE GROWING OPPORTUNITIES ABROAD AS AN AVENUE TO FUTURE GROWTH 

AND THE CREATION OF STRONGER TIES WITH AN INCREASINGLY INTERDEPEN
DENT WORLD,
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April 18, 1980

Mr. M. B. Williamson, Chairman
Asia-Pacific Council of American Chambers of Commerce
c/o Hercules Far East, Ltd., Pola Aoyama Building
5-17 Mlnami Aoyama 2-chome
Minato-ku Tokyo 107
Japan

Dear Mr. Williamson:

Thank you for your recent correspondence concerning the meeting of the 
Asia Pacific Council of the American Chambers of Commerce.

The Chambers play an important role in the development and implementation 
of our commercial policy. I am pleased to have the views of your organi
zation on U.S. government economic policies.

After many years of indifference to the accelerating decline of American 
competitiveness, the Federal Government has taken many steps to revive 
American productivity and enhance investment incentives. Moreover, as 
you know, there have been several independent Congressional initiatives 
in the area of export promotion and reorganization which should assist the 
American businessmen abroad and exporters.

There is much to be done to restore American competitiveness, and I welcome 
your views on these important issues. If I am not in Washington, you should 
feel free to see my international trade staff.

Sincerely,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator

DKI: elp



BANGLADESH REPUBLIC OF CHINA

c/o Hercules Far East, Ltd., Pola Aoyama Building 5-17 Minami Aoyama 2-chome, Minato-ku Tokyo 107, Japan.

MEMBERS:
American Chambers 
of Commerce in:

Australia 
Hong Kong 
Indonesia 
Japan 
Korea 
Malaysia 
New Zealand 
Okinawa 
Philippines 
Republic of China 
Singapore 
Thailand

ASSOCIATE MEMBERS:
Chamber of
Commerce in:

Guam 
Hawaii 
Iran 
Saipan

Cable: Herculesfe TokyoTelephone: 03-404-7411  Telex: J22309 Herculesfe

March 28, 1980 
co

The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
Chairman, Subcommittee on Foreign
Operations

U.S. Senate
S-128 Capitol Building
Washington, D.C. 20510
U. S. A.

LIAISON MEMBERS IN:
India
Laos
Pakistan
Papua-New Guinea 
United Arab Emirates

Dear Senator Inouye:

Motivated by the critical economic situation in the United 
States and by the tremendous growth opportunities in the Asia 
Pacific area, the Asia Pacific Council of American Chambers of 
Commerce (APCAC), representing some 4,500 American businessmen 
and women located in Asia, have been calling for a mobilization 
of the resources of the United States, including American 
business, all branches of the government, and labor. Recently we 
were encouraged by the support of the Joint Economic Committee 
(JEC) of Congress, chaired by Senator Lloyd Bentsen, as evidenced 
by their precedent setting fact-finding mission through East Asia 
during January of this year. APCAC serviced as co-host and 
coordinator for that mission.

A few days ago in Taipei we completed our first General 
Meeting since the JEC mission, during which we reviewed the 
priority actions which we consider essential if the United States 
is to reverse its declining competitive position in the fastest 
market growth area of the world today, and if we are to reverse 
the deteriorating ecomonic conditions existing within the United 
States. Your help will enable American business abroad to fight 
the current recessionary trends, to improve the balance of 
payments and to contribute to the creation of jobs in the United 
States.

APCAC REPRESENTS THE OPINION OF AMERICAN BUSINESSMEN LOCATED IN THE ASIA-PACIFIC REGION
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For many years we have been urging host nations to reduce 
their constraints against American imports and investment. We 
have had some success and will continue our efforts in this area.

Also, we must intensify our efforts toward legislation in 
the United States. Such legislation must be addressed to both 
domestic and international priorities. Decline in productivity 
and increases in costs created by excessive legislation hamper 
our price competitiveness in international markets, but we must 
be careful not to impose purely domestic legislation on our 
international market partners.

I am taking the liberty of attaching a summary of our 
positions designed to express our concerns and proposals, and I 
am looking forward to the opportunity of meeting with you to 
review these issues when APCAC as a group visits Washington 
between April 26 and May 1. While there are other subjects such 
as security in the area that we will continue to monitor, these 
are our priorities.

You can look upon us as your soldiers on the economic firing 
line in the Asia-Pacific area during these days of crisis, and we 
look to you for your support.

Very truly yours,

M. B. Williamson
Chairman
Asia-Pacific Council of American

Chambers of Commerce

Attachment:
As stated



ASIA PACIFIC COUNCIL
OF

AMERICAN CHAMBERS OF COMMERCE
(APCAC)

SEMI-ANNUAL MEETING
TAIPEI

MARCH 20-22, 1980

POSITION SUMMARY

The Asia Pacific Council of American Chambers of Commerce (APCAC) representing 
some 4,500 American businessmen and women located in Asia, has just completed its semi
annual General Meeting in Taipei. Among the issues discussed was the declining U.S. ex
port competitiveness in East Asia.

In terms of trade with the U.S., East Asia is the fastest growing region in the world and 
its imports are roughly the equivalent of those of Western Europe. While other industrial 
nations have enjoyed an increasing share of the growth in this market, that of the U.S. has 
been declining. Because of its attractive growth rate, the competition for the East Asia 
market is intense. At the same time, it is of tremendous importance to the U.S. domestic 
economy. U.S. exports to our region provide direct employment for over a million Americans 
and indirect employment for a million more.

In October 1979, APCAC encouraged the Joint Economic Committee of the U.S. Con
gress to undertake a Study Mission to East Asia to consider U.S. export competitiveness in 
the area and in January, 1980, Senator Lloyd Bentsen and several JEC members held hearings 
with some 80 U.S. businessmen on location in Manila, Hong Kong, Taipei and Seoul.

Although there are many issues that affect international commercial activity which will 
have to be monitored, we have focused our attention on several priority areas.

1. DISINCENTIVES TO AMERICAN BUSINESS ABROAD

To a great extent American businessmen and women operating abroad are required 
to work in an area of confused policy and conflicting regulations which create not only a neg
ative atmosphere but a fear of criminal proceedings by Agencies of our own Government.

The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act of 1977 is a case in point. While supporting fully 
the intent of the law, American business abroad is seriously concerned about its indirect 
impact on U.S. exports. Significant modification, suspension, or complete repeal of the Act 
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should be given prompt attention by Congress. The Foreign Corrupt Practices Act has 
offended foreign business and government leaders; has created excessive reporting burdens; 
and has immobilized legitimate activity through uncertainties of interpretation. Here, as 
with so many extra-territorial applications of domestic legislation, the operative procedure has 
become “when in doubt, do nothing."

2. EXPORT PROMOTION

We are fully aware of the responsibility of American business to provide quality products 
at competitive prices, and encourage legislation that will stimulate savings and increase 
productivity, and thus ultimately reduce our costs. But in addition, in the international arena, 
we must be completely competitive with the other major industrial nations of the world. 
Financing of exports is an essential part of meeting competition and we urge the strengthen
ing and expansion of the EXIM Bank and OPIC. An important part of this financing is the 
underwriting of pre-feasibility studies, and we support efforts to expand governmental as
sistance.

We strongly recommend a rationalization of the Webb-Pomerene Act to allow increase in 
scope and size for U.S. private international trading companies.

3. TAXES ON EARNED INCOME OF U.S. CITIZENS ABROAD

The United States is the only major country which taxes the earned income of its citi
zens working overseas. APCAC has called for and continues to support legislation similar 
to that offered by Senators Bentsen and Chafee and Representative Frenzel, which would 
substantially or totally exclude all foreign earned income from taxation in the United States 
in order to achieve at least a partial equalization with our competitors.

4. SMALL BUSINESS

We are concerned that legislation in the U.S. directed toward stimulating small business 
frequently excludes small and medium American businesses domiciled abroad. All efforts 
to motivate and encourage small business in the U.S. should be expanded to include all Ameri
can business. For example, we urge that American business located abroad be included in: 
participation in White House conferences; facilitation of SBA loan guarantees; extension of 
risk insurance; and consideration of special tax and trade incentives, primarily directed to the 
specific needs of the individual entrepreneur.

For the U.S. economic drive abroad to be successful, a wider base of interest must be 
mobilized in the U.S. More small and medium-size companies must be encouraged to par
ticipate in the growth opportunities of the Asia Pacific area.

5. GOVERNMENT REORGANIZATION

For many years, APCAC has called for a reorganization of the Agencies of the U.S. Gov
ernment in order to achieve an integrated international trade and investment policy. As 
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recently as February 20, Senator Bentsen confirmed in a report of the Joint Economic Com
mittee, “The United States struggles to compete in this very difficult environment without 
a coherent, consistent and effective policy for world trade expansion.”

APCAC is on record as being prepared to extend its members’ facilities for the on-site 
orientation and training of Commercial Foreign Service Officers new to the field. We be
lieve that continued cooperation between the missions in our host countries and American 
business representatives is essential, and we are encouraged that the Ambassador at each 
post will continue to serve as the Chief Commercial Officer in this Mission.

However, we feel this joint effort can be successful only if qualified personnel in the new 
Commercial Service are fully motivated and encouraged by attractive potential for advance
ment in their new careers.

APCAC continues to call for a Department of Trade and Investment which will provide 
the cohesive, dynamic leadership that is required if we are to be competitive in international 
markets.

6. TRADE BARRIERS IN FOREIGN COUNTRIES

Significant impediments to the sale of American products imposed by importing coun
tries still remain. While there has been limited success in reducing some of these barriers, 
strong efforts must continue if American products are to obtain access to overseas markets 
equal to that which foreign products enjoy in the U.S. APCAC pledges itself to this con
tinued effort.

3 —
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April 10, 1980

Mr. Stanley Katz, Vice President
Asian Development Bank
P.O. Box 789
Manila, Philippine Islands

Dear Mr.

Senator Inouye, who 1s currently 1n Hawaii, has asked me to acknowledge 
receipt of your recent telegram regarding the 1981 ADB Annual Meeting.

I know that the Senator will be most appreciative of your personal efforts 
1n the State's behalf.

Sincerely,

ERIC H. M. LEE 
Staff Counsel
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DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, D.C. 20520

2 4 AUG 1979

Dear Mr. Chairman,

Thank you for your letter of July 30, concerning the 
interest of Ronald Harmon, President of Big Bud Tractors of 
Harve, Montana, in exports of large tractors to Mexico. The 
letter arrived while I was on leave; in my absence an initial 
response was sent to Mr. Harmon by a member of my staff.

I have now written Mr. Harmon directly, expressing a 
personal interest in his inquiry and offering to pursue the 
matter further if the Commerce Department's District Office 
in Cheyenne is unable to provide the information he seeks.

Julius L. Katz 
Assistant Secretary for 
Economic and Business Affairs

Enclosure:

Letter to Mr. Harmon

The Honorable
Daniel K. Inouye,

Chairman,
Subcommittee on Communications,

Committee on Commerce, Science and Transportation
United States Senate.



DEPARTMENT OF STATE

Washington, D.C. 20520

2 4 AUG 1979

Mr. Ronald Harmon
President
Big Bud Tractors 
Harve, Montana

Dear Mr. Hannon:

Senator Inouye has written me of your interest in exporting 
large tractors to Mexico. This letter arrived while I was on 
leave. In my absence a member of my staff wrote you to suggest 
that you contact the Department of Commerce District Office in 
Cheyenne for the information you seek.

I want you to know that I have expressed a personal interest 
in your inquiry with my staff as well as the Commerce Department. 
In the event that the Cheyenne Office does not respond promptly 
to your request, please do not hesitate to get in touch with me 
so that I can pursue the matter further in Washington.

Sincerely
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April 8, 1980

Mr. John Grandinetti
Grand Solar Co.
P.O. Box 364
Waimanalo, Hawaii 96795

Dear Mr. Grandinetti:

On behalf of Senator Inouye, who is currently in Hawaii, 
I wish to share with you a letter from the Department of 
Commerce concerning the export of products and substances 
which are considered unsafe for sale or use within the 
United States.

The letter is self-explanatory. However, it is inter
esting to note that as a general rule the Office of 
Export Administration, the Consumer Product Safety Com
mission, the Food and Drug Administration, and the En
vironmental Protection Agency prefer to let each foreign 
government make its own decision regarding the import 
of products and commodities.

Senator Inouye appreciates the opportunity to be of 
assistance.

Aloha

KIRK CALDWELL
Legislative Assistant

KC:vqbf
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MAR 2  1980

UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE 
International Trade Administration
Washington, D.C. 20230

Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
United States Senate 
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Inouye:

Thank you for your correspondence of February 15 concerning the 
export of products and substances which are considered unsafe for 
sale or use within the United States.

Under the Export Administration Act of 1979 (EAA), the Office of 
Export Administration (OEA) has export licensing jurisdiction over 
most commercial exports from the United States. The EAA authorizes 
controls to be imposed only to protect the national security, to 
support U.S. foreign policy or to prevent the excessive drain of 
scarce materials. The EAA has not been invoked to control the 
export of articles that are restricted within the U.S. because they 
are considered unsafe. However, the question of whether the EAA can 
be used for this purpose is under review by the Administration.
Policy responsibility for determining and controlling unsafe 
commodities rests with agencies such as the Consumer Product Safety 
Commission (CPSC), the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) and the 
Environmental Protection Agency (EPA).

CPSC has published a statement of policy on the export of TRIS. It 
was printed in the Federal Register of June 14, 1978, and stated 
that CPSC claims authority "to prohibit the export of TRIS products 
which have ever been sold or offered for sale in domestic commerce, 
and which are banned hazardous substances." CPSC states that it 
does not have authority to ban the export of TRIS products that have 
not been introduced into domestic commerce but does have authority 
to require that it be notified of the proposed exports of such 
products. CPSC can then inform the importing government of the U.S. 
domestic ban on the sale of these products.

The Food and Drug Administration has authority under the Food, Drugs 
and Cosmetics Act to ban export shipments of unsafe drugs and 
medical devices. Under its regulations products which do not meet 
health codes of the importing country may be restricted from 
shipment. The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) exercises 
authority over the registration of pesticide compounds and toxic 
substances. Exports of non-registered pesticides are reported to 
the appropriate agency of the importing country's government, 
although EPA lacks authority to prevent the export of such a product.
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As a general rule these agencies prefer to let each foreign 
government make its own decision regarding the import of products 
and commodities. To assist them in this respect, each of these 
agencies maintains information exchanges with counterpart agencies 
in many foreign governments. In instances where one of these 
agencies has the authority to prohibit the export of a hazardous 
product under its jurisdiction, and decides to do so, it utilizes 
the mechanism of the Customs Bureau of the Treasury Department to 
prevent the product's export.

The question of our international responsibilities regarding the 
availability of products which are considered too hazardous for the 
U.S. market is an important issue and is being studied by the 
responsible U.S. Government agencies. More detailed information on 
the controls exercised over banned or hazardous products can be 
obtained from the above mentioned agencies.

Sincerely,

Eric L. Hirschhorn
Deputy Assistant Secretary 
for Export Administration
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March 12, 1980

Mr. John Grandinetti 
Grand Solar Co.
P.O. Box 364
Waimanalo, Hawaii 96795

Dear Mr. Grandinetti:

Please find enclosed a response from the Agency for 
International Development in regards to your inquiry 
on questionable U.S. corporate marketing practices in 
developing nations.

While AID’S response directs itself specifically to AID 
initiatives in the developing world, the response from 
the Department of Commerce should be broader in scope. 
Please be assured that I will share with you further 
information I receive on this matter.

I appreciate the opportunity to be of continued assis
tance.

Aloha,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator

DKI: vqbf
Enclosure



UNITED STATES INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT COOPERATION AGENCY 

AGENCY FOR INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT
WASHINGTON. D.C. 20523

ASSISTANT 
ADMINISTRATOR

The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
United States Senate
Washington, D.C. 20510

Dear Senator Inouye:

This is in response to your letter of February 15, 1980, concerning 
the November issue of Mother Jones magazine. The Agency is aware of 
the articles, especially those relating to the population assistance 
program. Specific references in the article deal with the provision 
of oral contraceptives, certain intra-uterine devices (the Daikon 
Shield) and Depo-Provera.

It has been A.I.D.'s policy and practice to provide only drugs and 
contraceptive devices which are fully approved as safe and effective 
by the United States Food and Drug Administration. Accordingly, A.I.D. 
has not provided Depo-Provera, directly or through any subgrantees or 
contractors, even though the World Health Organization has recently stated 
that "the available evidence does not indicate a risk of adverse effects 
associated with Depo-Provera which would preclude the use of this drug 
as a contraceptive."

There are two international population programs — the United Nations Fund 
for Population Activities (UNFPA) and the International Planned Parenthood 
Federation (IPPF) — which provide Depo-Provera and which also receive

. A.I.D. currently provides about one fourth of the UNFPA
. In keeping with

U.N. agencies, A.I.D.
that it is impossible
the case of the IPPF,
the Federation to ensure that Depo-Provera procurement and distribution 

are charged to non-A.I.D. funds.

A.I.D. funding 
budget 
of
so
In 
by

international agreements governing donor support 
support is commingled with that of other donors 
to determine the source of any particular funds. 
special accounting safeguards have been established

With respect to A.I.D.'s provision of Daikon Shields, between 1972 and 
1974, A.I.D. provided this IUD upon request to grantee organizations 
and a number of country programs. When it became known that the Daikon 
Shield had a higher risk of adverse side effects than other IUDs, A.I.D. 
immediately discontinued supplying this device and instructed all field 
missions and grantees to discontinue its use. All shields not yet in 
use were recalled from the field. A total of 328,997 Daikon Shields was 
returned to the manufacturer and $196,775.92 reimbursement was received. 
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We have continued to prohibit its use in A.I.D.-supported programs even 
after the FDA reapproved use in the U.S. under certain conditions. Based 
on our review of these past events, we believe that A.I.D. acted in a 
responsible fashion when evidence came to light suggesting that this 
device was not as safe as alternative intra-uterine devices.

With regard to oral contraceptives, A.I.D. has provided only oral contra
ceptives which are approved for use by the FDA. These oral contraceptives 
have been provided to organized family planning programs and in settings 
where the benefits outweighed potential risks of oral contraceptive use. 
In 1972, medical consultants sent by A.I.D. to review pill usage in Asia 
recommended that A.I.D. make a higher dose oral contraceptive available to 
control breakthrough bleeding occurring in a proportion of women taking oral 
contraceptives. Accordingly, in August 1973, A.I.D. ordered 20 percent of 
its oral contraceptive purchase to be the higher dose. After several years 
of field experience with these oral contraceptives, it was found that family 
planning personnel in some projects used the higher dose oral contraceptive 
interchangeably with the standard oral contraceptive. Therefore, the last 
order for the higher dose was placed in 1976 and existing stocks have since 
been phased out.

Thank you for bringing this matter to our attention. Please let us know 
if we can be of further assistance.

Sincerely yours,

Genta A, Hawkins
Assistant Administrator

for Legislative Affairs



February 20, 1980

Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
United States Senate
Washington, DC 20510

Dear Senator Inouye:

Thank you for your recent letter concerning John 
Grandinetti.

Please be assured that this matter is receiving our prompt 
attention.

Sincerely,

Andrew E. Manatos
Assistant Secretary for 
Congressional Affairs
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February 15, 1980

Congressional Liaison
Department of Commerce
Washington, D.C. 20230

Dear Sir;

Please find enclosed a letter from one of ray constitu-
ents regarding his concern over problems resulting 
from United States corporate marketing practices in 
developing nations.

Within applicable rules and regulations, I would ap
preciate your advice and comments on the concerns 
expressed by Mr. Grandinetti.

Thank you for the time and effort you devote to this 
matter.

Aloha,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator

DKI:vqbf
Enclosure
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February 15, 1980

Congressional Liaison
Department of State
Washington, D.C. 20520

Dear Sir:

Please find enclosed a letter from one of my constitu
ents regarding his concern over problems resulting 
from United States corporate marketing practices in 
developing nations.

Within applicable rules and regulations, I would ap
preciate your advice and comments on the concerns 
expressed by Mr. Grandinetti.

Thank you for the time and effort you devote to this 
matter.

Aloha,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator

DKI:vqbf
Enclosure
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February 15, 1980

Mr. John Grandinetti
Grand Solar Co.
P.O. Box 364
Waimanalo, Hawaii 96795

Dear Mr. Grandinetti:

Thank you for your recent letter and accompanying 
information concerning problems resulting from 
United States corporate marketing practices in 
developing nations.

I have been aware of this problem in the past and 
continue to be concerned with this issue. I have 
written the Department of State and the Department 
of Commerce concerning this issue and will contact 
you as soon as I receive a response.

I appreciate the opportunity to be of assistance.

Aloha

DKI:vqbf

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator



GRAND SOLAR CO.
P O. Box 364 Waimanalo. HI 96795 
John&Andrew Grandinetti 
(808)259-7313 

February 6, 1980

Dear Senator Inouye,

This reprint relates to the growing problem of American corporations 

dumping’ manufactured goods (which have been banned from the American 

market) in consumer markets in Third World countries. Some of these prod

ucts have been shown to cause disease and death to the user (Daikon Shield 

IUD, Tris, Depo- Provera, DBCP, etc.) and the backward countries of Africa 

Asia and South America, have no testing or screen capabilities through 

their governments and so these products are sold openly and ignorantly.

Please read the reprint and let me know what your feelings are and 

what you intend to initiate to confront this corporate crime.

Thank you, sincerely,

John Grandinetti



When Maria Aguirrez woke up, she was too 
Wdrenched with sweat to feel the blood. Soon 

she would be one of this crime’s countless victims.
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The Corporate Crime 
of the Century

By Mark Dowie

Photograph by Bennett Hall

Tom Mboya was the hope of the western world. Bright, energetic, popular and 
inclined to be democratic—he was a born leader who, Washington hoped, 
would rise to power in Kenya and help keep Africa safe for United States 
commerce. In 1969 he was shot down in the streets of Nairobi. An emergency rescue 

squad was by his side in minutes. They plugged him into the latest gadget in resuscita
tive technology—a brand new U.S. export called the Res-Q-Aire. What the rescue 
team didn't know as they watched Tom Mboya’s life slip away was that this marvelous 
device had been recalled from the American market by the U.S. government because 
it was found to be totally ineffective. The patient died.

Losing Mboya to the Res-Q-Aire was perhaps a subtle retribution for the U.S., for 
to this day we allow our business leaders to sell, mostly to Third World nations, 
shiploads of defective medical devices, lethal drugs, known carcinogens, toxic pesti
cides, contaminated foods and other products found unfit for American consumption.

Ten years after Mboya's assassination, in fact, Kenya itself remains a major market 
for unsafe, ineffective and contaminated American products. At the 1977 meeting of 
the United Nations Environmental Program, Kenyan Minister of Water Develop
ment Dr. D. J. Kiano warned that developing nations 
would no longer tolerate being used as “dumping 
grounds for products that have not been adequately 
tested” and that their people should not be used as 
“guinea pigs” for chemicals.

The prevailing sentiment in Washington contrasts 
considerably with Dr. Kiano’s. Say the word 
“dumping” in federal government circles and the 
predominant response will be “Oh, yes, ‘dumping.’ Really Ill
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After the Daikon Shield IUD 
killed at least 17 U.S. women, it 
was distributed widely overseas.”
must be stopped. It’s outrageous, not in our economic 
interests at all . . . unscrupulous bastards. ...”

Sounds as if we’ve solved the problem, doesn’t it, ex
cept what our bureaucrats are talking about, one discov
ers, is foreign corporations “dumping” low-priced goods 
on the American market—Japanese cars, Taiwanese tele
visions, Hong Kong stereos, Australian beef, etc. The 
export of banned and hazardous products, which Mother 
Jones calls “dumping,” is considered business as usual.

As the following articles make painfully clear, dumping 
is, in fact, big business as usual. It involves not only 
manufacturers and retailers, a vast array of export brok
ers, tramp steamers, black marketeers and go-betweens 
who traffic an estimated $1.2 billion worth of unsafe 
goods overseas every year, but also the United States 
Export-Import Bank, which finances large dumps; the 
Commerce, State and Treasury Departments, which have 
the statutory authority to stop or control dumping, but 
won’t; and a President who, in his quiet way, subverts the 
efforts of the few progressive members of Congress who 
seek to pass uniform anti-dumping legislation.

Hard evidence of dumping and its tragic consequences 
has repeatedly been brought to the attention of federal 
agencies, the Congress and the White House. Here are 
some examples:

• 400 Iraqis died in 1972 and 5,000 were hospitalized 
after consuming the by-products of 8,000 tons of wheat 
and barley coated with an organic mercury fungicide, 
whose use had been banned in the U.S.

• An undisclosed number of farmers and over 1,000 
water buffalos died suddenly in Egypt after being exposed 
to leptophos, a chemical pesticide which was never regis
tered for domestic use by the Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) but was exported to at least 30 countries.

• After the Daikon Shield intrauterine device killed at 
least 17 women in the United States, the manufacturer 
withdrew it from the domestic market. It was sold over
seas after the American recall and is still in common use in 
some countries.

• No one knows how many children may develop can
cer since several million children’s garments treated with 
a carcinogenic fire retardant called Tris were shipped 
overseas after being forced off the domestic market by the 
Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC).

• Lomotil, an effective anti-diarrhea medicine sold
by prescription in the U.S. because it is fatal in 

amounts just slightly over the recommended doses, was 
sold over the counter in Sudan, in packages proclaiming it 
was "used by astronauts during Gemini and Apollo space 
flights” and recommended for use by children as young as 
12 months.

• Winstrol, a synthetic male hormone, which was 
found to stunt the growth of American children, is freely 

available in Brazil, where it is recommended as an appe
tite stimulant for children.

• Depo-Provera, an injectable contraceptive banned 
for such use in the United States because it caused malig
nant tumors in beagles and monkeys, is sold by the Up
john Co. in 70 other countries, where it is widely used in 
U.S.-sponsored population control programs.

• 450,000 baby pacifiers of the type that has caused 
choking deaths have been exported by at least five manu
facturers since a ban was proposed by the CPSC. 120,000 
teething rings that did not meet recently established 
CPSC standards were cleared for export and are on sale 
right now in Australia.

Occasionally, a particularly scandalous dump like one 
of these will come to the attention of conscientious Amer
icans. Most dumps, however, are performed quietly, the 
product moving unnoticed in the fast flow of normal trade 
between nations. And dumping is not limited to chemicals 
and consumer products. When a firm’s production facili
ties and industrial equipment are condemned by the 
Occupational Safety and Health Administration, the 
manufacturer often simply closes up shop and moves the 
factory to Mexico or Jamaica, where occupational health 
standards are virtually nonexistent. Even entire technolo
gies are dumped. Nuclear power, which seems certain to 
receive a “hazardous” classification before long in the 
U.S., is today being dumped on energy-starved nations 
like the Philippines and India.

We are only beginning to discover how toxic and carci
nogenic are some of the chemicals we use, chemicals with 
the potential to affect the entire global environment and 
human gene pool. Moreover, the number of other con
sumer products that maim or kill shows no sign of di
minishing. The list of banned and hazardous products is, 
thus, bound to grow, which should making dumping a 
major international issue for the 1980s.

Early in our investigation, however, we discovered that 
exposing dumpers was more challenging than we thought 
it would be. “They’re really smugglers,” said one of our 
team in a story meeting. “The only difference between 
drug smugglers and dumpers is that the products are 
usually moving in opposite directions.”

There is another difference: the government protects 
dumpers. We talked to countless officials in countless 
agencies and departments of the government while re
searching this story—a few of them outspoken opponents 
of dumping. They would tell us about contaminated 
foods, baby pacifiers, pesticides and drugs that were being 
dumped overseas. They often knew how many of each 
item were shipped to specific countries, but they would 
never tell us the brand names, the manufacturers or the 
names of the export brokers. The answer was always the 
same. “I’m sorry, that's proprietary information . . . trade NOVEMBER 1979
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secret.. . confidential corporate information.” And as we 
shall see, government protection afforded to dumpers 
goes way beyond this kind of cover.

Although the bottom line motive is always profit, 
hazardous products are dumped to solve different prob
lems. For nonmanufacturers—wholesalers, retailers, 
brokers, importers and exporters—the problem is gener
ally just a matter of inventory. Salvation often comes in 
the form of a broker, offering to buy the banned goods at 
a “close-out” price for resale in an unnamed (read, Third 
World) market.

It’s not that simple, however, for manufacturers who 
have invested capital in tools, dies, assembly plants, per
sonnel, machines and land. When a company like A. H. 
Robins foresees the withdrawal of a product like the 
Daikon Shield intrauterine device, it dumps a million 
units on foreign countries, voluntarily withdraws the 
product and closes up shop. The company takes a small 
loss buying back recalled inventory (which it writes off), 
and its capital investment is amortized.

Carter Dumps Dumping

I
t was Tris that brought dumping into the political 
arena. And the political arena for dumping is Wash
ington. Tris (2,3-dibromopropyl) phosphate is a fire- 
retardant chemical used to treat synthetic flammable 
fabrics. In June of 1977, after Tris was found to cause 

cancer in animals, millions of pairs of infant pajamas and 
tons of children’s sleepwear were suddenly withdrawn 
from the U.S. market by the CPSC. When some of the 
manufacturers, stuck with huge repurchased inventories 
of these carcinogenic garments, threatened to dump them 
on the overseas markets, the CPSC claimed at first that it 
had no statutory authority to stop them from doing so. In 
fact, although the CPSC, the EPA and the FDA together 
have removed over 500 pesticides, drugs and consumer 
products from the American market for health, safety or 
environmental reasons, the patchwork of regulations 
obfuscates what limited power these agencies have to 
prohibit the export of dangerous products.

When President Carter, who does have the authority to 
stop dumping with a simple Executive Order, learned of 
the Tris situation, he authorized the formation of an 
Interagency Working Group to develop a uniform nation
al policy on dumping. Although such task forces can 
provide a valuable forum for intra-government communi
cation and often make important policy recommenda
tions, the Interagency Working Group on Hazardous 
Substances Export Policy (HSEP)-chaired by Carter’s 
Special Assistant for Consumer Affairs, Esther Peter
son—is, in fact, being used to table the issue until our

The Corporate Crime 
of the Century
balance of trade improves. Dumping, you see. is expor
ting; and although banned and hazardous products repre
sent only about one percent of our total trade. every 
percent seems to count when we are consistently running 
a trade deficit of over $25 billion a year.

To determine why the task force report is still nonexis
tent, we took our investigation to Washington. In a long 
series of interviews with task force members and White 
House staff the reason for the delay became clear. The 
President, intimidated by Congress, is unwilling to take 
the issue to the Hill, in the face of growing “export fever” 
and antiregulatory sentiment.

Edward Cohen, staff counsel to both the HSEP task 
force and the White House Office of Consumer Affairs, 
asked us to turn off our tape recorder as he explained the 
dilemma. He also told us he was “one of the good guys in 
the story.” We can’t quote what he told us when the 
recorder was off, but since we don’t believe him, it really 
doesn’t matter. Cohen refused to tell us the names of any 
agency representatives on the task force and throughout 
our investigation went to elaborate lengths to stop any 
flow of information to our researchers. When we asked 
him for innocuous background material on the task force, 
Cohen exercised “executive privilege” and gave us noth
ing, forcing us to file Freedom of Information requests 
with the 16 agencies and departments in the task force. 
Despite White House efforts to discourage compliance 
with our requests, we obtained the material from friendly 
sources in the agencies. More on the contents later.

During the interview, Cohen struggled to remember 
the correct name of the task force. The records, files and 
minutes from past meetings were stuffed in a cardboard 
box under a radiator in his otherwise tidy office. It was 
clear that dumping and HSEP had slipped a notch or two 
on the White House agenda. Cohen admitted eventually 
that it was barely on his own agenda. He persisted, 
however, in his “good guy” stance.

When we persisted with our investigation, Cohen real
ized he had a public relations problem on his hands. In 
fact, when we called the White House to interview Esther 
Peterson recently, Cohen turned up unexpectedly on the 
line to tell us he was working on a fourth policy draft for 
task force review. But when we talked to representatives 
from all but three of the agencies involved, most barely 
remembered the task force and felt that the issue was 
dead. And Cohen recently told Ralph Nader’s office that 
if the fourth draft is not approved, the entire matter will 
be dropped.NOVEMBER 1979
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The White House official asked 
us to turn off our tape recorder 
as he explained the dilemma.”

The President can place any product he wants on the 
Commodity Control List, which makes exportation of the 
product absolutely illegal. There are three statutory justi
fications for placing a commodity on this list: scarcity, 
national security and foreign relations.

When Tris-treated clothing was found to be a cancer 
threat to infants and it became clear that President Carter 
wasn’t going to do anything to stop its export, an alarmed 
S. John Byington, chairman of the CPSC, wrote in June 
1977 to Secretary of Commerce Juanita Kreps, whose 
department administers the Commodity Control List. 
Byington asked her to place the garments on the list, 
pointing out to her that their export would have “serious 
implications for foreign policy.”

On October 7, nearly four months and, as it turns out, 
many pajama dumps later, Kreps answered Byington. 
She had taken the time to consult the State Department, 
which “has advised me that the controls on Tris and 
Tris-treated garments are not, in the language of the 
statute, ‘necessary to further significantly the foreign poli
cy of the U.S. to fulfill its international responsibilities.' ”

Frustrated by months of bureaucratic waffling, the 
CPSC finally reversed its position on June 14, 1978 by 
prohibiting the export of Tris-treated sleepwear.

This delay, obfuscation and inactivity are all too typi
cal. Records of Interagency Working Group meetings, 
which we were able to obtain despite White House efforts 
to stonewall us, show that Commerce and State Depart
ment representatives are doing everything in their power 
to prevent the adoption of a uniform policy on dumping.

Although President Carter has mumbled a word or two 
about the ethics of exporting, he clearly does not consider 
the use of safe products a human right for non-Amer- 
icans. In fact, his actions on this matter have pleased the 
most conservative pro-dumping forces.

On September 26, 1978, the day before the HSEP task 
force report was due for release, Carter issued a public 
statement on exports. The wording of the statement so 
clearly subverted the intent of any reforms the task force 
might have conceivably proposed that it’s little wonder 
not a word has been heard from the group since.

Notification Before the Dump

T
he liberal compromise on the dumping issue is 
notification. Invoking the principles of national 
sovereignty, self-determination and free trade, 
government officials and legislators have de
vised a system whereby foreign governments are notified 

whenever a product is banned, deregulated, suspended or 
cancelled by an American regulatory agency. The noti
fication system is handled by the State Department, 
whose policy statement on the subject reads, in part, “No 

country should establish itself as the arbiter of others’ 
health and safety standards. Individual governments are 
generally in the best position to establish standards of 
public health and safety.”

Based on this judgment, an unwieldy and ineffective 
notification procedure allegedly places announcements in 
the hands of the proper foreign government officials, 
telling them a certain drug has been found to be toxic or 
that babies have strangled in particular brands of cribs.

The main problem with notification is the logic behind 
it. Other governments are generally not in a position to 
establish safety standards, let alone control imports into 
their countries. In fact, the countries where most of our 
banned and hazardous products are dumped lack regula
tory agencies, testing laboratories or well-staffed customs 
departments. In 1978, Nigeria’s Environmental Protec
tion Ministry was one person. He recently told the U.S. 
EPA that it didn’t matter whether or not he was notified 
when a pesticide was suspended; there was nothing he 
could do to stop its importation.

When our EPA, FDA or CPSC finds a product to be 
hazardous, they notify our State Department as required 
or as a matter of protocol. State, which we have found to 
be no opponent of dumping, is then supposed to send a 
communique to each American embassy overseas. Each 
embassy is, in turn, supposed to notify the appropriate 
foreign officials. However, the Commerce, Consumer 
and Monetary Affairs Subcommittee of the House Com
mittee on Government Operations discovered in hearings 
held in July of 1978 that the agencies frequently neglected 
to inform the State Department when they banned a 
product. For example, the EPA failed to notify State after 
suspending such notorious pesticides as kepone, chlor
dane and heptachlor. The Government Accounting 
Office (GAO) also discovered and testified to the same 
subcommittee that even when the agencies did notify 
State, the communiques rarely went further than the U.S. 
embassies overseas—they almost never reached the for
eign officials who might have been able to warn foreign 
buyers or intercept shipments. One embassy official even 
admitted to the GAO that he “did not routinely forward 
notification of chemicals not registered in the host country 
because it may adversely affect U.S. exporting.” The 
GAO would not tell us the name or location of the official 
they quoted, but said the sentiment was not unusual.

Some of the foreign officials who have been notified 
have complained that the communiques are vague and 
ambiguous, or else so highly technical that they are in
comprehensible.

Of course, even if clear notification about a product 
were to reach officials in an importing nation, there is 
nothing to stop the exporters from changing a product’s 
brand name before they ship.NOVEMBER 1979
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The Corporate Crime 
of the Century

It’s All Coming Back

P
erhaps the only aspect of the whole dumping 
travesty that has kept the issue alive in Washing
ton is reimportation. Congressmembers and 
bureaucrats who would otherwise ignore or even 
encourage dumping become irate upon learning that a 

hazardous product is being reimported (smuggled) into 
the U.S. for sale, or that an imported fruit or vegetable 
contains residue of a pesticide long-since suspended for 
American use. Even Esther Peterson, in a memo to the 
President, expressed concern about reimportation.

Remember, it is perfectly legal to dump hazardous 
products abroad. There are, however, strict measures to 
prevent reimportation. The FDA allows manufacturers 
to export banned drugs, stale-dated drugs and even un
approved new drugs if they are shipped under “an investi
gational protocol” (for experimentation on other peo
ple). But one of the stipulations for the export of drugs 
removed from the American marketplace is that they 
never be offered for domestic sale again.

The CPSC, however, can prohibit the export of goods 
forced off the American market. It can also stop exports 
that present “an unreasonable risk to persons in the U.S.” 
(through their reimportation, for example), but the CPSC 
admits that proving unreasonable risk is “very difficult.”

How to Stop It

T
he White House Office of Consumer Affairs re
mains confident that a uniform policy on the 
export of banned and hazardous products will 
protect foreign consumers. Our investigations, 
however, indicate that the corporate dumping urge is 

rooted in a criminal mentality and that dumpers will, as 
they already have, find new ways to circumvent whatever 
legal and regulatory barriers stand between their ware
houses and profitable markets for their deadly goods.

Global corporations, with their worldwide network of 
subsidiaries, high technology and marketing systems, far 
outstrip the puny regulatory efforts of a government that 
considers corporate crime a minor nuisance at worst. 
Nothing short of a complete moral transformation of the 
corporate ethos will stop dumping. Until that unlikely 
transformation takes place, we recommend the following:

• Dumping must be clearly defined by statute, and one 
term, such as “illegal for export,” should be applied to 

American products found to be too dangerous for use 
here and, hence, anywhere. We should recognize that 
there are a few—a very few—products that are unsafe for 
use in the U.S. for which the benefits far outweigh the 
risks in other countries—for example, certain drugs used 
to treat tropical diseases or pesticides used to kill the 
malaria-carrying mosquito. In such cases, when the for
eign government is apprised of the risk, the products 
should be cleared for export to that country only.

• Dumping should be made a criminal offense.
• The government, which already controls exports 

through the Commodity Control List and the Bureau of 
Census (where all exports of over $250 are registered), 
must accept the responsibility of monitoring the outflow 
of banned and hazardous products. This responsibility 
should be taken from the Department of Commerce, 
where it represents an untenable conflict of interest.

• Notification of product bans, suspensions, cancella
tions and withdrawals from registration should be made 
directly by the U.S. regulatory agencies to appropriate 
foreign officials, in language that can be understood.

• The State Department should be relieved of any anti
dumping responsibility, since it has so deliberately failed 
to coordinate an effective notification program.

Until all of the above are accomplished, the President 
should use his powers to stop dumping immediately.

What Dumping Really Is

E
xecutives in major exporting corporations, with 
the strong support of Commerce Secretary Juani
ta Kreps, argue that if the export of banned and 
hazardous products is prohibited by statute or 
Executive Order, foreign buyers will merely turn to Euro

pean or other suppliers, as they have in the past for 
weapons and ammunition. Other developed nations do 
dump; Germany dumps at least as many toxic pesticides 
as the U.S., and no nation on earth can match Switzerland 
for dumping baby formula. However, the assumption that 
foreign buyers will import known toxins and recognized 
lethal products from one country when they can’t get 
them from another is patently ridiculous.

American business leaders, who tout themselves as the 
most ethical businesspeople in the world, should lead the 
way in ending dumping worldwide. It’s in their best in
terest to do so, for by dumping toxins on the Third World 
they are actually poisoning the very markets they seek to 
develop. Perhaps one day they will even see dumping for 
what it really is—a subtle genocide.

Mark Dowie is the publisher of Mother Jones. Research 
assistance was provided by Carolyn Marshall, Victoria 
Dompka and the Center for Investigative Reporting.NOVEMBER 1979
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The Charge: 
Gynocide

The Accused: The U.S. (government

By Barbara Ehrenreich, Mark Dowie and Stephen Minkin

Photograph by Beverly Parker

hen Maria Aguirrez woke up on the morning of June 5, 1977, she was, at 
first, too drenched with sweat to feel the blood. They had warned her at the 
clinic that there might be some bleeding, but this was more than a period. 

Her skirt, the worn sheet, the mat, were soaked through—more than after her oldest 
daughter’s birth, when the midwife had, at one point, simply prayed. Dimly, Maria 
must have realized that the baby was already awake and fussing. He was still fussing 
an hour later when Maria’s sister, summoned by the older children, came running in. 
Maria was no longer sweating.

The death of Maria Aguirrez (not her real name) does not even figure as a statistic 
in our story. It was recorded as the result of a fever. That the fever and the bleeding 
were the result of an intrauterine device (IUD) known to be unsafe was not recorded. 
Nor would the information have made any difference to the government and corpo
rate officials behind the distribution of the device; they were already well aware of the 
history of medical problems associated with it.

The U.S. government and U.S. drug companies maintain a systematic and inten
tional double standard for the sale of contraceptives. Unsafe IUDs, dangerous 
high-estrogen birth control pills and, most recently, 
Depo-Provera—an injectable contraceptive not 
approved for American use—are bought up whole
sale by the U.S. government for mass consumption 
in the Third World. This is the story of how and 
where and why these contraceptive dumps take 
place, of the corporations that profit from them and 
of the government official, Dr. R.T. Ravenholt, who 
headed the Office of Population of the U.S. Agency forNOVEMBER 1979
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Ray Ravenholt was known to be 
a population control enthusiast who 
would ask few questions ..
International Development and engineered the dumps.

The contraceptive double standard surfaced as public 
issue only in the summer of 1978, when a congressional 
committee held hearings on the Depo-Provera problem: 
Should the U.S. government subsidize the export to Third 
World nations of a contraceptive drug that had been ruled 
unsafe for American women? Pharmaceutical company 
spokespeople, officials of the U.S. Agency for Interna
tional Development (AID) and representatives of private 
population control agencies stood up one after another to 
advance the “humanitarian” defense of the double stand
ard. Because the risks of dying in childbirth are so much 
greater in the Third World than in the United States, they 
asserted the use of almost any contraceptive is justified. 
Scientists from selected Third World governments, many 
of them U.S.-sponsored dictatorships like Chile and Thai
land, seconded the argument, adding that their “national 
sovereignty” would be violated if they were denied access 
to the contraceptive of their choice. Consumer represen
tatives countered that there is no excuse for sending our 
least safe contraceptive abroad and questioned the 
accountability of the “sovereign” governments, which, it 
is now known, have received millions of dollars in bribes 
from U.S. drug companies like Upjohn Co. (maker of 
Depo-Provera) and G. D. Searle Co. (a manufacturer of 
birth control pills).

At the bottom the contraceptive issue is no different 
than the case of Tris-treated pajamas, carcinogenic pesti
cides or lethal antibiotics: products that had been found 
unsafe for domestic use are still being sold overseas. 
There is, however, a crucial difference in the case of 
contraceptives: dumping them is not only a common busi
ness practice; it is part of U.S. foreign policy.

Discount Daikons
The dangers of the Daikon Shield IUD were well 

known before the dump began in 1972. Only a few months 
after the Daikon Shield went on the market in 1971, 
reports of adverse reactions began pouring into the head-
quarters of the manufacturer, A. H. Robins Co. (See “A 
Case of Corporate Malpractice,” by Mark Dowie and 
Tracy Johnston, MJ, Nov. ’76,)There were cases of pelvic 
inflammatory disease (an infection of the uterus that can 
require weeks of bed rest and antibiotic treatment), sep
ticemia (blood poisoning), pregnancies resulting in spon
taneous abortions, ectopic (tubal) pregnancies and per
forations of the uterus. In a number of cases, the damage 
was so severe as to require a hysterectomy. There were 
even medical reports of Daikon Shields ripping their way 
through the walls of the uterus and being found floating 
free in the abdominal cavity far from the uterus. Accord
ing to a recent and probably conservative U.S. medical 

estimate, the Daikon Shield caused over 200.000 cases of 
serious uterine infections in this country alone. For every 
million dollars in profit the manufacturer has made on the 
Shield, U.S. women—those who could afford medical 
care at all—spent an estimated $20 million for medical 
care on problems arising from its use. By 1974, there were 
reports of deaths clearly attributable to the Daikon 
Shield—not one or two, but 17.

The Daikon Shield was turning out to be far more 
dangerous than any other IUD already on the market. 
Later research in Canada and Germany showed that mi
croscopic defects helped account for the Shield’s ability to 
slice into the uterine wall. Worse still, the “wicking 
effect” of its string caused it to conduct bacteria up from 
the vagina, through the tiny cervical opening and into the 
uterus. Physicians found insertion was difficult; patients 
found it almost unbearable. As early as February 1971, a 
physician wrote to A. H. Robins in reference to the 
insertion of the Daikon Shield: “I have found the proce
dure to be the most traumatic manipulation ever perpe
trated on womanhood, and I have inserted thousands of 
other varieties.”

Sometime in 1972, with angry correspondence pouring 
in and the prospects for increasing U.S. sales looking 
bleak, A. H. Robins decided to expand its exports. 
With any other kind of hazardous product, the manufac
turer might, at this point, have had to search out some 

I sleazy broker to arrange a secret dump. Not so with a 
contraceptive device. The Office of Population within 
AID had a budget of $125 million to spend on the pur
chase and overseas distribution of contraceptives. Direc
tor R. T. Ravenholt was known to be a population control 
enthusiast who would ask few questions about a good deal 
on Daikon Shields. It was only natural for Robins to turn 
to the government.

Robert W. Nickless, Robins’ director of international 
marketing, wrote to the population office of AID to in
terest them in placing “this fine product” with population 
control programs and family planning clinics throughout 
the Third World. Nickless sweetened the deal with a 
special discount, which dramatically illustrates the double 
standard drug companies apply to Third World consum
ers: the company offered AID the Shield in bulk pack
ages, unsterilized, at 48 percent off.

Robins made this offer knowing that the sale of non- 
sterile IUDs was highly irregular in the United States. 
One of the greatest hazards associated with the use of any 
IUD is the possibility of introducing bacteria into the 
uterus, which is particularly poorly equipped to fight in
fection. In the United States, IUDs are sold to doctors in 
individual, sterilized packages, with a sterile, disposable 
inserter for each device.

Careful to preserve Robins’ image, Nickless emphaNOVEMBER 1979
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sized that AID could not distribute the nonsterile Daikon 
Shields in the U.S. The nonsterile form, he wrote in a 
January 1973 memo to AID, “is for the purpose of reduc
ing price, and thereby attaining wider use [and] is 
intended for restricted sale to family planning/support 
organizations who will limit their distribution to those 
countries commonly referred to as ‘less developed.'” 
Practitioners in such countries were expected by Robins 
to sterilize the Shields by the old-fashioned method of 
soaking them in a disinfectant solution.

In the United States, according to private gynecologists 
we interviewed, the insertion of an IUD that had merely 
been soaked in a disinfectant before use would possibly be 
grounds for a malpractice suit. Robins insists that the 
“sterilization” procedure it recommended was effective, 
but it is highly likely that few people ever read the instruc
tions. The company attached only one set of instructions 
for each pack of 1,000 Shields, and those were printed in 
only three languages—English, French and Spanish— 
although the devices were destined for 42 countries from 
Ethiopia to Malaysia. Worse still—only ten inserters were 
provided per 100 Shields, adding immeasurably to the 
possibility of infection.

To their credit, officials within AID did express con
cern with at least one of the more reckless features of 
Robins’ discount Daikon dump. They questioned 
whether the Shields could be reliably inserted by the staffs 
of remote family planning clinics, who would not have 
had the benefit of an American medical education.

It should have been an embarrassing question for Rob
ins. In the U.S., the company had repeatedly countered 
reports of adverse reactions by arguing that the person 
who had inserted the device, such as an occasional general 
practitioner, had been unqualified to do so. But Robins 
was undaunted and nimbly produced a new study which 
proved beyond a shadow of a doubt that any paramedic 
could learn to insert a Daikon Shield in half an hour.

Reassured by this logic, AID approved the deal. Hun
dreds of shoe-box-sized cartons, each filled with 1,000 
unsterilized Daikon Shields paid for by the U.S. treasury, 
left the shores of America for clinics in Paraguay, Israel, 
Tunisia and 39 other countries. The dump was on.

Within months, the agencies that distributed Daikon 
Shields for AID, such as the International Planned Par
enthood Federation, had discovered more bad news 
about the device. Company sales monographs and ads in 
medical journals had boasted of a pregnancy rate with the 
Shield of no more than 1.1 percent. But the reports com
ing in from the field told another story: pregnancy rates of 
4.5 percent in Israel, 3.8 percent in the United Kingdom, 
6.7 percent in Costa Rica and 6.5 percent in Yugoslavia. 
One clinic in Latin America reported a pregnancy rate of 
14.8 percent. From a population controller’s point of 

view, a contraceptive may, if expedient, be unsafe; but it 
should not, under any circumstances, be ineffective.

Disturbed by the negative reports, A. H. Robins sent 
Robert Nickless on a whistle-stop tour of Asia in March 
1973 to counter the increasing volume of criticism and 
drum up new business. With him, Robins sent along an 
“independent expert”—Dr. John Lesinski, a colleague at 
Johns Hopkins University of the Shield’s inventor, Dr.

Bangladeshi Baby Blues
There used to be a joke that an aspirin could keep you 

from getting pregnant—if you held it between your 
knees. Now there’s a new twist: birth control pills can help 

you get pregnant—if you take them as part of one of AID’S 
Third World “contraceptive inundation” programs.

The inundation strategy means that every woman can get 
pills, whether she needs them or not. About 90 percent of the 
women receiving AID pills in Bangladesh are lactating, and 
these women do not need pills. Lactation suppresses ovula
tion in most women and can help prevent pregnancy for as 
long as 18 to 22 months after childbirth. The pill, however, 
can interfere with this natural occurrence. Scientists have 
reported that irregular use of the pill during lactation may 
actually stimulate ovulation and cause an early return to 
fertility. If you consider the pill’s side effects—dizziness, 
headaches and depression—it’s easy to understand why pill 
use among Bangladeshi women is often highly irregular.

Dr. Henry Mosely, a Johns Hopkins University professor, 
who has studied AID’s inundation approach in Bangladesh, 
believes that the possibility of a pill-induced population ex
plosion is “a matter of some concern.” But AID’s Dr. R. T. 
Ravenholt, father of the inundation strategy, does not worry 
about it. “We supply an unlimited amount of free pills. As 
long as they’re taking the pills, they can’t get pregnant.”

AID may have the last word anyway: the agency is the sole 
source of funding for the Census Bureau’s international head 
counts. In 1977, Rep. Frederick Richmond (D-NY) charged 
AID with suppressing data unflattering to its programs.

—Barbara Ehrenreich
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Throughout the proceedings, the 
halls of the FDA were crawling with 
Robins men. It was disgusting' "

Hugh Davis, and an early Daikon Shield booster. At a 
typical stop, the local AID population control officer 
would assemble a group of physicians, and Lesinski, lend
ing an aura of professional responsibility, would lecture, 
show slides, and occasionally perform demonstration in
sertions on a few local women.

While Nickless was peddling the Shield from Pakistan 
to Hong Kong, time was running out for it in the United 
States. In August of 1974, the FDA opened hearings on 
the Daikon Shield. At that time, the FDA had little 
jurisdiction over medical devices like IUDs: they could 
investigate their safety, but they could not ban them from 
the market. Despite the FDA’s lack of authority, the 
hearings were held simply because, by 1974. the carnage 
had become too gruesome to ignore. One critical study 
after another told of women who had suffered infections, 
septic abortions or emergency hysterectomies.

A. H. Robins had been hardened by years of fighting 
regulatory agencies, however, and the company went 
down fighting. “Throughout the entire proceedings.” 
according to Dr. Richard Dickey, a member of the FDA’s 
Ob/Gyn committee, “the halls of the FDA were crawling 
with Robins men. It was disgusting.” Finally evidence was 
presented at the hearings that could have undercut 
Robins’ defenses in future product liability suits. poten
tially costing millions of dollars. Only then did the com
pany give up. Robins made no attempt to resume its 
domestic sales, suspended at the FDA’s urging.

When Robins gave in, AID was left holding the bag, or, 
rather, the bulk pack. International complaints about the 
effectiveness of the device had been bad enough. With the 
Shield now considered too dangerous for domestic use, 
AID had little choice but to issue an international recall. 
It was an embarrassing moment for the agency, but hardly 
a major setback. Even without Daikon Shields, there 
would be plenty of “discount” contraceptives to dump in 
the Third World.

The Man Behind the Dumps
That corporations dump to make a profit is no surprise. 

In the case of contraceptive dumping through the foreign 
aid program, though, there are other motives as well. 
What kind of person knowingly stamped the seal of 
American “goodwill” on this corporate jackpot? To find 
out, in July 1979, we interviewed Dr. R. T. (Ray) 
Ravenholt, the head of AID’s Office of Population from 
1966 to mid-1979 and the man who most represents the 
government role in contraceptive dumping.

In person, he is a tall, affable midwesterner with an 
engaging smile and a marked inability to sit still once he 
warms up to the subject at hand. No sooner had we gotten 
through the introductions than he bounded off to one 

corner of his spacious office and returned with his latest 
contraceptive enthusiasm: a plastic “gun-styled" laparos
copic device, which, when aimed through the vagina. 
shoots little plastic bands around the fallopian tubes. 
resulting in permanent sterilization. He demonstrated by 
placing one foot up on his chair and shooting bands at his 
shoelace. Only after he completed the simulated steriliza
tion of his left foot were we able to bring the subject 
around to the Daikon Shield.

“Robins didn’t know there was any problem with it in 
1972,” he insisted. When we countered that A. H. Robins 
had been deluged with reports of adverse reactions by 
that time, Ravenholt smiled patiently and explained: 
“You don’t really know anything until you have a very. 
very large number of people who have used it. You might 
have one kind of impression from 10,000 people, another 
from 100,000. You might need a million—10 million— 
before you really know.”

You might, in other words, need a few medium-size 
nations to experiment on.

Ravenholt did concede that AID “had been hearing 
about infections” associated with the Daikon Shield prior 
to Robins’ withdrawal of the device. Then, leaning for
ward with enthusiasm, he confided his own theory about 
IUD-induced pelvic infections: “Women who frequently 
change sexual partners have these intercurrent low-grade 
infections,” he told us. “The IUD can’t cause an infec
tion. The body tolerates anything that's sterile.” Taken 
aback, we asked whether Daikon Shield-related infec
tions in the Third World might not have been caused by 
nonsterile devices, rather than by female promiscuity. 
“Well,” he said, in a classic non sequitur, “it wasn't just 
the Daikon Shield that was supplied that way. The Lippes 
Loop [another variety of IUD] was supplied in a nonster
ile form at first too.”

Ravenholt has one very good reason to continue to 
defend the Daikon Shield: it is still in use throughout the 
Third World. When the recall order was issued in 1975, 
AID could hope to recover stocks of unused devices from 
the warehouses and storage rooms of major international 
agencies, like the International Planned Parenthood 
Federation. But it could not, despite any number of 
memos, recall the AID-supplied Shields from the approx
imately 440,000 women already using the device. Nor 
could it hope to recover the thousands of Shields lying in 
the drawers of countless private practitioners and tiny 
rural family planning clinics.

Almost five years after the manufacturer’s suspension 
of sales and AID’S recall, Daikon Shields are still being 
inserted. Dr. A. Goldsmith, a researcher for the AID- 
funded International Fertility Research Program and a 
man who could hardly be accused of harboring a consum
erist bias, told us in June 1979, “I know they are still NOVEMBER 1979
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inserting the device” in Pakistan, India and possibly 
in South Africa.

It is impossible to know how frequently this is still 
taking place, but our own sources have told us of at least 
two cases. In Nairobi, Kenya, on the wall of the Family 
Planning Association clinic, there is a poster advertising 
the Daikon Shield. In early May 1979, a young woman 
patient at this clinic was offered, among other birth con
trol options, a Daikon Shield. In Ottawa, Canada, Pierre 
Blais, senior consultant to the Bureau of Medical Devices 
told us, the Shield was being inserted as late as 1977-two 
years after it had been withdrawn from the U.S. market.

Finally, neither AID nor even the FDA would have any 
way of stopping A. H. Robins from privately dumping its 
own unsold stock of Daikon Shields, if the company was 
of a mind to do so—and it was. In a recent interview, 
Robins attorney Franklin Tatum admitted to us that his 
client was still selling the devices through the first quarter 
of 1975—even as they were being recalled through AID 
and allegedly destroyed.

The Inundation Approach
Ray Ravenholt winces slightly when he is asked about 

his critics, who are as numerous and diverse as any salar
ied civil servant could hope to acquire. “Right to lifers” 
head his list, along with “Catholics, Communists. ...” He 
could have added consumerists, like Ralph Nader’s 
Health Research Group, and feminists, like the National 
Women’s Health Network and the Feminist Women’s 
Health Centers.

To be fair though, he is a man with a cause, and that 
cause is ultimately no different from the one that moti
vates every other hard-working professional in the State 
Department. “Population explosions, unless stopped, 
would lead to revolutions,” he told the St. Louis Post-
Dispatch in an April 1977 interview. Population control is 
required to maintain “the normal operation of U.S. com
mercial interests around the world............Without our
trying to help these countries with their economic and 
social development, the world would rebel against the 
strong U.S. commercial presence. The self-interest thing 
is the compelling element.”

More liberal population controllers argue that econom
ic development, health services and an expanded role for 
women are needed to motivate people to reduce family 
size, but Ravenholt’s approach is single-mindedly con
traceptive-oriented. To him, the point is to “get the con
traceptives out there.”

In the early 1970s Ravenholt pioneered a whole new 
approach to “getting them out there”—the “inundation 
approach,” which was to provide, among other things, a 
convenient dump for the Palo Alto, California-based Syn-

Upjohn’s Shuck 
and Jive Routine

Every once in a while an instance of product dumping 
comes along that is so blatant, you have to rub your 
eyes and look again. Consider the case of Panalba.

Panalba was an antibiotic made by the large, U.S.-based 
Upjohn Company. It was launched in 1957 and promoted 
heavily. By 1968, Panalba sales totaled $18 million, or 12 
percent of Upjohn’s domestic gross income. Yet in that same 
year and the two that followed, strong scientific evidence of 
Panalba’s harm appeared:

• In 1968,30 experts from the National Academy of Scien
ces issued a unanimous report on Panalba and 49 other 
antibiotics of a similar nature. These drugs are harmful, the 
scientists said; they should be removed from the market.

• On May 27,1969, FDA Commissioner Herbert Ley Jr., 
himself a specialist in antibiotics, testified before a Senate 
committee about the effects of novobiocin, one of the two 
ingredients of Panalba. Roughly one out of every five pa
tients who receives it, Ley said, has an allergic reaction.

• Twelve patients receiving Panalba died as a result of its 
side effects (mostly from blood disorders).

• FDA inspector Roy Sanberg, searching Upjohn files, 
discovered several ten-year-old company-sponsored studies 
showing that tetracycline, the other of Panalba’s two ingre
dients, was more effective than Panalba, when used alone.

After much bureaucratic wrangling and resistance by Up
john, the FDA finally forced Panalba off the market in 1970.

If you think all this evidence against Panalba would make 
its manufacturer think twice before selling it elsewhere, think 
again. Under FDA regulations, antibiotics are not legally 
classified as “drugs.” Were Panalba considered a drug, it 
would undoubtedly have lost its FDA approval and, thus, 
been illegal for export. But because of this classic loophole in 
the law, it is now perfectly legal for Upjohn to export Panal
ba. (Actually, its two ingredients are exported separately and 
combined and packaged in Upjohn’s foreign plants.) Today, 
after being the target of one of the strongest cases against a 
drug in regulatory history, Panalba is sold in 33 countries 
under another name—Albamycin-T. —Morton Mintz
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Syntex offered AID a discount 
on domestically discredited, 
high-estrogen birth control pills."

If There Are No Side Effects, This Mu
DRUG \/ UNITED STATES \ MEXICO

Tetracycline
[Antibiotic used against va

rious infections; Lederle 
Laboratories.]

Caution against use:
By infants, children ; during preg
nancy; with liver or kidney impair
ment (latter can be fatal) or if overly 
sensitive to light.

Adverse reactions 
publicized:___________
Vomiting, diarrhea, nausea, upset 
stomach, rashes, kidney poisoning.
Can poison fetus.

Caution against use:
By infants, children; during preg
nancy or if overly sensitive to light.

Adverse reactions 
publicized:________
Vomiting, diarrhea, nausea, upset 
stomach.

\/ CENTRAL AMER

Caution against us
None

Adverse reactions 
publicized:
 None

Ovulen
|Birth control pills; G. D. 

Searle Co.]

In U.S., Used For Contracep
tion only. In some Latin Amer
ican countries. Searle recom
mends It Also For Regulating 

MENSTRUAL CYCLES. PREMEN- 
STRUALTENSION. AND MENO

PAUSAL PROBLEMS.

Caution against use:
If patient has tendency to blood clot. 
liver dysfunction, abnormal vaginal 
bleeding, epilepsy, migraine, asthma, 
heart trouble.

Adverse reactions 
publicized:___________
Nausea, loss of hair, nervousness.
jaundice, high blood pressure, weight 
change, headaches.

Caution against use:
If patient has tendency to blood clot, 
liver dysfunction.

Adverse reactions 
publicized:___________
Nausea, weight change.

Caution against u.
If patient has tendency to blo- 
liver dysfunction.

Adverse reactions 
publicized:
Nausea, weight change.

Imipramine
[Anti-depressant; Ciba- 

Geigy.]

In U.S., used for depression 
only. In some Latin American 
countries. Ciba-Geigy recom-

MENDS IT ALSO FOR SENILITY.
CHRONIC PAIN AND ALCOHOLISM.

Caution against use:
If patient has heart disease, history of 
urinary retention, history of seizures, 
manic disorder or is on typhoid medi
cation. Not recommended for children 
or during pregnancy.

Adverse reactions 
publicized:__________
Hypertension, stroke, stumbling, de
lusions. insomnia, numbness, dry 
mouth, blurred vision, constipation, 
itching, nausea, vomiting, loss of 
appetite, diarrhea, sweating.

Caution against use:
During first trimester of pregnancy.

Adverse reactions 
publicized:___________
Dry mouth, constipation, itching, 
sweating.

Caution against u 
If patient has heart disease.

Adverse reactions 
publicized:
None

Source: Culled from 
information d

In the whole sorry saga of multinational corporations and the 
Third World, perhaps no chapter is as telling as the way the 
people of Asia, Africa and Latin America have been treated by 

U.S. and European drug companies.
To begin with, the high pressure drug salesmanship we are all 

acquainted with here is multiplied many times over as drugs are 
pushed in Third World markets. A study published in 1976 about 
drug company “detail men” (salespeople) says it all:

In the U.S., the study found, there was a ratio of less than one 
detail man for every ten doctors. In Colombia there was one detail 
man for every five doctors; and in Brazil, roughly one for three. 

The income of the detail man, or visitador, is based on comr 
sions, and the visitadores often earn more than physicit 

Worst of all, when drug companies sell to poor nations, t 
often neglect to warn doctors of a drug’s dangers. The ate Dr 
Dale Console was a former medical director of E. R. Squibl 
Sons Inc., and remains one of the few pharmaceutical executi 
ever to speak out on this problem. He told the Senate Subcomi 
tee on Monopoly in 1969 that for a drug company physician  
happy in his work, he must learn that “when a drug has b 
found too dangerous for use in this country, he can approve its 
in other countries, where . . . people have less protection.”
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ust Be Honduras
RICA~ BRAZIL  ARGENTINA

se: Caution against use: 
By infants, children; during preg-

Adverse reactions 
publicized:

■ : Tilting, nausea, upset stomach, 
■ashes.

Caution against use:
None

Adverse reactions 
publicized:
None

se: Caution against use: Caution against use:
od clot If patient has tendency to blood clot. If patient has tendency to blood clot.

Adverse reactions Adverse reactions

-

publicized: publicized:
None None

se: Caution against use: Caution against use:
If patient has heart disease. Not re
commended for children or during

May exaggerate response to alcohol.

pregnancy. Adverse reactions
Adverse reactions publicized:
publicized:
None

None

The Physician's Desk Reference—the standard handbook for U.S. doctors, containing 
rug comes supply about their products—and comparable foreign guidebooks.

Chart excerpted by Carolyn Marshall

lis- Damning evidence of this practice was unearthed several years
ns. ago by Dr. Milton Silverman, a lecturer in pharmacology at the
ney University of California Medical Center, San Francisco. He and
A. two associates compared how certain important prescription
 & drugs were advertised to doctors in the U.S. and in Latin Amer-
ves ica. Only two of the 23 companies whose promotional material
lit- Silverman studied were generally consistent in what they said
be about their drugs here and abroad. One year after his findings

:en were made public, Silverman reported that only about half the
use companies had improved their drug descriptions. The others had

not. Above, examples from the original study. —Morton Mintz

tex Corporation. Contraceptive inundation means dis
seminating contraceptives through any outlets, to any and 
all takers. Trained personnel can be bypassed; education
al programs can be dispensed with. Oral contraceptives 
were especially well-suited to the inundation approach.

No woman can insert her own IUD, but—the theory 
was—if you can chew gum, you can swallow a pill. In 
Bangladesh, site of an intensive AID inundation prog
ram. pills are sold, usually at nominal prices and without 
any semblance of medical supervision, through local 
shops, alongside cigarettes, bananas and betel nuts.

From the beginning, AID’s inundation program in 
Bangladesh had the markings of a biological disaster. The 
average Bangladeshi woman weighs 92 pounds and suf
fers from chronic malnutrition. Even in a 135-pound 
American woman, the pill is known to deplete the body’s 
supply of vitamins A, B-6, D and folic acid (hence the 
special vitamins sold in the U.S. as supplements to the 
pill). Furthermore, no less than 90 percent of the Bang
ladeshi women who accepted the pill were breastfeeding. 
According to a study by the International Planned Parent
hood Federation, babies nursed by pill-users grew at an 
average rate that was only two-thirds that of babies 
nursed by non-pill-users. Ending world hunger is the most 
common rationalization for the top-down approach to 
population control, but in Bangladesh, AID was creating 
its own kind of chemically induced famine.

All this preceded anything that could, strictly speaking, 
be called a dump. AID was, after all, distributing a pill 
that had been judged safe for American women. Not all 
birth control pills are the same, however, and in 1970 the 
FDA had advised physicians to prescribe only those with 
the lowest possible estrogen dose—at that time, 50 micro-
grams. Sales of high-estrogen pills began to sag. AID had 
at first been following the FDA’s advice, buying 50- 
microgram pills from G. D. Searle, Wyeth and Parke, 
Davis. Then, in 1973, AID took its business to the Syntex 
Corporation and started buying up high-dose, 80- 
microgram pills. AID explained the switch as a response 
to “market conditions.” Simply put, the high-dose pills 
were cheaper. According to sources at the George Wash
ington University Medical Center (which was under con
tract to AID to publish the bulletin Population Reports), 
Syntex offered AID a better deal-a discount on the 
domestically discredited, high-estrogen pills. Ravenholt 
bought up millions of dollars worth of Syntex’s stock of 
80-microgram pills—for overseas use only, of course.

The dangers of estrogen overdosing don’t dismay 
AID's inundation strategists. Dr. Malcolm Potts, director 
of the International Fertility Research Program and a key 
inundation planner, even sees a bright side to one pill side 
effect—swollen breasts. In a paper presented at the 1977 
Tokyo International Symposium on Population, PottsNOVEMBER 1979
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Depo-Provera can cause nodules 
in the breasts, cancer, menstrual 
chaos, sterility, birth defects ..."
and two colleagues suggested as a catchy slogan for rural 
pill promotion: “It makes your breasts more beautiful and 
is good for everyone—including the tailors who have to 
make bigger brassieres.”

And Now: Depo-Provera
Depo-Provera, a drug unfamiliar to most Americans, 

because it is not available here, may determine the future 
of contraceptive dumping. Right now, AID is prohibited 
from shipping it across U.S. borders. But debates that will 
begin within the next few months will reopen the issue. If 
this dump is approved by Congress or the FDA, the

No Comment
Oral contraceptives are powerful and effective drugs 

which can cause side effects in some users and should not 
be used at all by some women. The most serious known side 

effect is blood clotting, which can be fatal.”-from the label 
on packages sold in the U.S. of Ovulen, a birth control pill 
made by G. D. Searle Co.
“No significant increase has been observed in incidence of 
thrombophlebitis [blood clotting] or any of its complications 
in women taking oral contraceptives.—from a promotional 
booklet about Ovulen distributed by G. D. Searle Co. in 
Colombia. • • •

Should be restricted to use for their antipyretic [fever-
reducing] effect in serious or life-threatening situa
tions.”-from the U.S. label for Dipyrone, a painkiller made 

by Sterling Drug Inc.
“. . . an indispensable supplement in the initial and con
tinuing treatment of very varied minor ailments which consti
tute a good portion of medical practice. In daily practice 
many opportunities to prescribe Conmel will be found.”— 
from material for doctors in Brazil by Sterling’s Brazilian 
subsidiary, which sells Dipyrone under the name of Conmel.
—All quotes: Hungry For Profits, Robert J. Ledogar (1975). 

informal contraceptive double standard will become of
ficial U.S. policy.

But AID is not just passively waiting for the go-ahead. 
Depo’s manufacturer (the Upjohn Company) and AID 
are, even now, getting around the law and dumping the 
drug through both overt and covert programs. According 
to Upjohn, five million women in 70 countries have used 
Depo-Provera for contraception.

There are reasons why AID is so anxious to increase the 
distribution of Depo-Provera. Most birth control meth
ods, because they depend on consumer cooperation, are 
considered unreliable by population controllers. Pills, 
condoms or diaphragms can all be forgotten or rejected. 
Sterilization would be ideal, but is politically risky. Depo- 
Provera brings new hope to planners looking for the final 
solution to fertility, for several reasons.

First, it is long-lasting: one injection prevents concep
tion for three to six months. Second, it requires no effort 
on the part of the patient. Finally, by being injectable, it is 
believed to have a special appeal in the Third World, 
where, according to the AID-funded journal Population 
Reports, “injections are associated with safe, effective, 
modern medicine.”

To the Third World consumer, a new product from the 
U.S. may seem to represent the latest in scientific re
search. But the overseas consumer of Depo doesn’t know 
that the “latest research” is what prevented the con
traceptive from being approved for use in the United 
States, and that is why it is being dumped.

The list of known side effects, complications and poten
tially lethal hazards could fill several magazine-size pages 
with small print. Depo-Provera causes nodules in the 
breasts and cancer in the reproductive organs of test 
animals. It causes “irregular bleeding disturbances,” 
which have been described in one medical journal as 
“menstrual chaos.” It reduces the body’s resistance to 
infection. In some women it causes weight gain, head
aches and dizziness. Its effects are not readily reversible: 
use may be followed by long-term or even permanent 
sterility. If injected into a pregnant woman (and almost 
every field study has reported the accidental injection of 
pregnant women), it can cause birth defects, especially 
congenital heart defects, and, in the case of female 
fetuses, masculinization and enlargement of the clitoris. 
Dr. J. Joseph Speidel, a colleague of Ray Ravenholt’s at 
AID, did concede that excess bleeding induced by Depo 
“will be a problem where sanitary napkins are in short 
supply.”

For 11 years, starting in 1967, Upjohn battled to get 
FDA approval for Depo-Provera. But in 1971, after stu
dies done on beagle dogs showed that Depo was carci
nogenic in high doses, the FDA was alarmed enough to 
call a halt to all clinical tests of the drug. On March 7, NOVEMBER 1979
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1978, the FDA sent Upjohn a letter notifying the com
pany of its final decision: Depo-Provera was “not approv
able” for use in the U.S.

The population control community was outraged by the 
FDA’s decision. AID’s Ray Ravenholt called it “the 
tyranny of the beagle dog.”

Domestic criticism of Depo-Provera has not prevented 
a plentiful supply from reaching the Third World. The 
FDA’s refusal to approve Depo only meant that Upjohn 
could not ship the drug from its U.S. plants. It could, 
however, ship the drug from its Belgian subsidiary to 
whatever foreign commercial outlets it could find.

It has found plenty. In Belize, Central America, Depo 
is freely available at drugstores, despite what our corres
pondent reports as “many instances of amenorrhea [lack 
of menstrual periods] or profuse bleeding.” A letter from 
Guatemala City to the Washington-based National Wom
en’s Health Network, related that in Honduras, El Salva
dor, Costa Rica, Nicaragua, Panama and the Dominican 
Republic “it is completely possible to buy it over the 
counter with no prescription.”

This, apparently, is not enough for some parties. AID 
would like to be able to buy up huge batches of Depo at 
bulk rates, and Upjohn would like nothing better. Both 
testified to that effect to the U.S. Congress. An AID- 
subsidized dump could mean a four-fold increase in Up
john’s Depo sales.

There are several ways this could happen. First, AID 
could simply buy Depo from Upjohn’s Belgian subsidiary 
and ship from there, as it has threatened to do. Another 
possibility is that Congress could pass a new drug reform 
act allowing for the export of nonapproved drugs. (A bill 
that may liberalize drug exports has recently been 
approved by the Senate Health Committee.) Or, the 
FDA could reverse its position on Depo-Provera and 
approve it for use in the United States, though perhaps 
only for special subgroups (the mentally retarded and 
drug addicts have been proposed). This, believe it or not, 
is a real possibility.

But with all eyes on Congress and the FDA, the real 
action is going on under the table. Increased pressure 
from feminist groups and mounting suspicion in some 
Third World countries are forcing AID, like the CIA, to 
carry on its more “sensitive” activities through a thick 
padding of front groups.

In September 1978, an elite group called the Population 
Roundtable met at Planned Parenthood World Popula
tion Headquarters in New York. Present were representa
tives of the Population Council, the International Plan
ned Parenthood Federation, the UN Fund for Population 
Activities and—unbeknownst to the invited participants— 
two feminist health activists. The principle speaker was 
AID’s Ravenholt, and, according to the two feminists

WAITER GURBO

Pacified for Good
Between 1964 and 1975, at least 7 healthy American 

babies choked to death on pacifiers, according to medi
cal journal reports and Consumer Product Safety Commis

sion statistics. During that time, hundreds of babies experi
enced near-fatal suffocation, cardiac arrest, brain damage 
and lesser injuries after swallowing poorly designed pacifiers.

It wasn’t until October 20,1976, after many more accidents 
and several additional fatalities, that the Consumer Product 
Safety Commission proposed pacifier safety standards.

CPSC's proposed regulations required, among other 
things, that a pacifier have a shield large enough to prevent it 
from being swallowed and have two ventilation holes on the 
shield to ease breathing if swallowed. Not one single pacifier 
on the American market satisfied the new standards. Pacifier 
manufacturers were furious.

CPSC approved the regulations and in June of 1977 
announced a virtual ban on the manufacture of old-style 
pacifiers. Although American manufacturers could legally 
continue to sell their inventories until February 1978, Amer
ican babies were somewhat protected, according to one 
CPSC official, because companies hesitated to sell stockpiles 
here—“for marketing reasons. ” To protect their credibility at 
home they chose, instead, to export them.

Even before the ban became final, the dump began. The 
Evenflo Product Co. of Ohio, famous for its baby bottles, 
exported more than 163,000 hazardous pacifiers throughout 
the world, making its biggest dumps in Iran, Venezuela, 
Puerto Rico and the Dominican Republic. Binky Baby Prod
ucts of New Jersey dumped 50,000 pacifiers in Canada, South 
Africa and Venezuela. The Reddy Co. of Vermont unloaded 
several hundred thousand in Afghanistan, the Arabian Gulf 
and Iran. The Baby World Co. of New York admitted dump
ing its stockpiles, but couldn’t specify to which nations.

Now, with the ban more than a year old, the dump con
tinues. Last winter, Reliance Products of Rhode Island 
notified the CPSC that it intended to export to Australia 
120,000 teething rings. Reliance had pulled them off the 
market before the CPSC began testing for safety.

Caveat emptor, Australia. —Carolyn Marshall
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AID's most sensitive actions, 
like those of the CIA, cannot be 
spoken of publicly.”

present, “He stated that AID’s most sensitive actions 
frequently cannot be spoken of publicly. He proudly re
ported that $12 million was secretly funneled to Mexico 
through Family Planning International Assistance, part 
of the Planned Parenthood Federation of America, and 
other organizations ... that are AID-tainted conduits. He 
described this as a ‘remarkable creative action.'”

AID’s willingness to apply similar creativity to the 
Depo problem was expressed publicly in the May 1978 
congressional hearings on population and development. 
Representative James Scheuer asked Dr. J. Joseph

WALTER GURBO

Meanwhile, Back in 
the U.S.A .. . .

Unfortunately for drug companies and bureaucrats, 
dumping unsafe drugs like Depo-Provera onto the Third 
World leads to charges of racism. To counter this impression, 

Dr. Malcolm Potts, the executive director of the Internation
al Fertility Research Program (an AID-funded population-
control agency) suggests that Depo-Provera be approved for 
use here too—for the appropriate “subgroups”:

“I’d like to suggest that, even among the vast population of 
the United States, you can find subgroups of people who have 
the same problems as people in the Third World. They may 
not be so large, but you know you have several million 
immigrants from Mexico, who bring with them the same 
health problems, the same cultural assumptions, the same 
need for fertility regulation as they had in Mexico.

“I think that if the FDA were to turn its attention to the 
needs of some of the subgroups within the United States, we 
would not be faced with the situation in which we can be 
accused of having a dual standard of medical practice and 
drug regulation around the world. If you look hard enough in 
the States, I think you can find the same type of population— 
as I say, it may not be very large—as one finds in the north of 
Thailand.”

Speidel, then deputy director of AID’s Office of Popula
tion: “If a health minister or chief of state of a foreign 
country requested our AID officials to provide Depo- 
Provera, would there be sufficient protection for our AID 
organization to make Depo-Provera available?”

Speidel responded: “I think our first action would be to 
attempt to get the appropriate supplies to them through 
some other routing. For example, the U.N. Fund for 
Population Activities might be willing to provide the 
needed drugs.”

The U.N. Fund for Population Activities (UNFPA) has 
received $204 million, or 35 percent of its income, from 
AID since the fund’s inception in 1969. In its first year of 
operation, a full 85 percent of UNFPA’s money came 
from AID. Other agencies that might be happy to provide 
“routing” for covert AID actions include:

• IPPF (International Planned Parenthood Federa
tion): AID has provided 40 percent of its budget since its 
inception in 1969, or a total of $126 million.

• FPIA (Family Planning International Assistance): 
AID provides 95 percent of its budget and takes credit for 
the development of FPIA.

• IFRP (International Fertility Research Program): 
According to its director, IFRP is “funded by the U.S. 
AID,” so far to the tune of $18 million.

• International Project for the Association for Volun
tary Sterilization: $29 million from AID.

• Pathfinder Fund: $50 million from AID.
All of these agencies have the advantage of being of

ficially “private” or “international” despite their heavy 
dependence on U.S. public funds. Both IPPF and UN
FPA are distributing Depo-Provera.

AID itself, we have discovered, continues to supply 
Depo under the guise of research. According to an AID 
internal document dated April 1979, three “Operations 
Research Projects” developed, designed and financed by 
AID are now supplying Depo-Provera. One, in San Pablo 
Autopan, Mexico, involves a population of 8,000; the 
second, in Sri Lanka, involves 120,000 people; and the 
last, in Matlab Thana, Bangladesh, involves 250,000 
people.

AID’s resort to undercover stratagems, frustrating as it 
may be to reformers, is a measure of the agency’s increas
ing public vulnerability. The Daikon Shield dump in 
1972-75 went by almost unnoticed; Depo-Provera in 1979 
is the target of international activists. Newspapers 
throughout the Third World have carried exposes about 
U.S. drug companies and AID’s contraceptive double 
standard, although the U.S. press has virtually ignored 
the issue. Representatives of the “independent” popula
tion control agencies privately admit that their ties to AID 
have become an international embarrassment.

Under pressure, even AID has begun to change its NOVEMBER 1979
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tune. No one talks about contraceptive inundation any
more. Ray Ravenholt has been demoted to a still-
powerful but ambiguous position as head of population 
training. And while AID is as committed as ever to the 
Depo dump, its public statements now link population 
control to “health and nutrition . . . and the role of the 
community, including that of women.”

Damning the Dumps
Most of the growing resistance to contraceptive dump

ing is coming, in fact, from women—both the targets of 
the dumps and the American women at the more priv
ileged end of the double standard. For thousands of 
American feminist health activists, Depo-Provera, sterili
zation abuse, and AID's entire population control pro
gram have become immediate issues. Carol Downer, a 
director of the Los Angeles Feminist Women’s Health 
Center says, “We can fight against some problem here, 
only to see it exported to women overseas. But we’re not 
going to sit by while a victory at home turns into a tragedy 
abroad. Feminists here have a responsibility to women all 
over the world.”

Third World women activists agree. At a 1978 confer
ence on Women and Multinational Corporations held in 
Des Moines, Iowa, a young Filipino woman urged the 
American women present to “find out everything you 
can” about American corporations and their products 
and spread the word. “Living in a dictatorship, we are 
very limited in our access to information,” she said. “You 
are not.”

It’s just this kind of process—what Belita Cowan of the 
Washington Women’s Health Network calls “grass-roots- 
level information sharing”—that will, sooner or later, 
make contraceptive dumping impossible: a nurse in 
Guatemala writes to the Boston Women’s Health Collec
tive and gets back a packet of information on Depo- 
Provera; a student from South Korea attends a feminist 
conference in the U.S. and takes back a stack of literature 
on U.S. drug companies’ overseas operations; a health 
worker in Honduras discovers Daikon Shields in a clinic 
supply room and alerts the local women.

So far, it can’t compare with the international network 
AID runs or the “information sharing” a drug company’s 
public relations department can arrange. But the word is 
getting out.

Barbara Ehrenreich is coauthor of For Her Own Good: 
150 Years of the Experts’ Advice to Women; Mark Dowie 
is the publisher of Mother Jones; Stephen Minkin is a 
Fellow at the Institute of Development Studies at the Uni
versity of Sussex, England. Research assistance was pro
vided by Carolyn Marshall and Victoria Dompka.

A Dumper’s Guide to 
Tricks of the Trade

Dumpers have proven themselves to be a highly imagina
tive lot. Here are a few of the tricks they have devised to 
circumvent regulatory agencies at home and suspicious im

porters abroad.
THE Name Change: When a product is withdrawn from 

the American market, receiving a lot of bad publicity in the 
process, the astute dumper simply changes its name.

THE Last Minute PULLOUT: When it looks as if a chem
ical being tested by the Environmental Protection Agency 
won’t pass, the manufacturer will withdraw the application 
for registration and then label the chemical “for export 
only.” That way, the manufacturer doesn’t have to notify the 
importing country that the chemical is banned in the U.S.

DUMP THE WHOLE Factory: Many companies, particu
larly pesticide manufacturers, will simply close down their 
American plants and begin manufacturing a hazardous prod
uct in a country close to a good market.

THE FORMULA CHange: A favorite with drug and pesti
cide companies. Changing a formula slightly by adding or 
subtracting an inert ingredient prevents detection by spec
trometers and other scanning devices keyed to certain molec
ular structures.

THE SKIP: Brazil—a prime drug market with its large 
population and virulent tropical diseases—has a law that says 
no one may import a drug that is not approved for use in the 
country of origin. A real challenge for the wily dumper. How 
does he do it?

Guatemala has no such law; in fact, Guatemala spends 
very little each year regulating drugs. So, the drug is first 
shipped to Guatemala, which becomes the export nation.

THE INGREDIENT DUMP: Your product winds up being 
banned. Don’t dump it. Some wise-ass reporter from Mother 
Jones will find a bill of lading and expose you. Export the 
ingredients separately—perhaps via different routes—to a 
small recombining facility or assembly plant you have set up 
where you’re dumping it, or in a country along the way. 
Reassemble them and dump the product. —Mark Dowie
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The Boomerang 
Crime

It comes home in your coffee, your bananas...

By David Weir, with Mark Schapiro and Terry Jacobs

Illustration by Spain 
Once or twice every working day a sealed semi-trailer winds through a grimy 

industrial section of the Los Angeles basin called the City of Commerce. The 
truck moves slowly up Pacific Street past a row of dingy warehouses to the 

loading dock at the rear of Amvac Chemical Corporation’s pesticide plant. There, 
from a storage area labeled "Restricted Area/Authorized Personnel Only 
Beyond This Point,” pallets of light-blue, 30-gallon drums stacked three high are 
loaded into the huge truck-trailer.

When it’s full, the rig heads for Interstate 10 and moves into the stream of traffic 
flowing back and forth across the country 24 hours a day. The driver carries emergen
cy telephone numbers and special instructions in case the colorless, odorless fluid in 
the drums somehow spills or is released. No unloading or transfer of the toxic cargo is 
permitted enroute.

A few days and most of the continent later, the same truck rolls into the bustling 
coastal city of Gulfport, Mississippi, and up to the automated loading docks of 
Standard Fruit & Steamship Company. There, the light-blue drums labeled “Re
stricted Use Pesticides” are lifted onto the deck of one of the 30 vessels owned or 
leased by Standard’s parent company, the U.S.-based 
Castle & Cooke Inc.—largest importer of bananas 
to the United States.

The ship retraces its route, out of Gulfport, into 
the balmy waters of the Gulf of Mexico. The light-
blue drums will stay above-deck to lessen dangers to 
the crew in case of a spill. The banana ship’s destina-
tion is one of the romantic-sounding ports of Central 
or South America—Puerto Limon in Costa Rica, La CeibaNOVEMBER 1979
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Most of the peasants applying 
the poisons can read neither the 
English nor Spanish label.”

in Honduras, Guayaquil in Ecuador—a journey that can 
take from four to seven days.

When it docks at one of these ports in the tropics, the 
pesticide drums will be unloaded and taken to their ulti
mate stop—the vast banana and pineapple plantations of 
Castle & Cooke. C&C is one of the largest foreign corpo
rate landholders in Central America. The workers on the 
company plantations are mostly illiterate peasants and 
Indians. They are the people who will use this pesticide to 
kill the soil-dwelling worms that attack bananas and other 
crops destined for U.S. kitchens.

What is the pesticide in the light-blue drums? DBCP. 
One of many pesticides that are banned or severely re
stricted in the U.S., but which American companies buy. 
sell and dump freely on the Third World. Use of DBCP 
(the acronym for its cumbersome chemical name 1, 2-Di- 
bromo-3-chloropropane) was banned in California in Au
gust 1977, because it makes humans sterile and causes 
cancer (“The Sterility Scandal,'’ MJ. May ’79). The En
vironmental Protection Agency (EPA) has imposed strin
gent limits on DBCP use in the other 49 states and has 
instituted procedures which may result, within the next 
few months, in a total ban of DBCP here.

But even if the EPA does ban all use of DBCP, the 
action will not interrupt the flow of the chemical from 
Amvac to Castle & Cooke’s overseas fruit plantations. It 
would still be legal to manufacture DBCP here and sell it 
abroad. “There is absolutely no control over the world
wide distribution of hazardous pesticides,” says Dr. Har
old Hubbard of the World Health Organization (WHO). 
A provision of U.S. law governing pesticides explicitly 
states that pesticides banned in the U.S. may be exported 
to other nations. The foreign buyers, in turn, either do not 
know or do not care that the chemicals have been found 
too dangerous for use in the U.S., the country where they 
are usually made. In this way, millions of pounds of 
banned and restricted pesticides are dumped each year on 
the Third World.

The Boomerang Dump
Dumping pesticides is a little different than selling Dai

kon Shields or Tris-soaked pajamas to unsuspecting con
sumers. Heinous as those dumps might be, the injury or 
death inflicted as a result happens on an individual basis, 
in distinct tragedies, one body at a time. Not so with 
pesticides. Most of the peasants applying the poisons to 
crops can read neither the English nor the Spanish in
structions printed on the labels of the chemical contain
ers. Pesticides are often poured on crops in excessive 
amounts. Many people, in addition to the pests, are 
poisoned by the chemicals—about 500,000 yearly, accord
ing to the World Health Organization. Some victims die 

immediately; the long-term effects on the rest are un
known.

“The people who work in the fields of Central America 
are treated like half-humans,” says Dr. Lou Falcon, a 
University of California entomologist who visits the re
gion often. “When an airplane flies over to spray, they can 
leave if they want, but they won’t be paid their seven cents 
a day, or whatever. They often live in huts in the middle of 
the fields. Their homes, their children and their food get 
contaminated.”

Pesticide poisoning is only one aspect of the massive 
dumping of these chemicals. A three-month investigation 
by Mother Jones and the Center for Investigative Report
ing shows that U.S. companies—while not the worst

WALTER GURBO

Let Them Eat %?* *!
Any bulk food shipment can easily get contaminated.

Mold, animal feces, even broken glass, can find its way 
into food that is stored in large quantities awaiting long-
distance shipment.

Though the Food and Drug Administration has a budget of 
about $7,140,000 a year for employing 205 inspectors and 
analysts whose job it is to check food coming into the United 
States, it has no regular program to check food going out of 
the country. If what we found in San Francisco is any indica
tion, the FDA hasn’t checked food exports for several years.

Because the same ships and docks are often used for im
ports and exports, these inspectors sometimes run across 
contaminated foodstuffs headed abroad. But the lack of any 
program for inspection guarantees the easy export of adulter
ated foods. The following examples of contaminated food 
were noted by an FDA official in testimony before the House 
Subcommittee on Government Operations in July 1978:

• 6,796 boxes of insect-ridden rice bound for Chile.
• 3,250 pounds of moldy flour bound for Abu Dhabi, 

United Arab Emirates.
• 200,000 pounds of yellow cornmeal contaminated with 

bird and rodent feces bound for the Netherland Antilles.
—Mark Dowie
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WALTER GURBO

The Dump That Killed 
Twenty Thousand

Chloramphenicol is one of the “wonder” drugs, an anti
biotic effective against a broad range of infections. 
However, it has equally powerful side effects. One of them is 

aplastic anemia, a frequently fatal blood disease. Extrapolat
ing from fatality-rate figures given by the California State 
Department of Health, we can estimate that between 888 and 
1,487 Americans have died from aplastic anemia induced by 
chloramphenicol. The drug is marketed in this country by 
Parke, Davis & Company, most commonly under the name 
Chloromycetin.

Despite this risk, chloramphenicol still is uniquely effec
tive against certain esoteric diseases, one of them being 
typhoid fever. The problem (for the drug companies) is that 
there are only a few hundred cases of typhoid fever a year in 
the U.S. Hence, Parke, Davis for many years aggressively 
pushed its Chloromycetin as a cure for a wide variety of other 
maladies. Experts testifying some years ago before Senator 
Gaylord Nelson’s Small Business Subcommittee on Monopo
ly said that between 90 and 99 percent of Chloromycetin 
prescriptions were being given out for common colds, acne or 
other conditions for which no drugs are effective, or other 
drugs are safer.

Eventually, under the pressure of congressional hearings, 
lawsuits and other publicity, chloramphenicol sales in the 
U.S. declined sharply. Parke, Davis began printing warnings 
on Chloromycetin packages sold in the U.S. stressing that the 
drug should only be used for a few life-threatening illnesses. 
Are these warnings “justifiable?” Senator Nelson asked 
Parke, Davis executive Leslie Lueck at a 1967 hearing. 
“Yes,” he replied. To Lueck’s consternation, Nelson then 
produced an ad for Chloromycetin from the British medical 
journal The Lancet that carried no warnings at all. Lueck 
made some excuses; Nelson said: “I don’t see how you peo
ple can sleep at night.”

If Parke, Davis people lost any sleep over Britain, they 
ought to have become insomniacs over Latin America. 
There, University of California pharmacologist Dr. Milton 
Silverman reported in a 1976 study, chloramphenicol was 
recommended to physicians for treatment of all sorts of 
conditions—including tonsillitis [Continued on next page] 

offenders, since that distinction belongs to firms head-
quartered in Europe—have an enormous stake in export
ing these chemicals. Uncontrolled, the worldwide pesti
cide trade is on its way to becoming a scandal of interna
tional proportions:

• Nearly 40 percent of the 1.6 billion pounds of pesti
cides sold annually in this country is sold to export buyers. 
It appears that every pesticide banned or restricted by the 
federal government here has been exported. A full 15 
percent of U.S. pesticide exports are “unregistered.” 
They are chemicals that were never licensed, tested or 
reviewed by the EPA at all.

• Pesticides are sold throughout the Third World with
out controls to people who usually do not know how the 
chemicals should be safely used. Leptophos, a nerve
damaging pesticide that brings on paralysis in its victims, 
was never approved for sale in the U.S. In Indonesia, 
according to an official of that country’s Food and Agri
culture Organization, leptophos was sold “alongside the 
potatoes and rice . . . people just collect it in sugar sacks, 
milk cartons, Coke bottles. ...”

• Both farmworkers themselves and those who eat 
food grown throughout the developing world with the aid 
of pesticides run a high risk of pesticide poisoning. One 
Central American farm survey found the levels of the 
pesticide aldrin on cabbage to be nearly 2,000 times the 
level allowed in food sold in the U.S. The average content 
of DDT in the blood of people in Guatemala and Nicar
agua is over 30 times the U.S. average.

• Not only are U.S.-based companies selling pesticides 
overseas, they also are buying them there. In Costa Rica, 
the main importer for seven heavily restricted U.S. pesti
cides (DDT, aldrin, dieldrin, heptachlor, chlordane, en
drin and BHC) is not a local farming operation, but 
Ortho, a division of Chevron Chemical Co.—an arm of 
Standard Oil of California. This way, the multinational 
companies circumvent U.S. regulations and continue us
ing hazardous chemicals for food production.

• The “vast majority” of the nearly one billion pounds 
of pesticides used each year in the Third World is applied 
to crops that are then exported back to the U.S. and other 
rich countries, according to WHO. This fact undercuts 
the industry’s main argument defending pesticide dump
ing. “We see nothing wrong with helping the hungry 
world eat,” is the way a Velsicol Chemical Company 
executive puts it. Yet, the entire dumping process by
passes the local population’s need for food. The example 
in which DBCP manufactured by Amvac is imported into 
Central America by Castle & Cooke to grow fruit des
tined for U.S. dinner tables is a case in point.

Pesticides are, of course, considered a useful tool in 
combating the loss, due to pests, of an estimated 40 per
cent of each year’s global food crop. But the record onNOVEMBER 1979
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Nearly half of our imported 
green coffee beans are contam- 
inated with banned pesticides.”
pesticide use has been, at best, mixed. Insects have great 
genetic plasticity. They can adapt quickly to poisons and 
outlive them. In India and Central America, DDT was 
believed to eradicate malaria-carrying mosquitoes. For 
many years it did. But recently, malaria epidemics broke 
out in those areas that have aggressive DDT spraying 
programs, signaling that the mosquitoes have become 
resistant to the poison.

The hazards of dumping pesticides overseas are many, 
but it would be inaccurate to believe they are the Third 
World’s alone. Pesticides, once dumped, have a way of 
coming back, like a boomerang. U.S. government spot 
checks have found that approximately 10 percent of im
ported food is contaminated with illegal levels of pesti
cides. The Food and Drug Administration (FDA) reports 
that nearly half of the green coffee beans imported by this 
country are contaminated with pesticides that have been 
previously banned in the U.S. At least 20 pesticides, 
potential carcinogens, are undetectable with FDA tests 
used to find residues in food. In many other cases, the 
FDA simply does not know what the substances are that 
do show up in its tests.

There are, for example, 94 different pesticides used by 
the six coffee-growing countries in Central and South 
America. Studies by the General Accounting Office, 
Congress’ investigative arm, found that, of those, 64 are 
not detectable by FDA multiresidue tests. Of those that 
are detectable, only 18 have tolerance levels set for re
stricting the sale of coffee contaminated with them. This 
means that imported coffee can be sold in the U.S. with 
the residues of 76 pesticides that are either undetectable 
or completely unregulated.

The Case of Phosvel
The Velsicol Chemical Corporation of Chicago is not 

the largest pesticide dumper in the world, but it is known 
as one of the most shameless. Financially, Velsicol is 
dwarfed by giants like Dow, DuPont or Shell. But despite 
its size, the company has been implicated in more en
vironmental disasters than nearly any other. In the U.S., 
Velsicol was the company that brought us PBB poisoning 
(“Is the Poisoning of Michigan Just the Start?” MJ, May 
’77), the Tris baby clothes case and the Tennessee leaky 
pesticide drums, to name three. Internationally, Velsi- 
col’s record has been no less extraordinary. The-company 
earned its notorious reputation through the global sale of 
the pesticide leptophos, trade-named Phosvel.

Phosvel is an organophosphate nerve toxin that attacks 
the human body like rattlesnake venom. The EPA never 
allowed Velsicol to sell the stuff in this country, although 
it did issue an experimental use permit (EUP) for one 
year. According to Robert Chambers of the General 

Accounting Office, “Velsicol used its EUP to mislead 
countries overseas about the status of leptophos.” Third 
World nations had the impression the pesticide had been 
approved for use in this country. It had not. Perhaps lack 
of EPA approval gave Velsicol the incentive to massively 
dump leptophos in the developing world. The company 
looked to the government for the dump.

The "arranger” for this dump was the U.S. Agency for 
International Development (see “The Charge: Gyno- 
cide,” page 26, for more about AID’S role in dumping). 
AID spent $5 million in taxpayers’ funds to send Phos
vel—as well as other restricted pesticides, including hep
tachlor, chlordane and endrin—overseas in 1974. Recip
ient countries included India. Pakistan, Brazil, Colom
bia, Vietnam, Indonesia and Israel. In Egypt, Phosvel 
exposure killed more than a thousand water buffalo and 
an unrevealed number of humans.

Although Velsicol says it no longer manufactures Phos
vel anywhere in the world, documents obtained from the 
government of Costa Rica reveal that the company has 
continued selling the chemical on world markets. As re
cently as July 1978, in three different shipments originat
ing in Panama and Mexico, Velsicol imported Phosvel 
into Costa Rica. In addition, the company continues to 
manufacture three highly persistent, carcinogenic pesti
cides—chlordane, heptachlor and endrin—for export to 
the Third World. Under terms of a legal settlement with 
EPA, Velsicol will have to phase out all U.S. sales of 
heptachlor and chlordane by 1983. The company bitterly

[Continued from preceding page] and bronchitis—that were 
scarcely life-threatening. Parke, Davis gave no warnings at 
all about the drug to doctors in Guatemala, Costa Rica and 
other Central American countries. McKesson Laboratories, 
a rival supplier of chloramphenicol, recommended its brand 
for whooping cough; and while it disclosed a few hazards to 
doctors in Central America, it listed none at all in Colombia 
and Ecuador.

Besides causing an unknown number of deaths from aplas
tic anemia, promiscuous use of chloramphenicol—like that of 
many antibiotics—has had a more serious consequence: bac
teria have built up resistance to it.

No one knew how serious a problem this would be until a 
1972-73 epidemic of typhoid fever in Mexico. Believed to be 
the most catastrophic outbreak of typhoid in history, it 
afflicted about 100,000 people. Up until that point, most 
doctors had assumed that chloramphenicol would prove as 
effective against typhoid as it had in the past. To their dis
may, they were wrong. The particular typhoid bacteria they 
were dealing with had, through long exposure, built up resist
ance to chloramphenicol. Doctors were largely helpless.

20,000 of the typhoid victims died. —Morton Mintz
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American chemical firms spend
44 percent less on pollution 
control overseas than at home.”

contested this EPA action, initiated in 1975, since at that 
time it was selling nearly $45 million worth per year of the 
two banned pesticides—25 percent of its total sales.

The giants of the U.S. chemical industry, as much as 
they might like, cannot insulate themselves from the scan
dals of small firms like Velsicol or Amvac. The industry is 
so interconnected, through licensing and patent arrange
ments, that virtually every company is profiting from 
every other’s activities. Dow, for instance, receives three 
cents on every gallon of DBCP sold by Amvac. (Dow 
stopped making DBCP after the sterility scandal made 
headlines, but Amvac must produce its DBCP under 
Dow’s patent.) The export product Velsicol substituted 
for Phosvel in its Texas plant is EPN. That poison, now 
under government review for possible cancellation, is 
twice as neurotoxic as Phosvel and is produced under a 
similar patent arrangement with DuPont.

Conflicts of Interest
The leaders of many Third World nations are them

selves deeply enmeshed in the pesticide trade. “One of 
the reasons the LDC [less-developed countries] govern-

Stop the Corporados
With Mother Jones Reprints

If you’re as outraged about dumping as we are, you’ll want 
to let your friends—and your Congressmembers—know 
about it. To help you spread the word, we’re offering a 

24-page reprint of “The Corporate Crime of the Century” for 
just 50c. Dumping can be stopped, and the more people who 
join the fight, the sooner it will be won.

Please send me ................ copies of “The Corporate Crime of the Century.”

Enclosed is my check for $............ which includes 35c postage/handling.

Name (please print).............................................................................................................

Address..............................................................................................................................

City.....................................................................................................................................

State/Zip..............................................................................................................................

Prices: 2 copies (minimum order), $1 + 35e shipping/handling; additional 
copies 50c each. 100 copies or more, 30c each.
California residents add six percent sales tax. Please send checks or money 
orders only; no credit orders. Allow four to six weeks for delivery.

Mother Jones Reprint Service
625 Third Street, San Francisco, CA 94107 

ments don’t do anything about the pesticides problem," 
says Hubbard of the WHO, “is that the people who use 
pesticides, the people who import pesticides and the peo
ple who ‘regulate’ pesticides are the same people. It's a 
tight little group in each developing country.’’

Entomologist Lou Falcon says that a previous minister 
of agriculture in Nicaragua also had investments in a 
company importing pesticides. “In Nicaragua,’’ he 
added, “pesticide importing has been a $20 million-a-year 
business in a country with an entire operating budget of 
only $90 million. The important people are simply not 
interested in pesticides becoming a controversy.”

Pesticide promotion abroad is also big business. 
“Whenever a new pesticide hits a country, every farmer 
knows about it right away,” Falcon says. “There is heavy 
publicity by the companies.”

One of the issues discussed at a recent State Depart
ment conference on pesticides was what kind of notifica
tion officials should give LDCs when a pesticide is banned 
in the U.S. Sam Gitonga, an official in Kenya’s Ministry 
of Irrigation, complained that the “information received 
from the U.S. now is quite inadequate—usually just a 
photocopy of a telex to the American attache that some
thing has been banned.” Gitonga pointed out the contrast 
between this haphazard official notice and the “pesticide 
salesman who comes to our office with a bulk of papers. It 
is very difficult for us to check and cross-check whether 
this particular product is actually registered in the 50 
countries where the seller claims his pesticide is regis
tered.”

EPA officials unveiled a new notification procedure at 
the State Department conference, which, once adopted, 
will require exporters to obtain written acknowledgment 
from importers that they know they are buying a hazard
ous pesticide. But as Frances Miley, a former official who 
helped write the new provision, told Mother Jones, “If the 
companies don’t do it, there is no penalty.”

Of course, in a country like Costa Rica, where U.S.- 
owned Ortho is the major pesticide purchaser, notifica
tion will accomplish nothing. In any event, it is difficult to 
imagine how notifying purchasers that they are buying 
banned pesticides is going to improve the lot of the work
ers who have to apply the poisons in the fields.

Global Leech
The new EPA notification procedure will undoubtedly 

bring on more cries from industry of “over-regulation” by 
U.S. government agencies. To make its point, the indus
try cites statistics like those in a 1974 survey by the trade 
magazine Chemical Week, which reported that U.S. 
chemical firms spend 44 percent less on pollution control 
at their overseas plants than at those inside the country.NOVEMBER 1979



Karl Marx and 
the Pajama Game

Remember Tris? Tris was the flame-retardant chemical 
added to over 240 million pairs of children’s pajamas— 
until research showed that it was carcinogenic. The latest 

testing shows that Tris (2,3-dibromopropyl) phosphate causes 
kidney cancer in 300 of each million male children exposed to 
it. with an additional 60 cases per million girl children. In 1977, 
the U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission (CPSC) 
banned the sale of Tris-impregnated garments and forced 
manufacturers to take back millions of pairs of pajamas.

This produced a dilemma for more than 100 medium- and 
small-volume garment manufacturers. They had put much of 
their investment into producing Tris-treated pajamas. Now 
their warehouses were full of them. Not only could these 
pajamas not be sold, they couldn’t be thrown away—because 
of Tris’ toxicity, the government would only let the manufac
turers bury or burn the pajamas, or use them as industrial 
wiping cloths.

The manufacture of pajamas and other clothing is one of the 
few industries in which many companies are small and family- 
owned. The pajama makers for the most part were firms of less 
than 100 employees, mostly in the South or on New York’s 
Lower East Side. Through lawsuits, they tried to get the finan
cial burden of the Tris disaster shifted to the giant mills that 
had actually made the cloth. No luck. The big department 
stores that had ordered the pajamas would not bear any of the 
loss; nor would the chemical company that manufactured Tris. 
Finally, the pajama makers turned to the federal government, 
which, after all, had required them to add Tris to pajamas, 
then banned the sale of those garments. A bill granting the 
small companies relief passed Congress, but President Carter 
vetoed it. Today, many of these firms face bankruptcy.

Meanwhile, something had to be done with all the carcin
ogenic pajamas. Slowly, advertisements began appearing in 
the classified pages of Women's Wear Daily:

“Tris—Tris—Tris. ... We will buy any fabric containing 
Tris,” said an ad placed by Paul Rothman Industries. “Tris— 
We will purchase any large quantities of garments containing 

Tris,” said another, placed by Cord Exporters.
Export. Another dump was in the works, and this time it was 

the middlemen who stood to make a killing. Exporters were 
able to obtain the pajamas cheaply, usually at 10-30 percent of 
the normal wholesale price.

Sadly, the pajama makers who recovered even that meager 
amount were usually the larger companies in the field—those 
which needed it least. The small firms were busy lobbying 
Congress for their ill-fated relief bill.

Just who were the middlemen, the profiteers of this particu
lar dump? They have been hard to track down. Paul Rothman, 
despite his ad, claims today that he never exported a single 
garment or bolt of cloth. Cord Exporters disappeared from its 
closet-sized office. Its principal, Morris Fine, broke his lease 
and is being sought by New York sheriffs for back rent.

One exporter we were able to track down was a New York 
firm by the unlikely name of Karl J. Marx & Co. The 
company is what is known as a “commission house” or “buying 

office”; it takes a cut for representing out-of-state and foreign 
buyers in New York’s crowded garment district. When we 
visited Marx & Company’s Seventh Avenue office recently, an 
employee, who wished to remain anonymous, said the com
pany had indeed exported Tris-treated pajamas, about 12,000 
pairs. These were bought by a Venezuelan wholesaler, who 
sold them around South America and the Caribbean.

Soon, the employee’s boss, a florid and hostile man, entered 
the room and wanted to know our business. Told that it was 
Tris exports, the man (was he Karl Marx himself? We do not 
know) insisted that his firm had nothing to do with such mat
ters. Behind him we could glimpse an office subdivided into 
cubicles, some with pajamas draped over the partitions.

Experts in the trade estimate that tens of millions of pairs of 
Tris-treated pajamas were shipped quietly out of the U.S. 
between the time Tris was banned here in 1977 and June 1978, 
when the CPSC slapped a ban on Tris exports.

Where did thse carcinogenic pajamas end up? “Europe” 
was all that one manufacturer, Lou Bates of Bates Nitewear, 
Inc., in Greensboro, North Carolina, would specify as far as 
his pajamas were concerned. Bates said he had actually gone 
down to the docks and watched workers load his garments on 
ships, to make sure they were headed across the Atlantic and 
not for Canada or Mexico, from which they might be quietly 
shipped back into the U.S. and into legal trouble.

The Colombian newspaper El Tiempo reports that other 
batches of pajamas with Tris are being sold in Bogota and San 
Andres (a free-port island off Central America); another ship
ment has been traced to Caracas; and the French National 
Consumer Institute, in June of last year, reported'finding 
Tris-treated pajamas on sale in Paris. The labels on the French 
shipment showed they once had been made for Sears, 
Roebuck. But America’s largest retailer denies any knowledge 
of their export, saying only that a manufacturer recalled the 
goods and sent them abroad. —Mark Hosenball
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The landowner used the
poison to kill hungry dogs.
Instead, 13 hungry children died.”

Accordingly, there has been a tendency in recent years 
for producers of pesticides or other banned and heavily 
restricted products to move their production facilities 
abroad. For years, Hercules Inc. has produced toxaphene 
in Nicaragua, and American Cyanamid Co. announced it 
has built a pesticide plant in Brazil, where Dow already 
has one making the herbicide 2,4-D. Two DBCP plants 
operating in Mexico are closely allied with foreign chem
ical giants; since Mexican law generally prohibits for
eigners from legally owning more than 49 percent of any 
company inside its borders, the plants’ actual equity re
lationships are closely guarded secrets. Velsicol also has a 
plant in Mexico, which is producing what the company 
has identified only as “agricultural chemicals.”

WALTER GURBO

Duke the Dumpers
There are several steps you can take to help stop the flow 

of lethal products dumped by corporations.
• If you work for a corporation that is dumping hazardous 

products abroad, tell us. Please supply copies of company 
documents if possible. We’ll keep your name totally con
fidential—Or you can write us anonymously, if you prefer. 
Write: Dumping Investigation, Mother Jones, 625 Third 
Street, San Francisco, California 94107.

• Send your Senators and Representatives a copy of this 
issue or a reprint (available through MJ-see box, page 46). 
Ask them to tell you what legislation they plan to introduce to 
ban dumping. Tell them you think the dumping of dangerous 
or lethal products should carry criminal penalties.

• If you know anyone in any position of influence in any 
Third World country, send him or her a magazine or reprint. 
Pressure from African, Asian and Latin American countries 
will be a major force in getting the U.S. government to ban 
dumping.

• The dumping of the dangerous contraceptive Depo- 
Provera (see page 26) is being fought by the National Wom
en’s Health Network, Suite 105, 2025 I Street N.W., Wash
ington, D.C. 20006. They can use help of all kinds, especially 
contributions to their efforts.

“We are getting to the point where we might have all 
the restrictions in the world on pesticide exports." says 
Jacob Scherr, staff attorney for the Natural Resources 
Defense Council, “but then the companies just move 
their plants to the LDCs.”

“These global companies have subsidiaries and formu
lation plants all over the world,” says Hubbard of the 
WHO. “You’ve got to take them all on—not just the 
American companies. Call them the bad-ass operators 
they really are. The multinationals simply go into the 
LDCs, give a banned pesticide a local name and then turn 
around and sell it all over the world under that new name. 
It’s a real Mafia-type operation.”

Through all the charges and countercharges of over-
regulation or under-regulation, beneath the statistics 
thrown around at high-level conferences, there is one 
blatant fact that cannot—must not—be overlooked when 
discussing pesticide dumping in the Third World. The 
uninformed use of banned pesticides is killing people. 
Just that. Stories like the following from the village of 
Bahia, in Brazil, are too common.

Thirteen children in Bahia died in the summer of 1975. 
They lived not only in the same village, but on the same 
street. The oldest child was only eight. When they became 
ill, the children broke into severe sweats, foamed at the 
mouth, vomited and went into convulsions. Most died 
within a few days. The eight-year-old, a girl, survived her 
first bout with the illness and then, more than three weeks 
later, suffered the same symptoms again, and died.

The medical examiner found that samples of the little 
girl’s blood and liver showed extremely high levels of the 
pesticide aldrin and its breakdown product, dieldrin. 
Aldrin and dieldrin were banned in the U.S. a year before 
these deaths. But Shell—the company holding the exclu
sive patent on aldrin—simply switched production of the 
poison from a plant in California to another in the Nether
lands. Shell then continued to dump aldrin on the Third 
World, including sales to Brazil.

In Brazil, as in too many other developing nations, 
banned pesticides are sold over the counter, like flour. 
Anyone can buy them. Those who investigated the case of 
the 13 children believed the aldrin was bought by a well- 
to-do landowner. The landowner used the aldrin on fresh 
meat to kill hungry dogs in his district. He killed 13 hungry 
children with the pesticide instead.

David Weir’s last article for Mother Jones was “Waste 
Deep in the Big Muddy" (May, ’78). Research assistance 
for this article was provided by Julie Kosterlitz (in Kenya), 
Chris Jenkins and the Center for Investigative Reporting. 
Research was financed by grants from the Fund for Investi
gative Journalism and the Mother Jones Investigative 
Fund.NOVEMBER 1979
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March 20, 1980

Mr. Raymond J. Hodge, Chairman
International Engineering & Construction

Industries Council
1015 15th Street, N.W., Suite 802
Washington, D.C. 20006

Dear Mr. Hodge:

I am acknowledging receipt of a copy of the proceedings of the fifth 
Action Conference of the International Engineering and Construction 
Industries Council.

I appreciate having this information. The problems of the export 
sector, particularly in services, are of deep personal concern. It 
is my hope that the moves being taken to improve our competitive 
position 1n International trade will yield significant results.

Thank you for thinking of me.

Sincerely,

DANIEL K. INOUYE
United States Senator

DKI:elp



INTERNATIONAL ENGINEERING &
CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRIES COUNCIL

1015 15TH STREET, N.W., SUITE 802, WASHINGTON, D.C. 20005

March 17, 1980

The Honorable Daniel K. Inouye
United States Senate
Washington, D. C. 20510

Dear Senator Inouye:

I am enclosing for your review a copy of the proceedings 
of the fifth Action Conference of the International Engineer
ing and Construction Industries Council (IECIC), held last 
September in Washington, D.C. You will note that a number of 
members of Congress participated in the 2 1/2 days of presen
tations and workshops which addressed U.S. export policy and 
the increasing inability of our industry to compete in the 
international marketplace. The purpose of the Conference was 
to analyze the importance of expanded engineering-construc
tion exports for the national economy, and examine the dis
incentives hindering our ability to fulfill our considerable 
export potential.

All Conference attendees participated in workshop sessions, 
formulating a list of specific recommendations for changes in 
national policies that in our view would place the engineering
construction industry on a better competitive footing abroad. 
Those recommendations are presented on pages 13 and 14 of the 
Conference Proceedings. I hope you will take a moment to look 
at them, and consider the impact that a more positive U.S. 
export policy would have on our balance of trade and the 
strength of our economy as a whole.

We recognize that several of the recommendations would 
require the introduction of new legislation. Your help in 
completing the attached questionnaire would therefore greatly 
assist us in assessing our legislative alternatives and deter
mining our priorities.

The three associations which jointly comprise IECIC - The 
National Constructors Association, The Associated General 
Contractors of America, and The American Consulting Engineers 
Council - are committed to working with you in support of 
expanded U.S. exports.

Sincerely,

Raymond J. Hodge
Chairman



IECIC CONGRESSIONAL SURVEY ON EXPORT LEGISLATION

This questionnaire accompanies the proceedings of the Fifth Biennial Action Conference of 
the International Engineering and Construction Industries Council [IECIC]. The purpose of the 
survey is to alert members of Congress to the serious competitive problems experienced by the 
U.S. engineering/construction industry in overseas markets, and to determine the degree of sup
port in Congress for legislative measures designed to improve the present situation.

We have identified below five vital areas where legislative change in our opinion is urgently 
needed. Please indicate your position with respect to the following legislative goals:

1. Elimination of taxation of foreign earned income (see pages 6, 7, and 13 in proceedings).

Support □ Oppose □ Would need additional informa
tion before taking a position □

Comments:____________________________________________ ____________________________

2. Substantial increase in Export-Import Bank annual lending authority (see pages 8, 11 and 13
in proceedings).

Support □ Oppose □ Would need additional informa
tion before taking a position □

Comments: _ _______________________________________________________________________

3. Revision of AID Code 941 countries to exclude advanced developing nations from bid eli
gibility on AID funded construction (see pages 11 and 13 in proceedings).

Support □ Oppose □ Would need additional informa
tion before taking a position □

Comments:___ _____________________________________________________________________

4. Repeal or modification of Section 999 of the Internal Revenue Code on penalties for anti-
boycott violations (see pages 10, 13 and 14 in proceedings).

Support □ Oppose Would need additional informa
tion before taking a position □

Comments:

5. Repeal or modify the Foreign Corrupt Practices act (see pages 10 and 14 in proceedings).

Support □ Oppose □ Would need additional informa
tion before taking a position □

Comments: _____________ ___________________________________________________________

Member of Congress:__________ _ _____________________________________________________

Staff Contact: ____________ __________________________________________________________

We would appreciate your comments or suggestions on these or any other issues in the pro
ceedings. Please return the questionnaire to Mr. Raymond Hodge, Chairman, International 
Engineering and Construction Industries Council, 1015 15th Street, N.W., Suite 802, Washington, 
D.C. 20005.



SUMMARY

Resolutions - IECIC V Action Conference

Under the following categories, the International Engineering and Construction 
Industries Council recommends:

Taxation

• Realistic regulations through IRS implementation of Sections 911 & 
913 of the Foreign Earned Income Act of 1978;

• Elimination of taxation of American foreign earned income;

• Retention of corporate tax incentives, foreign tax credits, and 
tax deferral.

Export Financing

• A fourfold increase in the present annual lending authority of 
the Export-Import Bank;

• Development of programs through the Export-Import Bank and/or AID 
executing pre-investment and feasibility study funding, as well as 
a comprehensive worldwide insurance facility;

• Revision of AID Code 941 countries to exclude advanced developing 
nations;

• Federal funding of commercial banks for offering competitive fixed 
rate loans.

Export Controls/Extraterritorial Application of U.S. Laws

• Repeal of Section 999 of the Internal Revenue Code, which denies tax 
benefits to exporters participating in unsanctioned boycotts;

• Repeal of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act;

• Streamlining of the process for obtaining an export license;

• Removal of extraterritorial environmental controls;

• Clarification of the Webb-Pomerene antitrust implications and expan
sion of its provisions to include services.

Government Trade Promotion

• Expansion of U.S. government trade promotion activities at the highest 
official levels;

• Public assessment of lost export business resulting from existing 
or proposed regulations;

• Consolidation and streamlining of U.S. government trade functions;

• Vigorous enforcement of fair trading practices outlined in the Multi
lateral Trade Negotiations.
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The International Engineering and Construction Indus
tries Council was formally organized in September, 
1967, by the Associated General Contractors of 
America, the Consulting Engineers Council of the 
United States, and the National Constructors Associa
tion. The Council was formed to deal collectively with 
the mutual interests and problems of the designers and 
builders of projects abroad, and to provide these groups 
with a more effective contact with government agen
cies, financial institutions, and private organizations 
concerned with foreign investment and development 
projects.



PURPOSE OF THE IECIC V ACTION 
CONFERENCE

IECIC V had three primary functions:

1) To identify and examine the reasons for the declining competitiveness of 
of the U.S. construction and engineering industry working overseas;

2) To inform and communicate with U.S. government representatives and 
members of Congress on specific export-related industry problems;

3) To develop and recommend constructive policies and actions aimed at 
improving the future competitive position of the U.S. construction and 
engineering industry in world markets.
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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

Keynote Speaker Luther H. Hodges, Jr. IECIC Chairman Bancroft T. Foley, Jr.

Several major international and domestic economic de
velopments and specific industry concerns dominated the 
discussion and influenced the mood of the Fifth IECIC 
Action Conference and the nearly 200 participants repre
senting the U.S. engineering and construction industry, 
government and the legislative branch.

The conference was held at a time of instability in the 
international economy due in large part to rapidly rising oil 
prices threatening a world-wide recession. The conference 
also coincided with continued record high U.S. trade def
icits (amounting in 1978 to $34 billion), continued decline 
in the value of the dollar, double-digit inflation at home, 
and low domestic productivity.

Concurrent with these developments, the U.S. engineer
ing and construction industry working abroad has experi
enced serious competitive problems resulting in lost over
seas market shares and a dramatic drop in only three years 
from first to fifth position in terms of world market construc
tion volume. Reflecting the seriousness of the situation, 
industry representatives concentrated on analyzing their 
competitive problem and offering constructive solutions 
to reverse this trend.

Industry criticism and frustration were directed primarily 
at the changing nature of international competition and the 
absence of U.S. government policies and programs to enable 
U.S. export industries to meet the new competitive realities 
and fulfill their considerable export potential.

More specifically, conference participants attributed the 

competitive problems of the U.S. engineering and construc
tion industry working overseas to the following factors:

• New Asian and European competitors have emerged in 
the international construction markets and these foreign 
firms appear to have access to more substantial support 
from their home governments than what is available to 
U.S. firms here;

• Taxation of U.S. citizens working overseas is extremely 
costly and noncompetitive — particularly Sections 911 
and 913 of the Foreign Earned Income Act of 1978. In 
contrast to the U.S., no other major industrialized country 
taxes its citizens working abroad;

• The U.S. has lost its technological advantage — the time 
when U.S. goods and services were unique is gone;

• The U.S. government and Congress do not give exports 
high enough priority relative to non-economic foreign 
policy and national security considerations. Trade is used 
as a tool for foreign policy purposes;

• There is no coherent U.S. export policy designed to 
significantly expand the overseas sales of U.S. goods 
and services. There is no strong consolidated and stream
lined government agency responsible for U.S. export 
policy and its implementation;

• The continued existence, despite strong export indus
try objections, of numerous U.S. export disincentives 
results in deteriorated international competitiveness and 
the loss of substantial amounts of potential export business. 
Non-competitive taxation of U.S. citizens working 
abroad, anti-boycott, anti-bribery, anti-trust legislation, 
environmental reviews, export licensing requirements 
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and human rights policies are some of the laws and regula
tions which are burdens exclusive to U.S. exporters.

On the positive side, the conference noted the following 
developments:

• As the U.S. has become increasingly dependent on 
imports of large amounts of foreign oil, and the trade 
deficit has grown, an increased, although not sufficient, 
appreciation of the importance of exporting has developed 
among government officials and members of Congress. 
It is to be hoped that some of the current pro-export 
rhetoric will translate into pro-export policies and 
programs;

• Reflecting the more fierce international competitive 
climate, Eximbank has responded with more aggressive 
efforts to provide U.S. exporters with the services that 
are available to our foreign competitors in the areas of 
financing, guarantees and insurance;

• Five years of multilateral trade negotiations have resulted 
in a comprehensive new international treaty, the Trade 
Agreements Act of 1979, which includes twenty new 
codes designed to make international trade more free 
and fair. The engineering and construction industry will 
actively participate in the monitoring and enforcement 
process of these codes, particularly as they relate to the 
restrictions on the use of unfair trading practices in the 
conduct of international business.

Offering the audience an 
interesting comparative anal
ysis of previous IECIC con
ferences, Bancroft T. Foley, 
Chairman of the Fifth IECIC 
Conference, opened the 
meetings and called on the 
industry to take action as 
never before in the 10 year 
history of IECIC. “Our in
dustry is in deep trouble in the 
international market place. 
We have lost our competitive 
edge ... I think we are down to the point, with IECIC V, 
where we must be prepared to identify not just the problems 
but very specific courses of remedial action,” Foley said.

Rep. Barber B. Conable, Jr.

The IECIC V key note speaker, Luther Hodges, Jr., 
Undersecretary of the Department of Commerce, set the 
theme of the Conference by posing the fundamental ques
tion: “Can America change? — to cope with the energy 
problems, to regain productivity growth, to spur industrial 
innovation, to expand exports. I expect business to be a 
leader, not a follower, in this process. It must serve today 
as it has in the past as the nation’s great engine of change,” 
Hodges remarked.

Undersecretary Hodges 
called for more communica
tion between private enter
prise and government and sup
ported moves to eliminate 
regulations in a move towards 
a more efficient economy. 
Real productivity gains are 
needed to improve our com
petitive ability in foreign mar
kets. According to Hodges, 
“We need a national commit
ment to productivity” and Rep. Charles A. Vanik 
“government has a role to play in reducing regulation and 
disincentives, in encouraging innovation and investment.”

But business also has an important responsibility in 
achieving gains in productivity, according to Hodges, “for 
it is management that must make the ultimate, practical deci
sions that can achieve our goals.” Approximately 65% of 
the American workforce is today employed in the service 
sector; this means that we must export more construction 
services, Hodges pointed out. He ended his presentation by 
describing the improvements and the strengthening of the 
Department of Commerce under the President's plan to 
reorganize the federal government’s international trade 
functions. Hodges predicted that the new Department of 
Trade and Commerce will serve the business community 
better in the future, but that the degree of success will depend 
upon the help and support from the business community, 
including the engineering and construction industry.

Senator James A. McClure

During the question and answer period, industry repre
sentatives complained that the Treasury Department, 
through its tax regulations, is negating all the help that the 
Commerce Department is giving to the business community, 
to which Hodges responded that an enhanced Department 
of Commerce is needed. A 
first step in that direction will 
be taken by moving the import 
relief functions from Trea
sury and the commercial of
ficers from the Department of 
State into the Commerce 
Department, he said.

Representative Barber B. 
Conable, Jr. (R-NY), Rank
ing Minority Member of the 
House Ways and Means
Committee, and luncheon speaker at the conference, warned 
that the MTN agreement, by reducing trade obstacles, will 
only open up U. S. markets to others without similar opportu
nities being created for American firms overseas unless U.S. 
export disincentives are removed. Conable pointed out 
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that legislation in the past has been dominated by the labor 
argument that all activity abroad leads to reimportation, but 
Conable went on to emphasize that attitudes have changed 
and suggested that now is a good time for the business 
community to keep the pressure up on such issues as Section 
911 of the Foreign Earned Income Act of 1978. “We can 
compete if we do not tie our hands behind our backs,” 
said Conable, who called for a united business community 
position on export-related issues.

Union and the Peoples Republic of China because of their 
restrictive emigration policies and human rights violations. 
Vanik proposed that the U.S. extend MFN status simul
taneously to both countries, but raised doubts about the 
U.S. affordability of the $2 billion in credits which the 
Administration has recently promised the Chinese. He 
predicted that the main problem in the future will be to 
protect U.S. domestic markets from the invasion of Asian 
and European engineering and construction firms.

IECIC Delegates (from left) John S. Withers, AGC, Dr. Louis Berger, ACEC, D. Alan Kendall, NCA.

The second day luncheon speaker, private attorney 
McNeill Stokes, an expert on international arbitration, 
gave the conference an overview of international construc
tion contract arbitration with particular emphasis on cases 
in the last 20 years. Contractors must not fear arbitration; 
it is a simple procedure; it is fair and it is fast and 90% of 
awards are paid off, Stokes told the audience.

Senator James A. McClure (R-ID), dinner speaker at the 
conference, remarked that, “In recent years, one public 
policy after another has collided with our nation’s business 
interests overseas. And, each collision has further dulled 
the competitive edge of American business overseas.” 
McClure argued that current trends can be reversed only if 
we get our domestic economic policies in order and if we 
develop a truly comprehensive and coherent foreign trade 
policy. “Among the industrialized nations, we have given 
export issues the lowest of priorities, . . . and I think few 
Americans really appreciate the significance of this fact — 
between one-sixth and one-eighth of all the jobs in our 
domestic economy are tied to our nation’s role in foreign 
markets.”

The IECIC breakfast speaker, Representative Charles 
A. Vanik (D-OH), Chairman of the Trade Subcommittee 
of the House Ways and Means Committee, addressed the 
current status of the Jackson-Vanik Amendment which has 
withheld most-favored-nation privileges to the Soviet

Six panels and five workshops spent two and one-half 
days discussing industry problems and developing recom
mendations for action. IECIC V called on the U.S. govern
ment to take the following steps:

• Eliminate the income tax on all Americans working 
overseas;

• Substantially increase the lending authority of the Export- 
Import Bank;

• Expand other Eximbank services, such as loan guaran
tees, political and inflationary risk insurance;

• Create a program for pre-investment and feasibility study 
funding;

• Eliminate so-called Advanced Developing Countries 
from bid eligibility on AID-funded construction projects;

• Repeal Section 999 of the Internal Revenue Code on anti-
boycott sanctions;

• Repeal the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act;
• Improve the process of export licensing;
• Include services in the Webb-Pomerene Act;
• Consolidate and streamline existing international trade 

functions;
• Publicly disclose the lost overseas business associated 

with major existing and proposed legislative or regulatory 
measures affecting U.S. exports.

Summaries of the panel discussions and detailed workshop
recommendations are included in these proceedings.
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ENGINEERING-CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY AS KEYSTONE OF U.S. TRADE

Moderator: Dr. Rip G. Rice
Jacobs Engineering Group

Panelists: Donald E. Cullivan, Camp Dresser & 
McKee, Inc.

Paul N. Howard, Jr., Paul N. Howard Company 
Charles B. Leber, Caterpillar Tractor Company

The opening panel concentrated on two tasks:

1. Bring out facts and figures establishing the crucial 
role of the U.S. engineering-construction industry in terms 
of its contribution to the trade balance and the domestic 
economy.

2. Convince government representatives and members of 
Congress of the urgent need to take steps to improve the 
industry’s ability to compete successfully in the international 
markets in the future.

Donald E. Cullivan

The benefits to the domes
tic economy from exports of 
engineering-construction ser
vices are numerous and im
pressive. The panel chose to 
emphasize the following 
facts:

• Depending on the location 
of the project and the nature 
of the work, the U.S ex
port content of an over
seas construction contract
awarded to a U.S. firm amounts to between 40% and 
60% of the total contract volume. U.S. contractors per
formed approximately $70 billion of overseas construc
tion in the period 1975-78, and using the above formula, 
net exports of between $28 and $42 billion were created. 
For 1978 alone, when the U.S. overseas construction 
volume amounted to $18.5 billion, between $7.4 and 
$11.1 billion of net exports were generated;

• The Commerce Department has estimated that every 
$1 billion of U.S. exports creates some 40,000jobs, which 
means that the engineering-construction industry in the 
period 1975-78 supported between 1.1 and 1.7 million 
domestic jobs through its overseas efforts. This figure 
does not include the thousands of construction and en
gineering personnel involved in the actual completion of 
the project. The job-generating effect of the industry is 
therefore considerable;

• There is a direct relationship between contractor national
ity and procurement from his home country, and a loss of 
overseas market shares for U.S. engineering-construction 

firms translates directly into decreased exports of U.S. 
construction equipment and material;

• The export benefits generated by U. S. design firms pursu
ing overseas work consist of the follow-up orders of equip
ment and construction services, often originating in the 
U.S. as well. The approximately 250 U.S. design firms 
working overseas in 1978, earning some $800 million, 
significantly contribute to the successful marketing of 
U.S. technological capabilities;

• Small businesses benefit from exports of U.S. construc
tion equipment. Caterpillar did business in 1978 with over 
13,000 U.S. suppliers, of which almost 9,500 are small 
businesses by U.S. government definition. Approxi
mately 50% of Caterpillar’s production is sold overseas 
and an estimated 50,000 supplier employees were in
volved in this exporting effort in 1978.

All panel participants expressed deep concern about the 
ability of the U.S. engineering-construction industry to 
compete successfully in world markets in the future. The 
following statistics were cited by panelists as evidence of the 
declining competitiveness of U.S. engineering and con
struction firms working abroad:

• The U.S. construction industry has dropped in three years 
from first to fifth position in terms of new construction 
contracts awarded in world markets. We have been sur
passed by Japan, Korea, West Germany and Italy;

• In Saudi Arabia, which traditionally has been one of the 
most lucrative markets for U.S. engineering and construc
tion services, U.S. contractors have dropped from a 
market share of approximately 10% in 1975 to less than 
3% in 1978;

• Twenty years ago the U.S. share of total world trade, 
excluding services, was 20%. Japanese and German 
shares together totaled only 7%. Today, the U.S. share 
has dropped to 13% while West Germany and Japan have 
increased their shares to 11% and 9% respectively.

The panel attributed these developments to two different 
sets of factors:

First, the emergence of new competitors in the interna
tional marketplace, Europeans and Asians aggressively 
marketing their goods and services, and the loss of U.S. 
technological superiority; second, the lack of a coherent 
U.S. export policy and the use of trade as a tool for foreign 
policy purposes, resulting in a whole range of export con
trols and disincentives, making it more difficult for U.S. 
firms to compete in world markets.

The unanimous conclusion of the panel and audience was 
that trade must be given a much higher priority by the U.S. 
government if the U.S. engineering and construction in
dustry is to continue its presence in overseas markets.
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U.S. TAX LAWS AND REGULATIONS

Taxation Panel

Moderator: Fred C. Culpepper, Jr.
U.S. & Overseas Tax Fairness Committee

Panelists: Miles H. Bresee, Jr., Bechtel Power Corporation 
Johnie H. Jones, J. A. Jones Construction Co. 
E. Michael Flynn, Coopers & Lybrand 
Joseph Guttentag, Arnold & Porter
D. Kevin Dolan, Department of the Treasury 
Representative James R. Jones

With direct reference to recently proposed Internal 
Revenue Service regulations on overseas camp sites, 
Moderator Culpepper opened the tax panel by remarking that 
tax laws and regulations are not the same. “We thought 
that some improvements had been made in the 1978 version 
of the Foreign Earned Income Act, but not so according to 
the regulations,” Culpepper stated, and said he wondered 
whether possibly the time is right to go in and request a com
plete change in tax laws. Congressman Jones consoled the 
audience by firmly stating that Congress did not intend the 
first campsite regulations issued by the IRS and that the 
Treasury Department will find Congress aggressively en
suring that the regulations do meet legislative intent. Jones 
called for the industry and Congress to keep the pressure up 
together to assure a satisfactory regulatory outcome. Kevin 
Dolan from the Treasury Department suggested that the 
engineering and construction industry’s criticism of IRS 
regulations on camp definitions was founded on lack of 
appreciation of the regulatory process, and predicted 
that a better understanding of the system might contribute 
to making industry participation more productive. At the 
same time, however, Mr. Dolan admitted that the 
Treasury and the IRS depend almost exclusively on the 
industry to supply the necessary background facts and fig
ures so that reasonable regulations reflecting the real world 
situation can be drafted.

Dolan called for more constructive industry participa
tion in the regulatory process, and told the audience: “We 
do not intend to give any rational person any ground for 
asserting that the Treasury Department has not administered 
the law and effectuated Congressional will in good faith.” 
According to Dolan, further legislative deliberation is not 
warranted and would be unlikely to result in any significant 
changes in the tax treatment of Americans living abroad.

Industry representatives on the panel responded to Mr. 
Dolan by maintaining that IRS had indeed frustrated the in
tent of Congress by issuing temporary regulations which 
were so harsh that only one camp in 30 in Saudi Arabia 
might qualify for tax exemptions. An improvement in the 
finalized regulations is expected as a result of information 
that the industry has fed into the IRS.

Mr. Flynn, a private tax attorney, described the objectives 
of the 1978 Foreign Earned Income Act as a trade off be
tween economic incentives and tax equity. Concentrating 
on Section 913 of the Act, Mr. Flynn pointed to several 
instances where the regulations are unduly restrictive and 
adjustments would be called for. Some examples: cost of 
living is computed only once a year and does not take into 
account interim currency fluctuations; excess cost of housing 
deductions are based on U.S. conditions where l/6th of in
come is spent on housing (a rule which may or may not 
apply to foreign countries), home- leave cannot be ac
cumulated; the State Department is too cautious in desig
nating certain areas as hardship posts. Mr. Flynn encouraged 
the engineering and construction industry to do its home
work on tax problems and predicted that the pendulum would 
swing from tax equality towards economic incentives only if 
the industry can show that Sections 911 and 913 do not work.

Johnie H. Jones provided the conference with a contrac
tor’s perspective on the Foreign Earned Income Act and 
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presented the audience with some hard facts on the non-
competitive nature of the present tax requirements. “For 
the past two years, our tax managers and our personnel 
people have labored under a day-to-day uncertainty over 
the ultimate tax liability of our overseas workforce,” Jones 
told the conference. “By institutionalizing uncertainty, the 
Foreign Earned Income Act discourages the caliber of em
ployee that we desperately need to attract for overseas 
projects and increased compensation packages will only 
reinforce the problem and make us less competitive with 
European and Asian counterparts, whose employees pay no 
taxes at all,” Jones continued.

Mr. Jones then presented the following comparison of 
costs between a U.S. and a German middle-management 
employee with a wife and one child working in a third 
country:

Costs to German 
Construction Firm

Gross income to employee
Net income after tax

Costs to J.A. Jones 
Construction Company

Gross income to employee 
Net Income after tax

$36.700/yr
$29.244/yr

$62.448/yr
$27.480/yr

Difference: $25.740/yr

Miles H. Bresee, Jr.

Rep. James R. Jones

Jones concluded his presentation by stating that foreign 
governments are no longer willing to pay the tax premiums 
associated with employing Americans, and even the U.S. 
government is turning to foreign contractors on projects it 
finances overseas.

The final panel speaker, Mr. Guttentag addressed the 
issue of foreign tax credits. Engineering and construction 
firms have been swept along inadvertently as foreign tax 
credits have been subject to recent reexamination with 
respect to oil companies, Guttentag remarked.

The proposed new regulations pose a problem for U.S. 
companies by requiring that deductions be calculated on 
gross income and taxes be computed on net income, as is 
the case in the U.S. In many developing nations taxes are 
computed on a gross basis and companies may have to 
persuade the local foreign government to change its laws.

According to Guttentag, there is precedent that taxes 
must reasonably be intended to reach net income — or be 
likely to reach net income, which is different than requiring 
a system similar or identical to the U.S. situation.

Panel presentations and comments from the audience con
firmed that the tax issues are by far considered the most 
burdensome and costly disincentives that U.S. engineers 
and contractors must comply with in their overseas opera
tions. But it became equally clear that the industry intends 
to step up its efforts to get changes in current tax laws and 
regulations by presenting more hard facts and empirical 
data to convince Congress and the IRS of the unreasonable 
and unrealistic nature of existing requirements.
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EXPORT FINANCING

Moderator: H. Peter Guttmann,
HPG Associates

Panelists: Margaret W. Kahliff, Export-Import Bank 
Cordell W. Hull, Bechtel Corporation 
Bengt H.N. Kjellgren, Citibank, N.A. 
Donald R. Sherk, Department of the Treasury 
John D. Lange, Department of the Treasury

“This IECIC V Conference could be the last of its 
kind unless the engineering and construction industry gets 
the relief that it needs,” said panel moderator Peter Gutt
mann in his opening presentation. Guttmann said that the 
U.S. is far behind many other countries in terms of export 
financing, feasibility study funding, and insurance pro
grams. There are virtually no possibilities for obtaining 
feasibility financing in this country for more specialized 
developing country projects; U.S. insurance premiums are 
too high, and bilateral agreements are still required for 
political risk insurance eligibility, Guttmann remarked.

“Anyone going into exporting today must be made aware 
that the competition for sales in foreign markets will be 
fierce.” Margaret Kahliff of the Export-Import Bank told 
the conference audience, and suggested that non-competi
tive prices, rather than financing, in many instances, is the 
reason for lost overseas sales. Competitive U.S. supplier 
prices are the key to successful bidding, according to 
Kahliff. Industry representatives on the panel did not agree 
with her on this latter point.

The changing nature of international competition is plac
ing greater demands on us as private exporters to come up 
with competitive financing packages, said Cordell Hull, 
offering the industry perspective on export financing. In
ternational projects are getting larger, more complex, and in
creasingly involve government participation. Financing 
is frequently sought from a number of different sources: 
private banks, export credit facilities, international lending 
institutions. In Europe and Asia, government support to 
exporters is much more aggressive than in the U. S., attitudes 
are more pro-export, and the government assistance avail
able to our competitors makes it possible for them to put 
together attractive and competitive financing packages, 
according to Hull. This is the main reason why the U.S. 
engineering and construction industry is losing major proj
ects abroad, not price and quality as indicated by a recent 
Eximbank study, Hull said.

Hull listed a number of other topical industry concerns: 
U.S. contractors and engineers lack sufficient insurance 
coverage for inflation and exchange rate losses on fixed rate 
projects; Eximbank loan guarantees are too difficult to 
obtain, and the requirements to perform environmental

Margaret W. Kahliff, left, H. Peter Guttmann

Cordell W. Hull

reviews on major federally funded projects abroad are 
burdensome and time consuming. We are not competitive 
because we do not put together responsive financing 
packages, Hull concluded.

Bengt Kjellgren, representing the private banking com
munity, said that liquidity always is available for good 
projects and that the analytical tools for assessing foreign 
credits, exchange rate fluctuations and political risks are 
getting increasingly sophisticated. However, in answer to 
the question whether U.S. private export financing com
pares favorably to foreign private financing, Kjellgren said 
no — private financing in many other countries has an 
element of government support. He suggested that Exim
bank assume the risk on loans granted by private banks to 
make Eximbank funds stretch further.

Donald Sherk from the Treasury Department said that 
while the international development banks, under the leader
ship of the World Bank, lend about $13-14 billion annually 
for developmental projects, the trend in recent years has 
been away from infrastructure projects and in the direction 
of more basic human needs programs. Sherk urged con
tinued active U.S. support for these banks and emphasized 
that the Treasury Department makes continued efforts to 
try to sift out unfair trading practices from development 
bank competition. Lange made the general observation 
that the U.S. government is becoming increasingly pro-
export in outlook.
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U.S. EXPORT CONTROLS

Moderator: H.K. Baboyian 
UOP Inc.

Panelists: Rutherford Poats, National Security Council 
Dr. Ellen Frost, Department of Defense 
Kent Knowles, Department of Commerce

In his opening remarks on U.S. export controls, panel 
moderator Baboyian said that the uncertainties in policies 
and their timing continue to be key industry concerns. “We 
recognize certain foreign policy goals, but the licensing 
procedures are too complex and too time consuming," 
Baboyian continued, and expressed hopes that the 1979 
Export Administration Act, requiring the Government to 
prepare export denial statements setting forth the reasons for 
a denied export license, will help to ameliorate some of 
the problems that industry must cope with today.

Rutherford Poats, from the National Security Council, 
told the conference about the Administration’s current cost/ 
benefit examination of export control policies. The follow
ing export disincentives have been the focus of an inter-
agency study: nuclear nonproliferation, arms exports, 
human rights, antibribery, and antiboycott policies. Ac
cording to Poats, the task force recommendations have been 
delayed because of the problems of assessing the actual loss 
of business caused by these disincentives. (On a different 
occasion, Poats has estimated that between $5 and $8 
billion of potential U.S. export business is lost each year 
due to these five disincentives.)

When it can be demonstrated that the purpose of a par
ticular export disincentive is frustrated by another country 
providing the same goods, the restriction should be waived. 
In many cases, however, the Executive Branch does not 
have the authority to waive the restriction and, in some 
cases, congressional intent would be frustrated by a waiver, 
said Poats. He emphasized that we must accept the simple 
reality that these policies have very strong support in Con
gress and among the public. It is not politically realistic that 
the study will recommend to significantly dismantle these 
controls which fundamentally are seen by a large number 
of political forces as necessary for security and foreign policy 
purposes, Poats said, but emphasized that the controls can 
be made less fruitless and less likely to be frustrated by 
other countries.

On the positive side, Poats noted that the reorganization 
of the federal government’s international trade functions 
will strengthen the hands of those who promote liberal trade, 
and the Multilateral Trade Negotiations (MTN) offer op
portunities for expansion of U.S. trade. Poats predicted 
that conclusions will be reached in the next few months on 
what can be done in a multilateral context to reduce nuclear 
proliferation and to bring U.S. nuclear export controls in 
line with those of other countries.

Kent Knowles, from the Department of Commerce, 
discussed the Department’s licensing procedures, which 
have been frustrated by rapidly increased numbers of ap
plications (80,000 cases in 1979, compared to 50,000 in 
1977), the increased complexity of cases, and the lack of 
personnel to process the applications. Knowles promised 
that the procedures will be speeded up and improved in the 
future and a computer system will be installed which is able 
to inform the applicant of the status of his application at any 
stage in the processing.

Dr. Frost, from the Defense Department, presented the 
conference with the strategic setting of export controls. 
According to Frost, the U.S. edge has increasingly come 
to rest not on numbers of weapons, but on technological 
sophistication. The lead that Western nations enjoy over

John E. Carlson

the Soviet Union and the Warsaw Pact countries is a result 
of our lighter and more accurate military weapons, Frost 
contended, and emphasized that NATO must maintain its 
technological advantage if it is to maintain its combat ef
fectiveness. We must not underestimate the Soviet long term 
desire to obtain Western technology at any price, and export 
controls are a necessary evil for minimizing the risk of 
diversion of sophisticated civilian technology into the 
military sector, Frost said. COCOM, an informal, inter
national Coordinating Committee consisting of NATO 
countries and Japan, functions remarkably well, and the 
key problem is delay. Efforts are being made to make the 
cases more prompt.

Baboyian concluded the panel discussion by reemphasiz
ing that export industries consider the national security and 
foreign policy justifications for export controls proper, 
and the real question is how to administer these controls 
effectively. Panel participants seemed to agree that prolifera
tion of export controls is likely to continue in the 1980's, 
but increased efforts will be made to streamline these 
restrictions.
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EXTRATERRITORIAL APPLICATION OF U.S. LAWS

Moderator: John S. Withers
Grove International Corp.

Panelists: John A. Gray, Burt & Gray
Walter S. Surrey, Surrey, Karasik & Morse 
Vincent Rocque, Department of Commerce 
Richard Shine, Department of Justice

The panel concentrated on two major laws enacted within 
the last two years which adversely affect U.S. exports of 
goods and services:

First, the anti-boycott legislation consisting of Section 
999 of the Tax Reform Act of 1976,and the Export Ad
ministration Act of 1977, and second, the anti-bribery 
legislation, consisting of the Foreign Corrupt Practices 
Act of 1977. On the anti-boycott issue, industry panelists 
pointed to the conflict between the provisions of Section 
999 of the Tax Reform Act and those of the Export Ad
ministration Act. The Internal Revenue Service has repor
tedly been engaged in drafting new boycott guidelines which 
would prohibit a U.S. exporter’s compliance with the 
shipping and insurance certifications presently utilized by 
Saudi Arabia and Kuwait. These guidelines, which had not 
yet been issued, would conflict with the Commerce Depart
ment’s anti-boycotting regulations which permit an export
er’s compliance with the certifications.

One of the panelists advised the business community 
to either negotiate deals which do not require the letter of 
credit format, or else not pay local taxes, as two possible 
means of avoiding penalties under Section 999. Mr. Rocque, 
representing the Commerce Department, reported that the 
business community essentially is content with the EAA 
and its anti-boycott provisions and that no requests for 
change are expected.

The Commerce Department was about to publish ad
ministrative procedures in an interim, final form to enforce 
the law and public comment would be possible at that point. 
Commerce will continue to provide informal guidance on 
boycott regulations and is willing to issue interpretations 
on important areas of the provisions. A comprehensive sur
vey to determine the worldwide scope of boycott com
plaints is being proposed by the Department.

Panel moderator Withers elaborated on the interpretative 
problems of the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act, particularly 
as it relates to the company-foreign agent relationship. 
Among the problems identified by Withers: Will we be 
accused of having paid a bribe by virtue of having paid fees 
to agents if an agent subsequently provides money or ser
vices to a government official? Withers’ question was never 
answered.

The President, in his September 26, 1978 Export Policy 
Statement, directed the Justice Department to issue guidance 
to the business community on the FCPA. No guidance had 
yet been issued, but Richard Shine, from the Justice Depart
ment, reported to the conference that the Justice Depart
ment has considered five different forms of guidance:

1. publishing a lay-language pamphlet
2. stating enforcement priorities
3. developing hypothetical cases
4. issuing detailed regulations
5. creating a business review procedure.

Options two and five have been seriously considered and 
option three is still under review, according to Shine. The 
Department is about to issue its guidance intentions this 
fall. Shine told the audience that a business review proce
dure would not in any way limit the application of the law, 
in case anyone had entertained such hopes.

Hubert Beatty, left, James 
M. Sprouse

The key problems of 
the FPC A, from a busi
ness point of view, 
were identified by panel 
participants as the fol
lowing:
• the absence of a def

inition of “reason to 
know’’ when select
ing an agent;

• the size of a fee when 
it is considered sub
stantial enough to 
trigger an investiga
tion;

• what are “grease payments” which are exempt from 
penalties under the FCPA? Is there such a thing as a 
pure “grease payment?”

• what is extortion? And, should extortion not be con
sidered a defense?

• Section 102 on accounting requirements will probably be 
the greatest area of enforcement because violations of 
these provisions will be easiest to prove.

Walter Surrey, a private lawyer on the panel, described 
the Foreign Corrupt Practices Act as a law that nobody 
wanted and a poorly drafted Act in part because of the 
reluctance of the business community to get involved when 
Congress deliberated on this legislation. Surrey called for 
more active future business participation on this issue. It 
was noted by the panel that no countries other than the U.S. 
have antibribery legislation with extraterritorial applica
tion, and that U.S. efforts to push for a multilateral treaty 
on corrupt business practices have so far met with little 
enthusiasm from other governments.
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U.S. GOVERNMENT TRADE PROMOTION

Moderator: L. Neal Spencer
Morrison-Knudsen Company, Inc.

Panelists: Representative Bill Frenzel
Allen M. Acheson, Black & Veatch Interna

tional
John Greenwald, Office of the Special 

Representative for Trade Negotiations
Peter Gould, Department of Commerce

The panel focused on two aspects of U.S. government 
trade promotion:

First, the panel discussed existing government pro
grams and policies affecting trade to determine whether they 
should be improved, maintained, or abolished to meet 
future industry needs. And, second, the panel debated how 
U.S. trade policy and promotion can most effectively be 
implemented. In this context, the proposed reorganization 
of the federal government’s international trade functions 
was discussed.

Industry representatives on the panel emphasized that 
the primary reason why the engineering and construction 
industry turns to the government for assistance is because 
Asian and European competitors seem to be operating in 
very close cooperation with their home governments in what 
appears to be a combined private/public marketing effort 
in the international construction field. It was pointed out 
that U.S. contractors are increasingly concerned that they, 
as individual private firms, are competing against foreign 
countries rather than foreign firms.

One of the industry panelists quoted Rutherford Poats, 
of the National Security Council, who has estimated that 
between $5 and $8 billion of potential overseas business is 
lost each year due to U.S. government export disincentives. 
One obvious way of promoting U.S. exports, according 
to this panelist, would be to eliminate these trade-impairing 
laws and regulations.

Industry delegates on the panel proposed specific trade-
promoting programs and steps which the government should 
undertake to stimulate exports on engineering and construc
tion services:

1. Panelists expressed satisfaction with the more ag
gressive current leadership of the Export-Import Bank, 
but called for substantially increased and expanded project 
financing, loan guarantees, performance bonds and political 
risk insurance programs. A tripling or quadrupling of the 
Eximbank funding level of $4.1 billion for FY 1980 was 
perceived by the panel as one of the most cost-effective 
methods of securing new overseas construction contracts.

2. Industry representatives 
on the panel proposed U.S. 
government assistance in the 
form of a feasibility financing 
fund to enable developing 
country owners to proceed 
with certain categories of less 
urgent, but financially viable, 
development projects. It was 
pointed out that other coun
tries have shown a growing 
willingness to provide conces
sional feasibility financing 
due to the increased likelihood that the project itself will be 
awarded to a firm from the same country which prepared 
the project feasibility study.

L. Neal Spencer

3. The fact that South Korea has surpassed the U.S. 
in terms of third market construction volume and yet is 
eligible to bid for U.S. AID-financed construction projects 
was brought up, and industry representatives recommended 
the exclusion of the Koreans from AID project competition 
on the basis that they no longer are able to demonstrate 
need for AID-bid eligibility.

4. Industry panelists urged a reassessment and revision 
of export disincentives and called for Trade Impact Assess
ments to be performed on major existing and proposed legis
lative or regulatory measures affecting U.S. exports, so that 
the Congress and the public would be informed about the 
lost trade associated with each disincentive — non-
competitive taxation, anti-boycott, antitrust, anti-bribery 
legislation, environmental reviews, human rights pol
icies, etc.

On the issue of trade reor
ganization, there was a strong 
feeling among delegates that 
no more government bureau
cracy is needed. Reorganiza
tion itself will do little to in
crease U.S. exports unless it is 
accompanied by a strong 
commitment by the govern
ment to elevate trade policy 
to a higher level of importance 
relative to foreign policy and 
national security considerations. However, a consolidation 
and streamlining of existing international trade functions 
is desirable but must be accomplished without the creation 
of additional government.

Rep. Bill Frenzel

Congressman Frenzel responded to the industry presenta
tions by agreeing that no more federal bureaucracy should 
be created in the international trade field. Frenzel conceded 
that Congress failed on Section 911 of the Foreign Earned
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Allen M. Acheson

Income Act in 1976 and improved it marginally, but not 
sufficiently, in 1978. The Congressman observed that the 
continuation of DISC is important as the only existing tax 
incentive for U.S. exporters. Trade has been priority number 
one, according to Frenzel, who supported the expansion of 
Eximbank financing which he considers a present to the 
American people in terms of 
its job creating effect. The 
U.S. has been far too self- 
reliant in the past and Ameri
cans have not understood that 
the golden goose is the entire 
world; Congress has failed in 
this respect, too.

Frenzel emphasized the educational responsibilities of the 
engineering and construction industry in keeping govern
ment and Congress adequately informed about specific 
industry needs and the importance of exports of engineering
construction services to the U.S. economy as a whole.

The Administration’s reorganization plan was presented 
by Peter Gould, from the Department of Commerce, who 
believes that the new framework of concentrating policy 
responsibilities in the office of the Special Representative 
for Trade Negotiations (STR) and implementation in the 

Department of Commerce might offer some favorable solu
tions and remove some of the problems experienced by the 
exporting industries.

The STR representative emphasized the importance of the 
Trade Agreements Act of 1979 (the MTN treaty) as a 
beginning of a comprehensive international process to make 
trade more free and fair. Greenwald had noticed a chang
ing mood in the Administration towards a more pro-trade 
attitude, and he predicted aggressive enforcement of the 
MTN Codes by the STR. He called for active participation 
by the business community in industry groups to make the 
MTN a success.

Congressman Frenzel foresaw, during the discussion on 
Section 911 which followed the panel presentations, a future 
legislative veto over regulations. Frenzel blamed Congress 
for fuzzy legislation, making it difficult for the regulatory 
agencies to interpret legislative intent.

Industry representatives in the audience voiced strong 
disappointment that so little of the pro-export rhetoric in 
Congress translates into action, and that in order to get the 
services that exporters need — financing, insurance, guar
antees — U.S. firms are often better off seeking them 
abroaD.

WRAP-UP PANEL

Moderator: Bancroft T. Foley, Jr.
The Howard P. Foley Company

Panelists: John S. Withers, Grove International
Dr. Louis Berger, Louis Berger International
Dr. Alan Kendall, Ralph M. Parsons

Company

During the discussion which followed upon the represen
tation and approval of workshop resolutions, several 
constructive suggestions were made by conference dele
gates and panel participants regarding the purpose and 
function of IECIC.

First, the conference emphasized that an ACTION 
PLAN was necessary to follow up on the IECIC resolu
tions. It was suggested that NCA, AGC and ACEC dele

gates in IECIC, together with staff, would be responsible 
for developing and implementing such an action plan.

Second, it was suggested that in order to maximize the 
effectiveness of future IECIC conferences, a greater effort 
should be made to broaden and expand participation by gov
ernment officials, Congress, labor, banking and insurance 
organizations, and business trade associations.

Third, it was recommended that IECIC member organi
zations consider the creation of action task forces, similar 
to the Tax Fairness Committee, on issues of great impor
tance for the overseas construction industry.

Fourth, it was agreed that the final published conference 
proceedings should be sent to all conference participants, 
key government officials and all members of Congress.
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IECIC WORKSHOP RECOMMENDATIONS

REPORT OF WORKSHOP ON U.S. TAXATION

The new Sections 911 and 913 of the Foreign Earned 
Income Act of 1978 will generally put the U.S. engineer
ing and construction industry on a more competitive footing 
overseas. But in light of the realities of the markets in which 
we are competing, the new tax laws remain too restrictive, 
especially as currently being interpreted by the IRS. They 
continue to function as an export disincentive, putting our 
companies at a considerable disadvantage against similar 
companies in the competing industrial nations.

The workshop participants urge that NCA, AGC and 
ACEC, in cooperation with the U.S. & Overseas Tax 
Fairness Committee (TFC), institute a renewed campaign to 
educate Congress and the public on the continuing urgency 
of the tax problem: IECIC participants should aggressively 
pursue administrative and legislative remedies to bring our 
industry into competitive tax equity with the engineers 
and constructors with whom we are competing overseas.

The campaign should include, but not be limited to, 
achieving new policies governing:

• The tax treatment of individual Americans at work 
overseas;

• The taxation of U.S. corporations in overseas markets.

U.S. overseas corporations and employees must be put 
on the same tax footing as those of other nations. In order 
to obtain that equity, we have defined the need for action in 
the following sequence:

• Realistic regulations under Section 911 must be nego
tiated with the IRS;

• Realistic regulations under Section 913 must subse
quently be worked out;

• A new law to eliminate the taxation of foreign earned 
income of Americans abroad must be introduced into the 
legislative process and passage must be won.

The workshop participants support the retention of cor
porate tax incentives, foreign tax credits, and deferral.

REPORT OF WORKSHOP ON EXPORT FINANCING

American firms have encountered great difficulty in ob
taining competitive project financing from U.S. sources for 
international jobs. Foreign engineering and construction 
firms, often working in virtual partnership with their respec
tive governments, increasingly succeed in proposing finan
cial conditions which the U.S. engineering and construc
tion industry is unable to match.

In order to improve the competitive position of U.S. 
construction and engineering firms in international markets, 
the following must be incorporated into trade policy:

• The Export-Import Bank of the United States must be 
authorized to handle up to four times its present annual 
lending limit to provide appropriate credits in support 
of U.S. exporters of goods and services, and to use con
cessionary and institutional financing, as necessary, to 
meet foreign competition;

• AID and/or Eximbank must be charged to develop and 
execute a program for pre-investment and feasibility 
study funding;

• The Export-Import Bank, in association with FCIA, must 
make available a comprehensive worldwide insurance 
facility against foreign commercial, political and in
flationary risks;

• The list of AID Code 941 countries must be revised 
periodically, and must exclude, starting immediately, 
Advanced Developing Countries (ADC’s) such as Brazil, 
Colombia, India, Korea, Mexico, the Philippines and 
Taiwan from participation in AID-funded projects;

• Commercial banks should be funded by either the Export- 
Import Bank or the Treasury Department so that they 
can make competitive fixed rate loans, with the federal 
government assuming the interest differential.

REPORT OF WORKSHOP ON EXPORT 
CONTROLS — EXTRATERRITORIAL 

APPLICATION OF U.S. LAWS

Based on the panel presentations on export controls and 
extraterritorial application of U.S. laws and regulations, 
the workshop participants find that IECIC must oppose the 
extraterritorial application of U.S. laws. We make the 
following specific recommendations:

• Anti-boycott regulations. Section 999 of the Internal
Revenue Code denies important tax benefits to ex
porters who agree to participate in unsanctioned boycotts 
including:
— Foreign tax credits;
— Domestic Insurance Sales Corporations; and
— Deferral.
Section 999 was passed by the Congress prior to legisla
tive consideration of the anti-boycotting provisions of 
the Export Administration Amendments of 1977 
(E.A.A.).
It is our position that Section 999 must be repealed for 
the following reasons:
— The Tax Code is an inappropriate means for the 

implementation of non-tax policy considerations;
— The E.A.A. provides comprehensive treatment of 

the boycott problem;
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— Section 999 conflicts and is inconsistent with U.S. 
anti-boycott policy as defined by the E.A.A.

• Anti-bribery — Foreign Corrupt Practices Act. The 
workshop participants urge that the IECIC constituent 
organizations work for the repeal of the Foreign Corrupt 
Practices Act for the following reasons:
— It runs contrary to the conscience and conduct of 

national trade practices, laws and customs of sover
eign governments; and

— It is wholly inconsistent with prevailing trade prac
tices of our foreign competitors.

• Export Controls. It is our view that the process of ob
taining an export license from the Department of Com
merce must be made more efficient in order to take into 
account the particular needs of U.S. firms and the 
intensely competitive nature of the international en
gineering and construction market.
We see the need for improvement of the process through 
the following:
— Institution of a mechanism for the immediate approval 

to export technology previously exported. We see no 
reason why technology that has already been licensed 
should be subject to the same review procedure as 
originally required;

— Extension of the term of a license. Why shouldn’t 
one license apply for additional exports of the same 
technology for the life of the project?

— Increase in the staff and technical expertise within 
the Department of Commerce handling license ap
plications; and

— Multilateral unanimity on export controls by nuclear 
supplier countries.

• Extraterritorial Effect of National Environmental 
Protection Act (NEPA). We recognize a legitimate in
terest on the part of the U.S. government in protecting the 
international environment from unreasonable and danger
ous stress resulting from commercial activities. But we 
point out as well that such an interest must take into ac
count the particular concerns of developing countries in 
ordering their own immediate economic priorities. The 
effect of regulatory procedures on realizing intended goals 
must also be recognized. If the only effect of a particular 
regulation is to disqualify American firms from considera
tion, with no real impact otherwise on the project’s 
completion, then it should be reconsidered.
In addition to opposing the Executive Order action, we 
oppose any legislative attempts to supplant the order with 

more stringent and extensive extraterritorial environ
mental controls.

• Webb-Pomerene Act. The workshop supports the value 
of a competitive, free enterprise system envisioned by 
existing antitrust legislation, and recognizes the original 
intent of the Webb-Pomerene Act in providing certain 
exemptions to those provisions for international ventures. 
The nature of international competition has changed 
substantially since Webb-Pomerene’s passage, how
ever, and the full development of our export potential is 
essential if American business is to survive abroad. It is 
the workshop’s position that in order to meet this competi
tion, a mechanism allowing U.S. engineers and con
tractors to combine without threat of domestic antitrust 
action must be provided. This can be realized by clarifi
cation of Webb-Pomerene’s antitrust implications and 
the expansion of provisions to specifically include 
technology-related items and services.

REPORT OF WORKSHOP ON GOVERNMENT TRADE 
PROMOTION

In order to improve the competitiveness of the U.S. en
gineering and construction industry working overseas:

• It is necessary that a more aggressive mutual industry/ 
government sales promotion effort, including high level 
official government participation, be instituted while 
continuing the current trade promotion activities of the 
Department of Commerce and other agencies;

• It is necessary to publicly disclose assessments of over
seas business lost due to major existing and proposed ex
port disincentives;

• We want a strong consolidation and streamlining of exist
ing international trade functions without the creation of 
any additional and needless bureaucracy. We support a 
streamlining and a fundamental restructuring of the Com
merce Department to make it an effective international 
trade department along the lines of the Jones/Frenzel 
reorganization proposal;

• The recently concluded Multilateral Trade Negotiations 
(MTN) agreement must be vigorously enforced and steps 
be taken to prevent foreign engineering and construction 
firms from entering the U.S. market using unfair trading 
practices such as government subsidized export financ
ing.
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Jane W. Schweiker
Schweiker & Associates
Washington, D.C.

Donald R. Sherk
U.S. Department of Treasury 
Washington, D.C.

I. Silva
Gilbert Associates, Inc.
Reading, PA

L. Neal Spencer
Morrison-Knudsen Company, Inc.
Boise, ID

Larry Spiller
American Consulting Engineers Council 
Washington, D.C.

James M. Sprouse
Associated General Contractors of America 
Washington, D.C.

John W. Starbuck
Ford, Bacon & Davis International
New York, NY

George E. Stockton
Associated General Contractors of America
Washington, D.C.
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Harry Strachan
Bain & Company
Boston, MA

Walter S. Surrey
Surrey, Karasik and Morse 
Washington, D.C.

J.M.  Swenson
Turner International
New York, NY

Joseph Tavares
Overseas Private Investment Corporation 
Washington, D.C.

Nello L. Teer
Nello L. Teer Company
Durham, NC

A. Paul Theriot
McClelland Engineers, Inc.
Houston, TX

Tony Turek
Continental Illinois Nat’l Bank
Chicago, IL

Leonard E. Van Houten
Dravo Corporation
Pittsburgh, PA

Dr. Pompiliu Verzariu
U.S. Department of Commerce 
Washington, D.C.

Roger Wallat
Dravo Corporation
Pittsburgh, PA

Stuart G. Watt
Davy-McKee Corporation 
Cleveland, OH

B. Hunt Whitbeck, Jr.
Citibank, N.A.
New York, NY

Harris H. Whitbeck
Constructora Universal 
Guatemala, C.A.

John S. Withers
Grove International Corp.
Vienna, VA
IECIC Delegate

R.H. Wood
Morrison-Knudsen Int’l Co.
Boise, ID

Bruno Zambotti
Inter-American Development Bank 
Washington, D.C.

Adm. William M. Zobel
U.S. Department of Defense 
Washington, D.C.

Paul N. Howard, AGC Maurice L. Mosier, NCA
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